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Introduction

Rabbi Akiva said:
Who is able to contemplate the seven palaces
and behold the heaven of heavens
and see the chambers of chambers
and say: “I saw the chamber of YH?”

—Ma’aseh Merkavah, Synopse, 554.

This question is posed by Rabbi Akiva, a central figure of the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature of late antiquity. In it we find mentioned
several claims and aspects which distinguish the mysticism found in
this literature. We hear of “contemplation,” “ascent to heaven,” and
“vision of divine palaces.” We learn that a human being can cross
traditional boundaries between the phenomenological and the tran-
scendent realms, make a contemplative ascent to heaven, behold the
chambers of God in a personal manner, and communicate these expe-
riences and visions to others. We also encounter an enigma: Who is
this qualified person?

The first part of the question: “Who is able to contemplate the
seven palaces?,” seems to describe a spiritual introspective process,
taking place on an internal level, in which a visionary reflects and
meditates upon the seven palaces of God, placing them in the center
of his contemplation, imagination, and thought. The second part: “and
to ascend and behold the heaven of heavens, and to see the chambers
of chambers,” pertains to beliefs, practices, and revelations. It claims
the existence of a different reality, beyond the phenomenological world,
envisioned as a celestial realm of God, in which his divine palace is
situated in the heaven of heavens. It also appears to introduce the
possibility of divine-human encounters outside traditional norms of
historical revelation. These words seem likewise to affirm a specific
religious consciousness, which enables a human being to exceed pa-
rameters of traditional norms, time, and space, and to initiate a direct
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encounter with the divine, in a meditative process, visualized as a
personal, otherworldly voyage to heaven.

The third part of the question: “and say I saw the chamber of YH,”
may refer to the manner in which contemplative experiences and their
attendant, interpreted divine visions and revelations, are formulated
and conveyed through verbal expressions, and sayings. Rabbi Akiva’s
query also seeks to discern “Who” can take part in such quests which,
in fact, offer an alternative to the traditional concept of divinely initi-
ated communication between God and his people. It also, perhaps,
indicates an attempt to distinguish the identity of the ones who are
involved in these endeavors, and to situate them in an historical and
cultural context.

This study concentrates on the facets of Rabbi Akiva’s question as
a framework for the discussion. It explores the nature of the mystical
tradition found in the enigmatic Hekhalot and Merkavah literature
and the manner in which its mystical notions are molded and commu-
nicated. The social and cultural contexts of its writers will be consid-
ered as well.

The Hekhalot and Merkavah literature includes various manu-
scripts and literary traditions written and edited over a long period of
time, arguably between the third and seventh centuries C.E., in Pales-
tine and Babylonia. They contain overlapping mystical, cosmological,
messianic, and magical traditions, presented in several literary forms.
With a full awareness of the complexity of this literature and the in-
tricacy of its traditions, this study focuses on the mystical dimensions
of the literature. It examines several treatises in which these mystical
notions principally find expression. These include textual units known
Hekhalot Rabbati (The Greater Book of Hekhalot), Hekhalot Zutarti (The
Lesser Book of Hekhalot), Ma’aseh Merkavah (The Works of the Chariot),
Sefer Hekhalot (The Book of Hekhalot) also entitled the Hebrew Book of
Enoch or 3 Enoch, the Shi’ur Komah traditions (Measurements of the
Divine Body), various fragments known as Shivhei Metatron, and sev-
eral texts found in the Cairo Genizah.

The discussion treats these topics in six chapters. The first chapter
of this study presents a brief overview of the Hekhalot and Merkavah
literature as it was composed, edited, and integrated over a substan-
tial period of time. It introduces debated historical questions of origin
and dating, as well as the complex nature of its manuscripts, literary
traditions, and conceptual notions. Maintaining the view that schol-
arly analysis of mystical phenomena is primarily textually based, the
chapter then discusses aspects of the mystical tradition found in the
Hekhalot and Merkavah literature, in light of current observations
and methodological premises in the study of mysticism.
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The second chapter distinguishes specific mystical characteris-
tics to be found in the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature, in light
of methodological premises in the study of mysticism. Applying a
literary-phenomenological approach, the discussion first classifies
significant mystical aspects present in several Hekhalot and
Merkavah literary units and accounts, both theoretical and practi-
cal. It then demonstrates the ways in which these notions interact
as they create a distinctive mystical tradition. In particular, atten-
tion will be paid to the interplay between mystical techniques, ritu-
alistic practices, inner perceptions, and spiritual transformation on
the one hand, and the ability to decode divine visions and revela-
tions, which these entail, on the other hand.

The second topic which this study addresses is the presence of
mythology in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism. Scholars have dem-
onstrated connections between the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature
and similar notions in priestly traditions, rabbinical writings, the Dead
Sea Scrolls, apocalyptic texts, early Christian literature, Gnostic sources,
and magical theurgical traditions and practices. The present investiga-
tions calls attention to additional mythological echoes which resonate
in various mystical narrations of the Hekhalot and Merkavah litera-
ture. This aspect has not yet been thoroughly investigated in scholarly
literature. This study seeks to demonstrates its importance. It suggests
that mythological patterns of expressions, as well as themes, and models
rooted in Near Eastern mythological sources, are evoked in the
Hekhalot and Merkavah literature, in a spiritualized fashion, as the
principal way of presenting its mystical content.

Chapter 3 provides background to a close literary-phenomeno-
logical analysis of the relationship of myth and mysticism to be found
in chapters 4 and 5. It distinguishes the nature of mystical discourse
in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, suggesting that this tradition
conceptualizes and conveys many of its mystical notions by evoking
a variety of mythological frameworks. It then introduces dominant
characteristics of the three prevalent mythological frameworks, pre-
sumed to be employed in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism. These
include mythological forms of thought and expression in general, as
well as biblical, and Mesopotamian mythology in particular. The chapter
concludes with an assessment of the pertinence and possible applica-
bility of these three mythological forms in Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism. It demonstrates that this tradition employs specific pat-
terns, often characterized as mythological, such as prose narrative style,
pictorial imagery, tangible metaphors, and figurative language, in or-
der to construct and articulate abstract, mystical concepts. The discus-
sion further treats the apparent probability that mythological traditions
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contained in the Hebrew bible have bestowed some degree of inspira-
tion on several Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical presentations. Fi-
nally, in light of the view that traditions within a given cultural-religious
group, or within neighboring cultures, interact with one another in an
ongoing process of absorption, transformation and interchange, the dis-
cussion demonstrates the presence and prominence of Mesopotamian
mythological traditions in the syncretistic Hellenistic Roman world of late
antiquity, in which the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature was compiled.
These are treated as plausible sources, which could have inspired the
Hekhalot and Merkavah imagery, directly or indirectly.

The fourth and the fifth chapters demonstrate, by a close literary-
phenomenological analysis, the manner in which various mystical
aspects are presented in the Hekhalot and Merkavah descriptions.
Chapter 4 focuses on the spiritual voyage, outlined in a dialectical
way in the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature. It discusses the manner
in which the spiritual-contemplative processes are described in a
mythological fashion as actual corporal ascents to heaven, taking place
in a mythological cosmos. The discussion examines, in particular, three
main topics: (a) the image of the visionary, (b) the inner journey, and
(c) the spiritual transformations at its end.

Chapter 5 concentrates on the concept of a figurative and ab-
stract God, revealed at the height of the mystical-visionary ascent. It
examines depictions which treat God’s spiritual character, infinite
transcendent nature, and his inconceivable qualities, and demonstrates
how they are expressed by traditional themes and imagery rooted in
specific mythological traditions. These include, for example, enor-
mous physical size, exceptional beauty, exclusive kingship, and a
tangible supremacy.

Both chapters 4 and 5 examine mythological patterns present in
various Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical accounts from a pheno-
melological perspective. They also trace the possible origin of several
Hekhalot and Merkavah themes to specific mythological, ancient Near
Eastern sources, both biblical and Mesopotamian. They conclude with
an analysis of the manner in which ancient mythological images and
themes are interiorized, spiritualized, and reinterpreted in order to con-
vey new mystical notions in the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature.

Embracing the approach that mystical literature and cultural so-
cial realities are bound together, chapter 6 concludes the discussion by
considering possible cultural and ideological implications of the pre-
vious literary and phenomenological observations regarding the con-
text of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism and its authors. Based on
distinct similarity in self-perception and ideological interests, the chap-
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ter proposes that the enigmatic Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism
could be considered a product of Jewish intellectuals of late antiquity,
possibly scribes and sages associated with classes of priests and with
temple traditions, who, in keeping with Near Eastern scribal tradi-
tions of “the wise,” reapply several of their principles and concepts to
mystical teachings.
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1
The Hekhalot and Merkavah Literature
and Its Mystical Tradition

Those who define mysticism in terms of a certain type of
experience of God often seem to forget that there can be no
direct access to evidence for the historian. Experience as
such is not a part of the historical record. The only thing
directly available to the historian or historical theologian is
the evidence, largely in the form of written records . . .

—McGinn, The Foundations of Mysticism, xiv.

INTRODUCTION

The title of this chapter associates mysticism with the Hekhalot and
Merkavah literature, suggesting that this literature includes records of
a mystical tradition. Before attempting an examination of this pro-
posal, it is important to clarify the following. What is the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature? What is meant when applying the debated
and ambiguous term mysticism in this context? Which parts of the
Hekhalot and Merkavah literature exhibit notions and outlooks which
could be characterized as mystical? These topics will be addressed in
this chapter. Its first section will present an overview of the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature, its nature, origins, traditions, themes, and
the development of its research. The second section will introduce
principle issues and methodological approaches to the study of mys-
ticism, relevant to the present investigation. It will then discuss broad
characteristic features of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism present
primarily in several literary sources. None of these writings reveal a
coherent mystical doctrine conveyed in a methodical fashion. Yet,
despite some inconsistency, parallel accounts complement each other,
disclosing interconnected experimental and theoretical aspects of one
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tradition, which endured over a long period of time, despite its
noncanonical status. Its goals, religio-spiritual attitudes, practices, rev-
elations, and exegetical perceptions demonstrate specific traits which,
from a phenomenological perspective, can be characterized as mystical.

THE HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH LITERATURE

The anonymous corpus known as the Hekhalot and Merkavah litera-
ture derives its name from two of its principal themes. The first theme
involves descriptions of visionary heavenly ascents through the seven
divine palaces (Hebrew: Hekhalot ). The second theme features
meditations and interpretations of the chariot vision (Hebrew:
Merkavah ).1 The collective title, “Hekhalot and Merkavah lit-
erature,” may give the impression of a cohesive corpus of writings
with a specific homogeneous tradition or a consistent religious out-
look. This literature, however, is not a unified body of work having
one spiritual approach. On the contrary, the Hekhalot and Merkavah
literature consists of several anonymous and enigmatic manuscripts,
each of which includes various literary genres and diverse traditions.2

The Hekhalot and Merkavah manuscripts are written in Hebrew
and Aramaic with several borrowings from Greek.3 They came into
existence over an extensive period of time. According to several schol-
ars, they took shape in Palestine and Babylonia during the Mishnaic
and Talmudic periods of the second and fifth centuries. Others date
this literature to the sixth and the eighth centuries, C.E., the late phase
of the Geonic period.4 These texts involved a long process of writing,
editing, and redacting. They have not been preserved in their original
and complete form but are found instead as fragmented manuscripts
and literary units in later sources. A major body of the manuscripts
has been found in medieval Europe, among the writings of the Hasidei
Ashkenaz movement. These manuscripts were edited by members of
this school at the end of the twelfth and the beginning of the thir-
teenth century C.E.5 Hekhalot and Merkavah material has been pre-
served as well in the work of early Jewish philosophers from the tenth
century and in polemic Karaite literature.6 Additional fragments, the
authorship of which is attributed to the ninth century, have been found
in the Cairo Genizah.7 Short segments of the Hekhalot and Merkavah
texts were also included in various Midrashim and in the Babylonian
and Jerusalem Talmuds.8

The Hekhalot and Merkavah literature is distinctively multifac-
eted, presenting complex and sometimes contradictory notions of God,
angels, and human beings.9 Each manuscript, in fact, may be seen as
an anthology of different traditions and subject matters. Cosmological
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concepts, magical and theurgical traditions, accounts of visionary
ascensions to the celestial world, descriptions of the angelic realm,
rituals of adjurations, messianic contemplation, theosophical specu-
lations concerning the nature of God, his appearance and the dimen-
sions of his divine figure (shi‘ur komah, ), are several of the
central topics which the Hekhalot and Merkavah treatises introduce
simultaneously.10

The diversity of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature as well as
the complexity of its texts make difficult any attempt to reach clear,
solid conclusions regarding the scope of the corpus, the relationships
among its various parts, the time and social climate of its composition,
and its dominant characteristics. Questions concerning the literature
have therefore been disputed in the scholarly literature and many
speculations have not been definitively proven.11 The following is a
brief overview of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature; its origins,
literary traditions, and prevalent themes.

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND

The first attempts to anchor the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature in
a specific Jewish tradition and to set the historical and chronological
date of its compilation were made in the nineteenth century. Several
scholars of that period considered texts of this literature as obscure
late manuscripts which stand outside the normative Judaism of late
antiquity and early Middle Ages. The historian H. H. Graez, for ex-
ample, attributed the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature to the post-
Talmudic and Midrashic periods. In Graetz’s opinion the literature’s
exceptional and irrational themes, such as descriptions of angels,
magical formulas, ascents to heaven, and descriptions of the body of
the divine, could not correctly be seen as the product of legalistic
rabbinical Judaism, but rather reflect the presence of Islamic influence
from sources of the eighth and ninth centuries.12 Other scholars, in
contrast, viewed the Hekhalot and Merkavah texts as authentic Jewish
writings from a much earlier date. M. Gaster, considered the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature as a remnant of an ancient school of thought
dating from the Second Temple period. A. Jellinek regarded the manu-
scripts as late homilies, which had not been included in the classical
collections. He issued several of the treatises in his edition Bet ha-
Midrash. S. A. Wertheimer shared a similar attitude and included sev-
eral Hekhalot and Merkavah texts in his collection, Batei Midrashot, as
did S. Musajoff, who included Hekhalot and Merkavah texts in his
edition, Merkavah Shelemah.13 In the twenties, H. Odeberg published a
critical edition of Sefer Hekhalot, also labeled by him as The Hebrew Book
of Enoch or 3 Enoch. As the title reflects, Odeberg considered the text
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to be a part of the ancient apocalyptic Enochic literature from the first
centuries B.C.E. and the first century C.E.14

G. Scholem’s writings mark the beginning of contemporary aca-
demic study of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature. Scholem and
several other scholars dated the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature to
a much earlier time than had previously been suggested.15 The litera-
ture, according to this view, was attributed to mainstream orthodox
Rabbinic circles in the Tannaim period, around the turn of the first
century C.E., and then developed in various ways during the following
six or seven centuries.16 These conclusions have been challenged by
several scholars. E. E. Urbach and D. J. Halperin have shown differ-
ences between the Hekhalot and Merkavah tradition and that of Rab-
binic Judaism, in which they have not found any trace of mystical
activity but rather that of a homilitical midrashic study of Ezekiel’s
chariot.17 M. S. Cohen, P. S. Alexander, and M. D. Swartz have argued
that different Hekhalot and Merkavah texts and literary units cannot
be dated to the first centuries C.E. Instead, they contend these texts
took shape over several centuries in Palestine between the early
Amoraic period and the post-Talmudic time in Babylonia.18

Not only the chronological dating of the Hekhalot and Merkavah
literature remains unclear, but also the identity and the social-histori-
cal background of its authors or compilers. No clear answers can be
deduced from the literature itself.19 Well-known Tannaitic figures such
as Rabbi Ishmael, Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah are
presented in the various narratives as main speakers, yet the informa-
tion they communicate often conflicts with documented historical data.
Their descriptions relate primarily to an imaginary reality, and their
views frequently contradict the accepted traditional norms of the
Mishnaic and Talmudic periods of the second and fifth centuries C.E.20

Diverse theories have been suggested to determine the writers’
identities. Members of a mystical school, originating in Palestine in
Tannaitic and Talmudic times, were considered by Scholem to be the
early authors of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature, which later
extended to Babylonia and subsequently to Europe. P. Schäfer sees
this literature as an expression of an elite post-rabbinic group of schol-
ars, originating in Babylonia. “People of the land,” including unedu-
cated lower class rebels from a younger generation, were the writers
of this literature, according to Halperin. This group challenged the old
rabbinic authorities, making theurgic use of the Sar Torah traditions of
the Hekhalot and Merkavah in order to gain a higher social status and
authority. Associating the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature with
magical literature J. R. Davila considered professional scribes as the
composers of the literature. Lacking formal rabbinic training and vener-
able social status, they challenged the Rabbis with magic. In a recent
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study he has identified the people behind the Hekhalot and Merkavah
literature as practitioners of ritual power, compared to shamans and
shamans/healers. Swartz sees the authors as educated groups who lacked
formal rabbinic training. These groups, placed between the elite and the
common lower classes, were found in circles of synagogue functionar-
ies, liturgical poets and professional scribes. R. Elior situates the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature in the context of priestly-angelic lore. She at-
tributes it to members of priestly circles, whose concern was to preserve
and reconstruct Temple traditions after its destruction as well as to
transform the imperceptible divinity into a perceivable order.21

The cultural-historical background of Hekhalot and Merkavah lit-
erature has also been studied from various angles. As scholars have
demonstrated, the literature shares many characteristics with several
major religious movements which flourished in the same cultural cli-
mate both within Judaism and outside of it. Similarities have been
drawn on the level of the general structure of ideas and as well on the
level of detailed literary motifs and themes. In addition to the connec-
tion of this literature with the Talmudic and Midrashic literature,22

interdependence between Hekhalot and Merkavah hymnology and
Jewish traditional prayers has been documented, and significant im-
pact of priestly-angelic traditions from the First and Second Temple
periods on the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature has been demon-
strated.23 The Hekhalot and Merkavah literature has also been linked
to several other traditions and texts from a similar cultural environ-
ment. These include apocryphal and apocalyptic literature,24 the
Qumran texts,25 Gnostic traditions,26 and early Christian literature.27

Connections between several Hekhalot and Merkavah traditions and
various Jewish and Greco-Roman magical traditions of late antiquity
have been studied as well.28

SCHOLARLY EDITIONS AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES

From the middle of the nineteenth century several Hekhalot and
Merkavah manuscripts were published by Jellinek, Wertheimer, and
Musajoff.29 In the twenties, the first critical edition of a Hekhalot and
Merkavah manuscript, Sefer Hekhalot, was published by H. Odeberg,
who also labeled it The Hebrew Book of Enoch or 3 Enoch.30 Critical
editions of specific manuscripts and literary units were published later
by scholars such as P. S. Alexander, M. S. Cohen, R. Elior, I. Gruenwald,
K. Hermann, and G. Scholem.31 In the late 1970’s P. Schäfer suggested
a different approach to the study of the manuscripts. Questioning the
convention of separating the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature into
fixed, defined, and independent textual units and books, Schäfer and
his colleagues published a synoptic edition of the Hekhalot and
Merkavah literature. This edition is composed of seven manuscripts
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from medieval European sources, presented in one sequence and di-
vided into nine hundred and thirty orderly, consecutive paragraphs. A
later edition of the Hekhalot and Merkavah texts, also published by
Schäfer, comprises twenty-three fragments from the Cairo Genizah. Pho-
tographs of the texts, comments, explanations and references to other
related Hekhalot and Merkavah sources are also part of this edition.32

In several discussions, Schäfer has promoted the historical-textual
approach to the study of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature. In
these, he has emphasized the greater importance of clarifying ques-
tions regarding the relationships among the manuscripts and various
textual units over the lesser importance of the study of their particular
characteristics.33 Other scholars, in contrast, have suggested employ-
ing an overall contextual-phenomenological perspective in order to
explore the unique attributes of the literature. This second approach
treats the literature as a corpus with a common spiritual outlook and
a shared literary heritage, reflected in the various texts, despite obvi-
ous differences and contradictions. Scholars have appropriately adopted
thematic, contextual, phenomenological, and historical approaches as
fruitful methods for analyzing the manuscripts. These methods allow
major conceptual themes and outlooks found in the literature to be
distinguished and assessed.34

Among the various conceptual themes and phenomenological fea-
tures of this literature, its mystical teachings, principles, and ideas
have been the topic of much discussion in significant studies. This
study, as well, focuses on the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical tradi-
tion. Recognizing mysticism as one of many notions of this multilay-
ered literature, it seeks to explore its specific features. As an
introduction, it is thus pertinent to discuss two topics, the nature of
mystical literature in general, and of the Hekhalot and Merkavah
mystical literature in particular.

MYSTICISM IN THE HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH LITERATURE

Recent scholarship presents two primary approaches to the study
of mysticism in the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature. On the one
hand, several scholars claim that this literature contains records of
genuine otherworldly experiences, preparatory techniques, and rev-
elations, all seen as its mystical core. In Scholem’s opinion, for
example, the soul’s ascent to heaven and its attainment of God is
the dominant mystical concept of this literature. It reveals evidence
of ecstatic visionary experiences which later degenerated into magi-
cal writings. I. Gruenwald likewise associates mysticism in this lit-
erature exclusively with ascent traditions. J. Dan identifies three
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types of mystical elements in the literature, among which the as-
cent to the Merkavah is the most significant. In Elior’s view, the
mystical aspects of this literature are represented by a new concept
of divinity as well as by the practice of ascent to heaven. K. E.
Grözinger highlights the mystical ascent as well as mystical prepa-
ratory techniques and stages.35

On the other hand, some scholars assert that the Hekhalot and
Merkavah literature includes merely literary constructions, which do
not reveal authentic mystical experiences and practices. Urbach and
Halperin, for instance, maintain this view, arguing that the ascent theme
should not be regarded as the primary aspect of this literature, which
reflects mostly literary developments. Schäfer argues that the litera-
ture does not provide any indication of how the heavenly ascent was
carried out, or even if it was practiced at all. M. Himmelfarb assets
that the literature includes stories to be repeated and not descriptions
of tenable experiences and rites.36

This dichotomy between the experimental and the exegetical
aspects of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical tradition has been
challenged recently in several studies. Alexander discusses the inter-
dependency of these two aspects in any study of Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism and asserts: “from early on in the movement
both ‘theoretical’ (i.e. exegetical) and ‘practical’ (i.e. experimental)
approaches to the Merkabah were followed.”37 Rejecting any distinc-
tion between the two E. R. Wolfson states: “Such a distinction is predi-
cated on the ability to isolate phenomenologically an experience
separated from its literal context—a questionable presumption, inas-
much as all such experiences occur within a literary framework.38

This approach parallels a prevalent view according to which the
academic access to mystical teachings, experiences, revelations, and
doctrines of any mystical school is available mainly through its lit-
erary writings. Scholars have argued in support of this claim, main-
taining that only the literary records give expression to mystical
notions and enable students of mysticism to explore their meaning,
thus, the analysis of mysticism is primarily textually based. S. T.
Katz makes this observation very clearly, asserting that the key to
understanding mystical phenomena in general is through analysis of
its literary evidence:

There are no pure (i.e., unmediated) experiences. Neither
mystical experience nor more ordinary forms of experience
give any indication, or any grounds for believing, that they
are unmediated. That is to say all experience is processed
through, organized by, and makes itself available to us in
extremely complex epistemological ways.39
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Sharing this perspective, scholars such as R. M. Gimello, P. Moore, and
C. A. Keller assert that mystical writings form the only data for any
analysis of mysticism. The study of mysticism appears, therefore, to be
primarily literary, philological, and exegetical.40 In his investigation of
mystical phenomena, B. McGinn’s perception accords with this per-
spective: “The only thing directly available to the historian or histori-
cal theologian is the evidence, largely in the form of written records.”41

This approach to the study of mysticism seems to be particu-
larly valid in the case of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical tra-
dition. In its enigmatic and fractured collection of literary texts, we
do not find records of pure, unmediated mystical experiences or
revelations, presented as verified, firsthand, personal testimony.
Instead, the many Hekhalot and Merkavah passages provide a rich
tapestry of theoretical literary descriptions and of first, second, or
third hand pseudepigraphical testimonies of visionary experiences
and revelations, which demonstrate certain mystical characteristics.
These writings may present records of authentic experiences trans-
lated into words. They may also be bound up with accepted tradi-
tional norms, or based on literary conventions shared by a specific
group.42 Since the literary texts, in their present form, constitute our
only link to Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism of late antiquity,
the pure nature of authentic mystical experiences, their validity, or
the accuracy and correctness of reported mystical claims are topics
which stand beyond the scope of our investigation. Instead, through
a careful analysis of the written data, substantial insights into the
nature of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical tradition and its
special traits can be achieved.43

WHAT IS MEANT BY MYSTICISM

As we approach Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism through a study
of its literature, we need to discern the term mysticism, as well as to
specify which parts of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature exhibit
notions and outlooks which could be characterized as mystical. The
many studies of mysticism make clear that every examination of this
wide phenomenon defies any clear-cut attempt at its definition. Mys-
ticism is a phenomenological concept, coined by Western scholars,
which refers to various types of teachings, experiences, and goals of
varied spiritual trends.44 Deeply influenced by the perspectives, back-
grounds, and interests of its scholars, the definitions and classifications
of mysticism are numerous and diverse. Rather than distinguishing
what mysticism is, this study focuses on several of its characteristic
qualities, denoted from a phenomenological perspective, which are of
particular interest for this investigation of the Hekhalot and Merkavah
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tradition. Beneficial observations on these aspects are offered by
McGinn in his discussion of the heuristic nature of mysticism:

When I speak of mysticism as involving an immediate con-
sciousness of the presence of God, I am trying to highlight
a central claim that appears in almost all mystical texts.
Mystics continue to affirm that their mode of access to God
is radically different from that found in ordinary conscious-
ness, even from the awareness of God gained through the
usual religious activities. . . . As believers, they affirm that
God does become present in these activities, but not in any
direct or immediate fashion. Mystical religious texts are those
that witness to another form of divine presence, one that
can, indeed, sometimes be attained within the context of
ordinary religious observances, but which need not be. What
differentiates it from another form of religious conscious-
ness is its presentation as both subjectively and objectively
more direct, even at times as immediate.45

McGinn’s observation highlights several distinctive principles,
which are significant for the study of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysti-
cism. This observation expands the notion of mysticism, recognizing
that the unio mystica model is not its only characteristic feature, and
the principle of union with God does not embody its sole essence.
Acknowledging alternative mystical models McGinn perceives a state
of an immediate consciousness of the presence of God as pivotal and
further contends:

. . . union is only one of the host of models, metaphors, or
symbols that mystics have employed in their accounts. Many
have used it, but few have restricted themselves to it. Among
the other major mystical categories are those of contempla-
tion and the vision of God, deification . . . ecstasy. All of these
can be conceived of as different but complementary ways of
presenting the consciousness of direct presence.46

Several additional conceptual and ideological traits are suggested by
McGinn’s observation presented above. References to specific conscious-
ness of the presence of God demonstrate a claim that there is an alter-
native realm of absolute divine entity, or ultimate reality, beyond the
phenomenological world, which can be attained by human seekers.
The mystical awareness is different from the awareness of God gained
through the usual religious activities and thus, the attainment of
the divine, according to this view, often occurs outside the frame-
work of established, traditional religious life. In his discussion of
the nature of mysticism, Dan similarly observes: “There is an alter-
native, nonsensual, and nonlogical way of achieving truth, the via
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mystica, which can lead the mystic . . . to embrace some aspects of the
hidden truth.”47

McGinn’s account also emphasizes the internal mental realm of
human consciousness, on which both the spiritual quest and its at-
tained revelations occur. It highlights unique spiritual perception,
awareness, and state of mind, radically different from that found in
ordinary states of being, that influence the ways in which the ultimate
divine reality is attained. J. E. Collins’ observation, presented from a
phenomenological-psycological perspective, further elucidates this
aspect:

One who subjects himself/herself to the discipline required
of the mystic path, either by self effort or by submission to
a spiritual guide, experience, as a result of his/her dedica-
tion to this discipline, radical change within his/her con-
sciousness. This transformation of consciousness may be
manifested in a new epistemology, cosmology, ontology,
soteriology, and so forth.48

The significance of such human’s states of consciousness, indirectly,
also indicates another characteristic of the mystical phenomena—the
private, introspective nature of the mystical process, which seems to
be, primarily, of personal concern. D. Merkur’s view of mysticism
advances this aspect:

What, in my opinion, finally distinguishes mystics from other
types of religious ecstatic is their standing in society. Sha-
mans, mediums, and prophets are public social functionar-
ies who act on behalf of their coreligionists in contacting
their gods or spirits. Coreligionists may perform similar
practices for personal or private reasons. Mystics tend to
seek experiences of exclusively private concern. Private ori-
entations may be achieved through religious experiences of
many different type, mystical union is merely one example.
In all cases, it is the inward turn, due to the impossibility of
possessing public religious authority, that I think character-
izes mysticism wherever it is found.

Finally, McGinn’s observation denotes the significance of religious texts,
through which mystical notions are conveyed. Recognizing literature
as a source in which mystical concepts are described, expressed, and
communicated verbally, this assertion denies a previous, commonly
received view about the absolute nature of mystical ineffability. In a
similar vein C. A. Keller notes: “Mystical writings are . . . texts which
discuss the path towards realization of the ultimate knowledge . . . and
which contain statements about the nature of such knowledge.”50
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McGinn’s reference to religious texts also indicates, it seems, the
significance of an exclusive religious perspective, from which experi-
ences and revelations are decoded and presented in the textual sources.
Spiritual awareness of other realities is thus related as a mystical con-
sciousness of the presence of God. Merkur’s observation, directs atten-
tion to the specific nature of mystical states of mind:

Mystical experiences are religious uses of otherwise secular
alternate states of consciousness—or more precisely, alter-
nate psychic states. What makes an alternate state experi-
ence a religious one is its personal or cultural valuation.51

The subsequent chapters of this study examine in detail the intri-
cate manner in which these notions, characterized as mystical, are
presented in the distinct context and terminology of the Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism. The following discussion of this chapter, as an
introduction, briefly describes the presence of such notions in specific
sources of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature. It intends to demar-
cate its mystical writings and to outline their prominent features.

THE HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICAL LITERATURE

Several of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literary texts are regarded as
forming the main mystical core of the literature: Hekhalot Rabbati (The
Greater Book of Hekhalot), Hekhalot Zutarti (The Lesser Book of
Hekhalot ), Ma’aseh Merkavah (The Works of the Chariot ), Sefer Hekhalot
(The Book of Hekhalot), also known as the Hebrew Book of Enoch or 3
Enoch, the Shi’ur Komah texts (Measurements of the Divine Body),
various fragments relating to Metatron known as Shivah Metatron and
several Genizah fragments.52

Descriptions in Hekhalot Rabbati present an account of Rabbi
Ishmael’s journey to heaven in order to find out if the death decree of
ten prominent Jewish sages was decided by God.53 Rabbi Nehunia ben
Ha-Kanah’s ecstatic ascent is similarly recorded. The text also outlines
various stages of the visionary ascent, paradoxically designated in the
texts as the “descent to the Merkavah,” including its goals, techniques,
and revelations.54 Depiction of the upper worlds, the divine chariot,
and the angelic rituals are provided.

Hekhalot Zutarti relates Rabbi Akiva’s ascent to the upper heavens,
delineated in a version of the story of “four who entered the Pardes,”
found also in the Tosefta, the Talmud, and the Midrash. Rabbi Akiva’s
accomplishments are highlighted as he is compared to the other three
sages who “entered the Pardes.”55 Their harsh fate illustrates indirectly
the risks of the journey as well as the ways in which to avoid them.
Rabbi Akiva also describes his vision of ascending to heaven, and
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instructs members of Merkavah group who wish to ascend. This liter-
ary tradition also makes references to Moses, portrayed as an ancient
mystic who ascended on high to behold God.56 The text also offers
details concerning spiritual goals and specific methods and practices
designed, it seems, to influence the adept’s awareness and to induce
ecstasies. It narrates the stages of the visionary ecstatic journey, includ-
ing its dangers and challenges. Divine revelations are also disclosed.57

Ma’aseh Merkavah provides information concerning spiritual goals,
techniques, visionary ascents to the chariot, and spiritual achieve-
ments.58 It includes general descriptions, songs, hymns, and prayers,
recited by the Merkavah seekers before God, as well as a few accounts
presented as their personal testaments.

Sefer Hekhalot, known as 3 Enoch or The Hebrew Book of Enoch, re-
ports Rabbi Ishmael ‘s ascent to the highest seventh heaven and re-
counts his encounter with the Prince of the Countenance, Metatron,
who shows him the structure and secrets of the divine world. The
account details the personal experiences and spiritual transformation
which Rabbi Ishmael undergoes before he enters the divine realm. The
story of Enoch, son of Jared, the human being who was transformed
into the divine archangel Metatron, echoes Rabbi Ishmael’s account. It
offers additional data concerning the voyage from the phenomeno-
logical to the transcendent world, the final transformation at the end
of the path, and the nature of divine revelations.59

The Shi’ur Komah traditions consist largely of visions of the mani-
fested, anthropomorphic image of God.60 They also incorporate subtle
exegetical interpretations of these revelations, presented from a specific
spiritual viewpoint as will be demonstrated. Finally, several Genizah
fragments from Cairo add various details, mainly about the visionary
journey and its entailed revelations.

All these Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts present, in a distinc-
tive language and vocabulary, several particular features, which reach
a level of explicit literary formulation. These are closely related to the
mystical notions discussed above. The Hekhalot and Merkavah mys-
tical accounts claim the existence of an alternative realm of ultimate
reality which stands beyond the physical phenomenological world.
Seen from a specific religious perspective, this sphere is classified in
terms such as the Heaven of Heavens, the King’s palaces, or God’s
Merkavah (chariot). These traditions, likewise, acknowledge an inner
contemplative process of attaining the absolute achieved by human
seekers. This experience is depicted as visionary contemplative jour-
neys out of this world to celestial realms. The members of the Merkavah
circle undergo a series of mental inner stages, through which several
qualified individuals acquire a unique spiritual perception, awareness,
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and consciousness. This state enables them to attain the divine reality
in a personal direct manner, which seems to be of private concerns.
They see God’s celestial palaces, behold the King at his beauty, and
gaze at the Merkavah.

As mentioned earlier, in these Hekhalot and Merkavah diverse
literary accounts, we find no consistent information regarding mysti-
cal concepts. In none of the writings can we find an attempt to convey
mystical ideas in a methodical fashion, or to introduce a coherent and
systematic mystical doctrine. On the contrary, complex references to
various mystical teachings, practices, visions, revelations, and exegesis
are present in the nonhomogeneous Hekhalot and Merkavah literary
genres. They are transcribed in multiple modes of expression and
composed from diverse perspectives as records of inner experiences
and visions, as well as theoretical information, general descriptions,
narratives, and instructions.

We read reports revealed as the mystics’ testaments during the
experience.61 Likewise, the mystics’ later reflections of their experi-
ences are recorded, as well as reports and explanations from a third
person’s perspective.62 Theoretical teachings or what seem to be nar-
rations of exemplary mystical principles are also found in the
Hekhalot and Merkavah literature.63 Narratives, such as the “Pardes
story” or the “account of the ten martyrs,” also provide references to
mystical concepts, as well as direct dialogues between teacher and
disciple, and general instructions, directed to the people who aspire
to engage in specific spiritual quests.64 Poetic forms, expressive
prayers, exegetical interpretations of mystical visions are additional
literary genres which manifest mystical concepts in the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature.65

Both the variety of sources and the lack of consistency clearly
challenge attempts to draw precise and decisive conclusions regarding
the nature of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism. It is important, how-
ever, to note the advantages of such a broad and richly layered litera-
ture. Consideration of the many-sided mystical literature of any
tradition, followed by an analysis of its significant literary genres, can
contribute to a wide understanding of this specific mystical tradition.
The broad range of significant literary texts, genres, and forms do not
obscure the investigation. Rather, they reveal its many aspects, phases,
and outlooks, and can be of great value for comprehending the com-
plexity of any specific mystical tradition. In his discussion of mystical
literature, Keller observes diverse literary genres which are often in-
cluded in mystical sources. Often, according to Keller, these different
literary categories do not present unbroken and direct accounts of the
pure experience. Nevertheless, when seen holistically, they provide
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access to prominent aspects and characteristics of the specific mystical
tradition in which they were compiled.66

The advantages of this approach in the study of the Hekhalot and
Merkavah literature becomes evident. Its wide scope in structure, genre,
and content, allows an extensive examination of the mystical tradition.
It provides rich material from various sources and angles, which mani-
fest many characteristics and parallel aspects. Furthermore, the breadth
of this literature exhibits corresponding notions found in several of its
literary accounts. These similar aspects, which occur in various com-
posite texts and redactions, demonstrate the shared conceptual and
spiritual heritage of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism. It is meaning-
ful to note that the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature was never granted
any official canonical rank. Nevertheless, common mystical notions
prevailed over long periods of time in its diverse textual components.
The lasting nature of these ideas attest to the vitality, respected status,
and continuity of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical tradition.
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2
Hekhalot and Merkavah Mysticism

Some elements found in mystical awareness include: (i) the
apprehension of ultimate reality, (ii) attainment of perfection
through mental, emotional and volitional purification, (iii) an
attitude of serenity and total (transcendent) awareness, (iv) a
sense of freedom from time-space conditions and (v) expan-
sion of consciousness and spontaneity through self discipline.

—F. J. Streng, “Language and Mystical Awareness,”
in Mysticism and Philosophical Analysis, 142.

INTRODUCTION

The current chapter will examine mystical notions of the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature. From a literary-penomenological perspec-
tive, it will seek to distinguish the specific mystical characteristics of
this tradition, in light of current observations and methodological
premises in the study of mysticism. The discussion will first classify
significant aspects present in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, both
theoretical and practical. It will then demonstrate the ways in which
these notions interact as they create a distinct mystical tradition. In
particular, attention will be paid to the interplay between mystical
techniques, ritualistic practices, spiritual transformation, and inner
perceptions on the one hand, and divine revelations and the interpre-
tations, which they entail, on the other hand.

A COMMON MODEL

Visions appear . . . as interior projections or visualizations of
the respective community’s myth-dream which the subject
has chosen, consciously or unconsciously, as his own per-
sonal myth-dream.1
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. . . for the people of the world, for you, and for everyone who
wishes to descend and gaze at the King in His beauty. He
should take this path and descend, and he will not be harmed.2

In the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature many descriptions overlap
or correspond in content. At the same time accounts and details in
various treatises diverge and vary. Yet, with regard to the mystical
aspects of this literature, it is possible to assert with confidence that
the diverse voices do not contradict each other. Despite some incon-
sistency, the different references to mystical notions do not create a
controversial tension within the various texts and redactions of this
manifold literature. Rather they complement each other presenting
various angles of one common tradition. In this tradition we can
discern a multilevel model, reflecting both theoretical and experi-
mental aspects.3

Parallel Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts present collective mys-
tical assumptions, goals, religio-spiritual attitudes and practices. These
are shared by righteous heroes of the remote legendary-mythological
past, such as Moses and Enoch. These same teachings may also be
embraced by worthy visionaries of a more recent past, such as Rabbi
Ishmael, Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah, as well as
by deserving visionaries of the circle of Yordei Merkavah (descenders
to the chariot) in the present and future. It is clear that adepts of any
age may follow the same path, undergo parallel prescribed experi-
ences, and gain corresponding experiences of encountering the divine
in the context of their own historical conditions, geographical loca-
tions, and chronological time.

The different literary traditions, moreover, seem to portray a similar
“ideal type” or role model who represents an image of a exemplary mystic
of this specific circle. Such models represent, in a variety of ways, several
categorical norms for their community. Since models often manifest the
proper religious attitude and moral-spiritual disposition, their conduct
becomes heuristic. They assert a practical way of following the theoretical
teaching; they provide an authoritative confirmation of the possibility
that human beings, under special circumstances, can experience divine
reality in a personal, direct manner. They also disclose a specific interpre-
tation to the revealed divine reality.4

Although several different individuals are depicted in the Hekhalot
and Merkavah accounts as ideal mystics, they all seem to mirror each
other and to play corresponding roles. Enoch is introduced in 3 Enoch
as a model for Rabbi Ishmael as well as for all the descenders to the
chariot. Moses is delineated in Hekhalot Zutarti as the prototype for
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Rabbi Akiva and all future visionaries. Rabbi Ishmael, Rabbi Akiva,
and Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah are presented throughout this lit-
erature as models for all worthy and qualified mystics who are ex-
pected to follow their pattern.5 These models demonstrate a clear
standard of perfection, acknowledged by members of the Hekhalot
and Merkavah circle. They embody as well an example of the suitable
attitude and practice, to be followed by dedicated adepts. As both
temporal and trans-temporal figures, these individuals are introduced
not only as historical but also as contemporary models, whose teach-
ings endure and remain valid and heuristic for committed adepts in
each succeeding generation.

A description in the Genizah illustrates this notion of a shared
system. It refers to a common and established mystical path which
leads to an optimal destination, as well as to an ideal type of a seeker,
who wishes to reach such a destination, to experience the divine realm,
and to behold celestial visions in a proper manner:

You should write and set the Seal of the Descent to the
Merkavah for the people of the world, for you, and for
everyone who wishes to descend and gaze at the king in
His beauty. He should take this path and descend, and see,
and he will not be harmed.6

The discussion below will examine the mystical tradition of the
Hekhalot and Merkavah literature and its particular features. The thesis
we will examine is as follows. Several different accounts, in them-
selves often ambiguous and fragmentary, include a variety of refer-
ences to mystical notions. These references, when considered together,
complete each other and present a distinct shared mystical tradition.
According to this tradition, the highest aim is that of gaining direct
experience of God and the divine reality. This goal appears to be de-
pendent upon the visionaries’ inner awareness and spiritual develop-
ment on the one hand, and on their perception and exegetical ability
on the other.

More specifically, according to several Hekhalot and Merkavah
accounts, the ultimate goal of the seekers’ spiritual journey is to “be-
hold the king in his beauty” and to “gaze at the visions of the
Merkavah.” These goals seem to express a mystical aspiration to en-
counter God and to perceive the nature of concealed divine reality.
Such objectives are not achieved easily. Before divine visions and rev-
elations are granted, adepts undergo a complex process of an ethical,
spiritual, and mental metamorphosis. They expand their perception
beyond its ordinary limits and in so doing gain a new awareness.
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Crossing of conceptual boundaries lead them into the divine realm.
They behold visions and revelations from a mystical perspective and
can recognize and interpret their concealed meanings. In this way, for
a short period of time, human perception and divine reality corre-
spond and become one. During such mystical encounters visionaries
can offer an exegesis of hidden truths, know God directly, and corre-
spondingly share the divine perspective.7 From this viewpoint it seems
that the complex notion of “beholding divine visions” is, in fact, the
core of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism.

The discussion below will demonstrate this observation. It will
explore parallel accounts of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism which
present aspects such as its goal, methods, stages, spiritual transforma-
tion, divine revelation, and their exegetical interpretation, as intercon-
nected components of one spiritual path.

THE MYSTICAL GOAL

Basic to mystic awareness is the claim that attitudinal 
purification is necessary for right perception.
What one knows is closely related to how one knows.
To see beyond the apparent, or superficial world means
a change in the mechanism of apprehension.8

When will he descend, he who descends to the Merkavah?
When will he see the heavenly majesty? . . .
When will he see what no eye has ever seen?9

Distinct biblical and rabbinical views often presuppose the exist-
ence of boundaries between celestial and terrestrial domains, as
well as between human beings and the divine. These boundaries
are not to be crossed. Human attempts to push the limits, encoun-
ter God’s realm, and see his visible appearance are often heavily
restricted or prohibited altogether. These views are expressed, for
example, in Psalm 115: 16: “The heavens are the Lord’s heaven but
the earth he has given to human beings.” So, too, we hear God say
in Exodus 33:20: “You will not see my face, for no man can see me
and live.” According to prevalent biblical and later post-biblical
and rabbinical sources, likewise significant encounters between God
and his people were divinely initiated. They occurred on the
terrestial, historical realm, in specific occasions, in which God re-
vealed his words to messengers, such as angelic figures, or proph-
ets. The most famous event is the revelation at Mt. Sinai. Then, on
one unique occasion, God communicated to Moses and the commu-
nity his ultimate teachings, which were embodied into the Torah
and the commandments.10
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In several of the Hekhalot and Merkavah writings a different
spiritual outlook finds expression. The communication between God
and human beings is not limited to a unique divine revelation and its
continuous manifestation in the Torah. Likewise, human encounters
with God are no longer divinely initiated and proclaimed to people
merely through prophetic or angelic mediators. Instead, Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism emphasizes a personal visionary praxis of attain-
ing God, constituted by humans. According to this tradition a human
being, under certain conditions, can experience a visionary—ecstatic
encounter with God, see concealed celestial visions, and understand,
independently, the meaning of such revelations.11 Contrary to predomi-
nant views, such an occurrence is not presented as an outcome of the
divine’s initiative. Instead, it is the visionary’s own decisions, spiritual
exercises, personal deeds, and inner awareness which lead to this
encounter. This experience is often expressed in many of the Hekhalot
and Merkavah passages by expressions such as “beholding the king in
his beauty,” and “gazing at the visions of the Merkavah.”

In its presentation of such ventures, the Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism parallels other ancient Mediterranean religions. In these
too diverse forms of encounter with the divine, especially through
heavenly journeys, are prominent.12 Although it is beyond the scope
of this study to compare the complex traditions of celestial journeys,
nonetheless it is important to emphasize their distinct presentation
in the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature, before we develop this
analysis further. Journeys to heaven, according to many Hekhalot
and Merkavah accounts, are not dependent upon the divine’s will.
Instead, human beings, under certain conditions, can initiate a voy-
age out of this world. Not only do the visionaries’ own decisions
constitute the heavenly ascents, but also their personal deeds, per-
ception, and inner awareness affect the outcome of such journeys.
Seekers who ascend to heaven are concerned with eschatological
revelations, and deterministic plans of future history to a degree.
Personal encounters with God and the divine realm, however, seem
to be their principal aspiration. Adepts primarily long to behold God
and the Merkavah, in a visionary journey to heaven which takes
place during their lifetimes.

Repeated statements in Hekhalot Zutarti, Hekhalot Rabbati, Ma’aseh
Merkavah, 3 Enoch, Shi’ur Komah, and in the Genizah fragments an-
nounce this foremost goal of the seekers in a similar fashion. The
visionaries, Rabbi Ishmael, Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-
Kanah, wish to “ascend to heaven and behold the king in his palace,”
“gaze upon the vision of the Merkavah,” “look at the Merkavah,”
“catch sight of the heaven of heavens,” “view a glimpse of the chariot,”
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“catch sight of the Mighty One,” or “behold the King in his beauty.”13

The various drafted parallel terms and images introduce a basic mys-
tical premise of the Hekhalot and Merkavah tradition. The divine re-
ality, denoted metaphorically as “the Merkavah,” the “Chambers of
God,” “Heaven of Heavens,” and the “Divine Palaces,” is perceived as
an incomprehensible transcendent realm, the perception of which is
normally beyond human capacity.

The ultimate aspiration of the Hekhalot seekers is restated by
analogous verbs such as “gazing,” “beholding,” “seeing,” or “watch-
ing.” These corresponding verbs apparently function as technical terms
in the literature. They convey, in similar terminology, the adepts’ de-
sire to be able to access the divine realm. For example, Rabbi Akiva
describes his elevated divine revelation, referring to the time when he
“caught sight of the Mighty One.”14 Rabbi Ishmael, in a similar man-
ner, asks about the process which leads one to be able to “behold the
vision of the Merkavah.”15 He also recounts his highest spiritual expe-
rience using similar terminology: “I saw the King of the Kings sitting
on a high and exalted throne, and his servants were attending him on
his right and on his left.”16

Many statements in various Hekhalot literary texts suggest that
this ultimate aim, namely attaining the divine by beholding his vision,
is a conceivable and permissible goal.17 Not only is it the final aspira-
tion of the mystics’ quest, but also God himself, as confirmed in sev-
eral accounts, wishes to be seen. He longs for the exceptional, qualified
adept who can cross the boundaries between the phenomenological
and the transcendent realms, ascend to heaven and see divine revela-
tions, which are concealed from both mortal and angelic eyes:

TWTRWSY'Y YHWH, God of Israel, yearns and waits . . .
When will he descend, he who descends to the Merkavah?
When will he see the pride of high?
When will he see the end of salvation?
When will he hear the end of wonders?
When will he see what no eye has ever seen?
When will he ascend and attest before
the seed of Abraham, His beloved . . . 18

Those, moreover, who gain visions of the Merkavah are required to
report to their confidants and describe the awesome and glorious
divine sights:

A heavenly punishment on you, descenders to the Merkavah,
if you do not tell and say what you have heard; and if you
do not testify what you have seen about the countenance of
exaltation, might, pride and glory.19
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According to these Hekhalot and Merkavah perceptions, attaining
God’s realm and experiencing his presence by beholding his visions
seem to be the ultimate desire of both God and the descenders to the
chariot. Yet conflicting statements in several sources deny this option.
Narrations in certain passages maintain an alternative, more tradi-
tional view, namely that God and human beings are forever separate.
Although a few exceptional people are capable of crossing the bound-
aries, the act of passing from one realm to another is seen in these
accounts as problematic and dangerous to both human and divine
creatures. Angelic beings must undergo vigorous preparations such as
purifying themselves in a river of fire before they return from what
seems to be the profane Earth to the pure heavens.20 Likewise, human
beings are generally prevented from approaching God by fierce celes-
tial guards, who stand at every heavenly gate in order to block access
to the divine sphere:

At the entrance to the seventh palace stand and rage all mighty
ones, ruthless, powerful, and hard, terrible, and frightening,
higher than mountains and sharper than hills. Their bows are
strung before the countenance; their swords polished in their
hands. Bolts of lightning emanate from their eyeballs, chan-
nels of fire from their noses, and torches of coal from their
mouths. They are adorned (with) helmets and armors; lances
and spears hanging on their arms adorn them.21

Not only is the act of crossing the boundaries very harmful, but
also the attempt of beholding the divine is itself particularly danger-
ous. Human beings and angels alike are restricted from seeing God.
Destructive consequences and terrifying effects are anticipated for those
who dare:

Of no creature are the eyes able to gaze at Him, not the eyes
of flesh and blood, and not the eyes of his servants, and the
one who does gaze at Him, and peers and sees, his eyeballs
are seized and turned, and his eyeballs emit and shoot forth
torches of fire, and they scorch him and they burn him.22

These conflicting attitudes suggest two different approaches. Behold-
ing God and the Merkavah is at once a supreme goal, which is en-
couraged and desired, and an option which is absolutely prohibited
and denied.

This paradox has been the topic of much study by scholars. G.
Scholem makes a distinction between the transcendent God and his
visible appearance. He argues that God’s glory, the “kavod” ( ) is
only the revealed aspect of the divine, which becomes visible to the
Merkavah mystics.23 This observation gained support from other scholars
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such as I. Gruenwald, who claims: “Despite the daring modes of expres-
sion, one can find in that literature about the contents of the mystical
experience, that the possibility of a direct visual encounter with God is
generally ruled out.”24 R. Elior pays particular attention to the unusual
quality of the vision and the uniqueness of the human perception during
the experience. She states: “The vision described is not a human vision,
which is forbidden, but rather a momentary glimpse of enlightenment
through super-sensory perception.”25 The human possibility, however, of
beholding and understanding divine visions is limited, according to Elior.
She argues further that the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature establishes
clear boundaries that limit or prohibit human exegesis of divine visions,
and contends that the traveler actually sees the Merkavah, and not God
himself.26 P. Schäfer examines this issue in light of dialectical hidden and
manifest aspects of God, and interprets God’s names as his revealed
aspect.27 According to I. Chernus, the vision of God is restricted in order
to avoid its destructive effects on the visionary.28 E. R. Wolfson associates
the vision of God with the adepts’ quasi-deification or angelification,
expressed through the image of enthronement in heaven: “it is by virtue
of the enthronement that the mystic can see which is ordinarily concealed
from both human and angelic eyes.”29

These and other suggestions have been advanced by scholars to
explain the seeming contradiction between a transcendent or imma-
nent vision of the divine. From a different perspective this contradic-
tion can be resolved by regarding the imperceptibility or inaccessibility
of God as a stage in the adepts’ awareness. God cannot be seen or
understood by most human beings in their normal mortal state. For
some he becomes accessible when they reach a certain level of aware-
ness, which is different from ordinary consciousness. The ability “to
behold,” however, is gained during a long spiritual voyage. Seeing
visions of God and experiencing the presence of the divine is thus the
ultimate aspiration and the outcome of the journey.

In his discourse on the nature of mystical awareness of the divine,
mentioned above, B. McGinn makes an insightful observation which
is relevant in context of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism:

When I speak of mysticism as involving an immediate con-
sciousness of the presence of God, I am trying to highlight a
central claim that appears in almost all mystical texts. Mystics
continue to affirm that their mode of access to God is radi-
cally different from that found in ordinary consciousness. 30

It seems that various Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts refer to the act
of beholding in these terms. Distinct statements introduce a percep-
tion of God which is “radically different from that found in ordinary
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human consciousness,” suggesting that it is possible to see the vision
of God as the culminating stage of the voyage to the Merkavah. This
option is limited, however, and dependent on the mystics. The desire
to behold a vision of the divine can be achieved only if they expand
their human perspective and develop their spiritual ability “to see”
visions, as well as to comprehend their concealed meaning. When
adepts reach this stage, they can grasp divine truths hidden behind
appearances, perceive God’s abstract qualities through his manifested
vision, and interpret the meaning of such revelations, as Rabbi Akiva’s
statement at the opening of Hekhalot Zutarti suggests:

If you want to single yourself out in the world so that the
secrets of the world and the mysteries of wisdom will be
revealed to you, study this teaching and be careful with it
until the day of departure. Do not try to understand what lies
behind you and do not investigate the words of your lips.
You will understand what is in your heart and keep silent, so
that you will attain the beauty of the Merkavah.31

This statement pronounces the privilege of seeing divine revela-
tions as a process involving specific internal attitudes, spiritual per-
ception, and proper comprehension, in addition to traditional religious
proficiencies. “Understanding of the heart” appears to be associated
with a more than logical investigation and intellectual comprehension.
Spiritual awareness, insight, and inner understanding are perceived
also to be necessary prerequisites for enabling one to see “what no eye
has ever seen” and to “behold God and the Merkavah.” Before visions
are granted and attained, adepts are expected to expand their percep-
tion beyond an ordinary human perspective and to gain a new aware-
ness. In this way capable adepts are able to access the divine realm,
obtain revelations, and realize their veiled meanings, as human per-
ception and divine reality correspond and become one, for a tempo-
rary period of time. Relevant to this suggestion is F. J. Streng’s
observation of the nature of mystical awareness:

Basic to mystic awareness is the claim that attitudinal
purification is necessary for right perception. What one knows
is closely related to how one knows. To see beyond the ap-
parent, or superficial world means a change in the mecha-
nism of apprehension.32

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

In all known periods . . . Jewish mystics were in possession
of, and apparently practiced, a wide variety of mystical tech-
niques. Some of these bore obvious magical color, whereas
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in a few this aspect was overcome; all of them included a
deep involvement of the mystic, who was expected to invest
considerable effort in order to attain his religious goal.33

Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah sat and arranged before them
all the matters of the Merkavah: descent and ascent;
how one who descends descends,
and how one who ascends ascends.34

Full spiritual awareness is not instantly granted by God as a gift of
inspiration to the devoted disciples. Nor can it be attained automati-
cally by faithful believers. The Hekhalot and Merkavah seekers ac-
quire such a spiritual level in a gradual manner. McGinn treats the
nature of a progressive process of gaining inner awareness, which
leads to encounters between God and humans:

It is important to remember that mysticism is always a pro-
cess or a way of life. Although the essential note—or better,
goal—of mysticism may be conceived of as a particular kind
of encounter between God and human, between the Infinite
Spirit and the finite human spirit, everything that leads up
to and prepares for this encounter as well as all that flows
from it for the life of the individual in the belief community,
is also mystical. 35

Several Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts include references to a
specific mystical path or “via mystica” which leads adepts to reach
their objectives. According to J. Dan the stages of this path can be
learned and followed.36 A pivotal report in Hekhalot Rabbati illustrates
this process. It depicts Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah as a master sit-
ting among his disciples in a “mystical assembly” amid torches of fire
and light. He reveals to them the nature of the mystical path and
explains both aspects of the spiritual practice—how to reach the
Merkavah and how to come back:

. . . and he [Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah] sat on a bench
of pure marble. . . . We all came and sat before him and
there were friends who stood on their feet because they
saw torches of fire and light dividing them and us. . . . Rabbi
Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah sat and arranged before them all
the matters of the Merkavah: descent and ascent; how one
who descends descends, and how one who ascends should
ascend . . . 37

The “via mystica” involves, among other components, various tech-
niques and methods, intended both to induce visions and to influence
the adept’s perception. These include ascetic practices, bodily posture,
fasts and special diets,38 rituals of cleansing the body, and repetitions
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of special hymns, prayers, and incantations.39 They include as well
repeated utterance of divine names and letters,40 active visualization
and meditation techniques,41 and recitation of adjurations and incan-
tations.42 The Merkavah seekers are required to adapt such methods in
a dynamic process. Thus, from a phenomenological perspective
Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism corresponds to an non-passive
mystical model, which P. Moore classifies:

Mystical experience not only comprises static and constant
features, in regard to which the mystic remains passive; it
has also a dynamic and developing character, sometimes
carrying the subject along with it (as in the case of ecstasy
properly so-called), but often inviting his active response
and co-operation.43

Different hypotheses have been suggested in order to explain the
mental effect of various methods, and the nature of the experiences
described in the Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts. These include ec-
static trance, ascents of the soul, deep meditation, dream vision, psy-
chological contemplation, hallucination, para-hypnotic states of mind,
shamanistic practices, and auto-suggestive dreams.44 As mentioned
earlier, it is beyond the scope of this present study to investigate the
genuineness of the experiences and their authentic historical or psy-
chological validity. Instead, we shall treat the literary testimony of
these revelations as our evidence. This testimony appears to describe
a spiritual-mental process which affects the visionaries’ consciousness,
beliefs, and perception.

The following examples reflect this observation. In Ma’aseh Merkavah,
Rabbi Ishmael, inspired by his teacher Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah,
recites the necessary names of angels and ascends to the Merkavah.
While sitting next to his master on Earth, in his mind he travels in
heaven, experiences visions of divine reality, and unfolds them to his
master.45 Hekhalot Zutarti recounts a similar contemplative process, when
speaking of the divine Name which “was revealed to Rabbi Akiva when
he was contemplating and beholding the Merkavah; and he descended
and taught it to his students.”46 This narrative suggests that while Rabbi
Akiva was meditating the Merkavah in the terrestrial world, he at-
tained, spiritually, the celestial realm and received the secret Name of
God. Hekhalot Rabbati relates how Rabbi Ishmael ascends to the chariot,
in order to learn information about the ten martyrs, while participating
in a gathering with his companions on Earth.47 The same account de-
scribes Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah’s inner spiritual journey, depict-
ing him among his disciples in the earthly realm, and at the same time
gazing at heavenly sights and sharing his visions.48
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There is no doubt, as P. Schäfer, D. J. Halperin, M. M. Swartz, and R.
M. Lesses have demonstrated, that some of the methods and practices
reflect strong magical interests and aim at magico-theurgic goals.49 In
addition to such methods, directed to influence divine powers or to pro-
voke safe ascents, yet other methods are designed to alter human percep-
tion and in so doing they affect the adepts’ ability to attain the divine.

The Babylonian rabbinic leader of the eleventh century, Hai Gaon,
first discussed the effects of various preparational practices on the adepts’
ability to behold divine visions. According to his understanding:

Perhaps you know that many of the sages believed that
whoever is worthy, [possessing] several [moral] attributes
which are mentioned and specified, when he wants to see
the Merkavah and glimpse the Hekhalot of the angels on
high, there are ways of doing so. He is to sit in fasting a
certain number of days, and lay his head between his knees,
and whisper many songs and praises, which are specified,
to the ground. And so you can glimpse inside it and its
chambers as one who sees with his eyes the seventh Hekhalot
and sees as if he is entering from one Hekhal to another and
sees what is in it.50

As Halperin shows, Hai Gaon’s observation was based on one
passage in Hekhalot Zutarti which, in fact, is related to the Sar Torah
tradition and not to the mystical tradition of the Hekhalot literature.51

Nevertheless, Hai Gaon’s general conclusions regarding the mystical
path seem to be valid, despite his probable reliance on an inappropri-
ate passage. “The supernal palaces [Hekhalot] can be gazed at and
contemplated not only by referring to an external event,” asserts M.
Idel, “but by concentrating upon one’s own ‘chambers’. The scene of
revelation is thus no longer supermundane hierarchy of palaces, but
the human consciousness. . . “52 An examination of other passages of
the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature discloses that the terminology
applied conveys details regarding the effect of various methods and
practices on the adept’s inner perception. These lead the participants
from an ordinary human state of mind into an altered state of mind
in which they can obtain divine visions.53 Concepts such as conscious-
ness, perception, or inner insight are not explicitly mentioned. They
are nonetheless recognized in the narratives as the capability to be-
hold God, to observe the Merkavah, and to see divine visions, which
is the main objective of the various techniques.

For example, Rabbi Ishmael speaks of a technique of praying which
leads to seeing God:

Rabbi Ishmael said: Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah said to me:
“Everyone who prays this prayer in all his power is able to
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look at the splendor of the Shekhina
and the Shekhina is beloved to him.”54

Rabbi Ishmael mentions the repetition of names as a technical tool
which enables the Merkavah seekers to catch sight of the divine:

Rabbi Ishmael said: “I asked Rabbi Nehunia
ben Ha-Kanah my teacher:
When one recited twelve words,
how can one look at the splendor of the Shekhina”?55

The influence of songs on the ability to attain heavenly visions is also
made clear:

Rabbi Akiva said: “Happy is the man
who stands in all his power
and brings songs before the cherubim of YHWH
God of Israel and who looks at the chariot and sees all
things that they do before the throne of glory.”56

Emphasizing the link between technical methods and the mystical
goal of seeing the divine, the question in the opening of Hekhalot Rabbati
affirms the effect of reciting songs on the adept’s vision and percep-
tion of the Merkavah:

What are the songs that one utters
when he wishes to gaze into the vision of the Merkavah,
to descend in peace and to ascend in peace?57

A statement in Ma’aseh Merkavah speaks of the method of contemplative
meditation and its effects on the visionaries’ awareness of God’s realm:

Rabbi Akiva said: “Who is able to contemplate
the seven palaces and behold the heaven of heavens
and see the chambers of chambers
and say: ‘I saw the chamber of YH?’”58

Rabbi Akiva relates how adepts reflect about the seven palaces of God
and in so doing make them the center of their mental meditation.
They are then able, in their visions, to ascend to the celestial spheres,
catch sight of the inner, heavenly chambers and experience the pres-
ence of the divine.

ETHICAL AND SPIRITUAL ALTERATION

Any adequate account of mystical practices
would have to include the whole programme
of ethical, ascetical, and technical practices
typically followed by mystics.59
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When I ascended to the first palace, I was righteous;
in the second palace, I was pure; in the third palace,
I was upright; in the fourth palace, I was perfect;
in the fifth palace, I brought holiness before the
King of Kings, blessed be His name.
In the sixth palace, I said the sanctification before Him.60

Several Hekhalot passages assert that only the most accomplished
individuals, who can evidently exhibit their traditional religious
knowledge, ethical behavior, and sometimes their distinguished family
and racial lineage, can initiate an ascent to the Merkavah.61 Other
statements claim that theoretically all Jewish people can follow the
“matter of the Merkavah,” and attempt to embark on the heavenly
voyage.62 According to both patterns success is not promised. The
mystical path involves stages of spiritual development, and failure is
a definite possibility.

Moore, in his assessment of mystical experiences, doctrines and
techniques, has specified the nature of such a gradual process, which
includes practices of a special kind : “Any adequate account of mys-
tical practices would have to include the whole programme of ethical,
ascetical, and technical practices typically followed by mystics within
religious traditions.”63 Several mentions in the Hekhalot and Merkavah
literature clearly reflect a similar attitude. The mystical path involved
an inner process of perfecting oneself and gaining high spiritual and
ethical virtues such as purity, righteousness, and holiness:

I asked of Rabbi Akiva for a prayer that a man prays when
ascending to the Merkavah and requested from him the
praise of RWZYH YHWH, God of Israel. Who knows what
it is? And he said to me: “Holiness and purity are in his
heart and he prays a prayer.”64

The process of accomplishing ethical and moral integrity is se-
quential and gradual. Several accounts reflect “the tendency to set the
stages of ascent in parallel with the degree of perfection,” as
Scholem has observed.65 During their journeys out of this world ad-
epts acquire moral qualities, inner strength, and spiritual capacity. They
become able to experience divine reality as they proceed toward the
seventh divine palace. In his report to Rabbi Ishmael, Rabbi Akiva
relates how levels of spiritual wholeness correspond to explicit stages
of the celestial journey:

When I ascended to the first palace, I was righteous; in the
second palace, I was pure; in the third palace, I was truthful;
in the fourth palace, I was perfect; in the fifth palace, I
brought holiness before the King of Kings, blessed be His
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name. In the sixth palace, I said the sanctification before Him
who spoke and fashioned and commanded all living beings,
so that the angel would not destroy me. In the seventh pal-
ace, I stood in all my power. I trembled in all my limbs.66

As the journey unfolds, adepts are challenged with physical and
spiritual ordeals. They are required to prove themselves in several
stages, which progressively lead them to the upper seventh palace.67

It is significant to note that the ascent does not culminate instantly in
an encounter with God, nor does it lead to an immediate acceptance
and participation in the divine realm. It appears that even upon reach-
ing the final destination, the travelers are not yet considered “qualified”
or “deserving” to take part in the Merkavah realm and to see the King
in his beauty. A clear reference is made in the literatures to two catego-
ries of people: those who are worthy to behold the divine and those
who have not yet reached this stage.68 This distinction could be related
to the adept’s spiritual ability to make the transition from an ordinary
level of awareness to a deeper level of understanding and perception,
which enables an attainment of divine truth.

In his discussion of the practical aspects of Jewish Kabblistic
mysticism, Idel observes an important trend, appearing relevant to the
Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism:

From its beginning. ecstatic Kabbalah was an elite lore . . .
pointing the way that very few may follow for their own
spiritual perfection rather than the means for the restoration
of divine harmony.79

This observation sheds light on Hekhalot and Merkavah’s demand for
the spiritual perfection, accomplished only by several qualified indi-
viduals, who can make the transition from limited awareness to levels
of transcendent perception. It seems that before adepts are granted
permission to participate in the highest realm, they are obligated to
demonstrate their newly acquired spiritual awareness and conscious-
ness, described metaphorically as their ability to decipher manifested
visions with “the eyes of the heart.” The nature of such mystical abil-
ity is clarified by Dan:

The mystic denies that . . . human faculties are related to
divine truth in any way; the more they are developed and
followed, the farther one is led away from the truth. The
only avenue to truth is the forsaking of these human facul-
ties and the adherence to a completely different quest for
truth, in non-sensual and supralogical means.70

The famous “water test” at the entrance to the sixth palace can be
seen in this light as a procedure which tests the adepts’ capability to
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perceive divine truth, not through the common avenues of knowledge
based on human logic or the senses. Instead, in order to be recognized as
“qualified” to enter the seventh palace of God and to behold his presence,
adepts are called to approach divine visions in a different fashion.71

As recorded in Hekhalot Zutarti and Hekhalot Rabbati, at the en-
trance to the sixth palace, a vision of “thousands upon thousands of
waves of water” is revealed to the travelers. Yet, “there is not a single
drop of water there, only the radiance of the marble stones with which
the palace is furnished.”82 Unworthy or unqualified individuals are
deceived by their human conception of the vision. They rely on sen-
sual observations and logical conclusions, accept the validity of the
manifested vision, and thus inquire: “what is the nature of the water?”
Deserving mystics, being able to rely on spiritual, nonsensual and
supralogical methods of perception, are capable of beholding the vi-
sion and of decoding its meaning. They discern its concealed essence
and therefore see the marble behind the illusion of water. In the context
of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, it seems, the vision of the water/
marbel is not presented as an allegory but as a transcendent reality which
is suitable to the visionary stage of spiritual and exegetical perception.
Eligible adepts are capable of interpreting the vision correctly and thus
are qualified to enter the seventh heaven and to see God.

Passages in Hekhalot Zutarti delineate the details of this test, which
was forced upon the four sages who entered the Pardes, Ben Azai, Ben
Zoma, Aher, and Rabbi Akiva. The emphasis appears to be on the act
of beholding and on a profound understanding, which allows com-
prehension of the concealed depth of apparent revelation:

And these are those who entered the Pardes: Ben Azai, and
Ben Zoma, and the Other, and Rabbi Akiva. Ben Azai peered
into the sixth palace and saw the brilliance of the air of the
marble stones that were paved in the palace. And his body
could not endure and he opened his mouth and asked them:
“These waters, what are their nature?” And he died . . . Ben
Zoma peered at the brightness of the marble stones and
perceived it as water. His body could endure not to ask
them, yet his mind could not endure it. And he was harmed.
He went out of his mind . . . 73

Rabbi Akiva said: “Ben Azai gained and stood at the gate of
the sixth palace. And he saw the brilliance of the air of the
pure marble stones. And he opened his mouth twice and
said: ‘Water, Water’. In a wind of an eye they cut his head
off and threw upon him eleven thousand iron cutters.” This
sign will be for generations, that a person should not err at
the gate of the sixth palace.74
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The account describes the sages who were expected to unravel the
disclosed sight. Of the four, only Rabbi Akiva was able to see the
marble stones behind the misleading facade of waves of water. Thus,
only he was considered by God to be “worthy of beholding my glory.”75

SPIRITUAL TRANSFORMATIONS

The shift from conventional to mystical awareness . . .
expresses a new attitude or temperament which is more
than, but inclusive of, intellect or ideas. The nature of the
total awareness can be defined in terms of its comprehen-
siveness and its total purity.76

I saw a light in my heart like the days of heaven . . . since
I stood on my feet and saw my face shining from my wis-
dom, I began to explain each and every angel in each and
every palace. 77

The climax of the journey is a stage of inner transformation. This
transformation enables qualified adepts to transcend their ordinary
human perspective and to obtain an elevated awareness and spiritual
perception. Thus, they are able to observe the true meaning of veiled
divine visions and achieve their mystical goals at the end of their
ecstatic ascent.78

Several Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts present this stage as a
threefold pattern of self-transformation, using a familiar pattern of
death and rebirth.79 This pattern has very much in common, it seems,
with a pattern of initiatory rite of passage which is typically discussed
in the contexts of both myths and rituals. A. van Gennep, followed by
C. Bell, speaks of the rite of passage as one type of ritual which in-
cludes three stages: a stage of separation, followed by a transitional
state (termed liminal), and concluded by a reincorporation into a so-
cial group with a different status.80 This rite, often displayed in pat-
terns of symbolic death and rebirth, “enables the individual to pass
from one defined position to another, which is equally well defined.”81

As a result, the process leads to “a new way of seeing and acting.”82

In Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, the social objective is not promi-
nent. Instead, a process of symbolic death and rebirth, which seems
analogous in structure to the tripartite pattern described by van Gennep,
leads the visionaries to cross conceptual boundaries between the ter-
restrial and the celestial realms.

In the first stage, often illustrated metaphorically by images of a
ritual death, the Hekhalot adepts collapse, faint or fall down as they
let go of their human disposition. In the second stage, illustrated by
images of rebirth, awakening, or illumination, adepts surpass their
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previous ordinary human perception. They are granted a new and
wider awareness, and reach an exceptional spiritual understand-
ing. A heavenly ceremony sometimes follows this stage, granting it
an official and formal seal. In the third stage, the visionaries gain
a god-like insight and a new status. They are no longer limited by
their human, logical, or sensual perception. Instead, their ability
“to see” is unrestricted. They rely on their spiritual potential and
can therefore see and comprehend divine visions with their own
“understanding of the heart.” The following discussion will exam-
ine the significance of the transformation process and the way it
leads the Merkavah seekers to accomplish their mystical goal and
to behold divine revelations and visions. Several Hekhalot and
Merkavah literary traditions, especially 3 Enoch, Hekhalot Rabbati,
Hekhalot Zutarti, Ma’aseh Merkavah, and Shi’ur Komah, demonstrate
this aspect.

Rabbi Ishmael, in the beginning of 3 Enoch, recounts his ecstatic
experience. Having passed from palace to palace, attempting to gain
sight of the celestial realm, he stands finally at the gates of the seventh
palace, receives permission to enter, and is immediately overwhelmed
by God’s closeness. Before he sees visions of the chariot, he falls down
and faints, only to be revived and restored by Metatron, “the heavenly
Prince of the Divine Presence.”83 God then enlightens Rabbi Ishmael’s
eyes and heart so that he will be capable of participating in the new
heavenly reality:

Then I entered the seventh palace and he led me to the camp
of the Shekhinah and presented me before the throne of glory
so I might behold the chariot. But as soon as the princes of
the chariot looked at me and the fiery seraphim fixed their
gaze on me, I shrank back trembling and fell down . . . until
the Holy One, blessed be he, rebuked them . . . At once
Metatron, Prince of the Divine Presence, came and revived
me and raised me to my feet, but still I did not have strength
enough to sing a hymn before the glorious throne of the glo-
rious King. . . . But after an hour the Holy One, blessed be he,
opened to me the gates of the Chariot . . . He enlightened my
eyes and my heart to utter psalms, praise, jubilation, thanks-
giving, song, glory, majesty, laud and strength.84

Following the stage of inner transformation, Rabbi Ishmael is led
on a tour through the celestial realm by the angel Metatron. The angel
uncovers to him divine sights, which he is now able to behold. Metatron
constantly uses the same sentence before itemizing the concealed di-
vine mysteries: “Come and I will show you.”85 Consequently he intro-
duces abstract visions which are normally beyond recognition,
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both the garden and the mountain of God. Because of his sin, the
cherub is cast out of the garden and thus primeval harmony is broken:

You were the signet of perfection, full of wisdom and per-
fect in beauty. You were in Eden, the garden of God; every
precious stone was your covering, carnelian, chrysolite, and
moonstone, beryl, onyx, and jasper, sapphire, turquoise,
and emerald; and worked in gold were your settings and
your engravings. On the day that you were created they
were prepared. With an anointed cherub as guardian I
placed you; you were on the holy mountain of God; you
walked among the stones of fire. You were blameless in
your ways from the day that you were created, until iniq-
uity was found in you In the abundance of your trade you
were filled with violence, and you sinned; so I cast you as
a profane thing from the mountain of God, and the guard-
ian cherub drove you out from among the stones of fire.
Your heart was proud because of your beauty; you cor-
rupted your wisdom for the sake of your splendor. I cast
you to the ground (Ezekiel 28:13–17).

Ancient Mesopotamian mythological echoes of both Genesis and
Ezekiel 28 have long been noted.104 In the context of this discussion,
however, we leave aside questions of origin, source, textual connec-
tions, and interpretation of these tradition. Instead, we examine sev-
eral selected themes and terms, which seem to re-emerge in 3 Enoch.

The notion of ideal human-divine harmony is associated in Gen-
esis and in Ezekiel with images of both the Garden of Eden and the
Garden of God. A cherub figure appears in the two biblical accounts.
In Genesis, the cherubim guard the way to the tree of life, after the
expulsion from Eden (Gen. 3:24); In Ezekiel, a cherub exists in the
garden, covered with precious stones (Ezekiel 28:14). Both biblical
stories identify disobedience and the overstepping of boundaries as
the main reason for the ending of ideal primeval harmony between
god and humanity. The Genesis account describes the transgression
of divine order and commands by human beings; Ezekiel condemns
the cherub’s sins of arrogantly transgressing the legitimate limits of
his powers.

Several of these mythological themes seem to be reintroduced in
3 Enoch. These include the Garden of Eden, the cherub, the precious
stones, and the notion of sinning and violating ideal harmony. The
absolute perfection of the beginning is depicted in 3 Enoch by referring
to the Garden of Eden, in which divine and human beings communi-
cated freely. Thus, we read: “The first man and his generation dwelt
at the gate of the garden of Eden so that they might gaze at the bright
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image of the Shekinah.” A cherub is mentioned also in this context:
“the Shekinah resided on a cherub beneath the tree of life.” Acts of
sinning and transgressing limits are the main reasons for breaking the
divine-human mutual existence in 3 Enoch. The narrative presents the
transgressive acts of Enosh and his generation as the reason for re-
moving God’s presence, the Shekhinah, from Earth to Heaven. Precious
stones, a typical motif in Ezekiel 28, reappears in 3 Enoch as part of
Enosh’s generation’s idolatry: “each of them amassed silver, gold,
precious stones, and pearls in mountainous heaps and piles.”

These mythological references are not used in their original form
but are rather reshaped and readjusted in order to convey new mys-
tical notions. Unlike the biblical accounts, 3 Enoch provides a redemp-
tive option by introducing a mystical alternative of attaining the
Merkavah and the presence of God. Several deserving human beings
such as Enoch, Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah, Rabbi Akiva, Rabbi
Ishmael, and the worthy descenders to the chariot, can cross the gap
between the terrestrial and the celestial realms and reconstruct the
Edenic harmony of the beginning. They behold God and his Shekhinah,
and are thus able to overcome the rift between the two realities during
the extent of their mystical experience. Such is Rabbi Akiva’s experi-
ence reported by Rabbi Ishmael to the members of the Merkavah circle:

Rabbi Ishmael said:
Thus Rabbi Akiva said to me:
I recited a prayer and beheld the Shekhinah
and saw everything that one does
before the throne of glory.105

HEAVEN’S GATES

At the entrance to the seventh palace stand and rage all heroes,
ruthless, powerful and hard, terrible and frightening,
higher than mountains and more polished than hills.106

MYTHOLOGICAL PATTERNS

Images of guarded doors, blocked gates, bolts, bars, and locks are
characteristic to various mythological traditions including that of the
ancient Near East. Many accounts situate the gates between the hu-
man world and the realm of the gods.107 The gates define boundaries
between the celestial and terrestrial worlds, and emphasize the funda-
mental distinction between gods and humans in a concrete fashion.
Examples are many. Etana goes up to Heaven and passes the seven
gates of the gods, namely, Anu, Enlil, Ea, Sin, Shamash, Adad, and
Ishtar.108 In other sources, the same imagery is repeated in relation to
the same gods, as the hymn to the sun god Shamash demonstrates:
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O Shamash, you have opened the bolts of heaven’s doors.
You have ascended the staircase of pure lapis lazuli.
You open up the closed bolts of heaven.109

Babylonian texts such as the hymns to the Gods of the night likewise
employ images of gates: “the great gates of the b[road] heavens are open.”110

Despite a clear distinction between gods and human beings, ac-
cording to Near Eastern sources, mortals often try to overstep the
divinely imposed boundaries, and move from the natural to the
super-natural world.111 Thus, doors, gates, or entrances to the divine
spheres are often safeguarded by gatekeepers, whose main duty is to
protect this realm and prevent human intruders from trespassing. For
example, Gilgamesh and Enkidu enter the sacred cedar forest of the
god Enlil, which is located outside the phenomenological realm. This
forest, as the texts attests, is protected by the guardian Huwawa, whose
main duty is to keep the divine realm out of human reach. He is often
described as a gigantic being, protected by layers of terrifying radi-
ance, whose appearance is frightful:

Huwawa whose shout is flood-weapon,
whose utterance is Fire, and whose breath is Death . . .
Enlil destines to keep the Pine Forest Safe,
to be the terror of people.112

The divine forest is prohibited to human beings and its nature is
not intended to be uncovered. People who dare to enter this out of
boundary realm endanger themselves and risk their life. Huwawa’s
reaction to Gilgamesh and Enkidu’s invasion affirms this notion. He
describes their offensive act, which should have led to their suffering
by physical harm at the entrance to the forest:

You have found out the nature of my forest,
the nature [of my dwelling]. . .
I should have taken you (and) slain you at the
entrance to my forest’s growth.
I should have given your flesh to be eaten
by the fire of the forest, roaring lions,
birds of prey and scavengers.113

The attempt of human beings to overcome the disparity between
divine and mortal and to exceed their reality is often depicted through
mythical themes such as confrontation with divine guards, appease-
ment of protective watchmen, and public presentation of merits.
Gilgamesh, in his quest for immortality, for example, encounters the
dreadful guards of the mountain Mashu “whose aura is frightful, and
whose glance is death. Their terrifying mantles of radiance drape the
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mountain.”114 Amazed at his presence in the realm of the gods, they
inquire: “Someone has come to us . . .”115 They then find out his hu-
man status, which immediately disqualified him.116 They refuse to admit
him through the “great-gate” of the mountain, declaring:

It is impossible, Gilgamesh,
nobody has passed through the mountain’s
inaccessible tract.117

Etana, as well, must justify his entry at the gates of the seventh
heaven. He relies on the God Ea’s plan. This enables him to answer
the two divine guards, appease them, and proceed in his quest:

Ea, aware of heaven’s ways, touched him
And [ ] made him wear his hair unkempt,
[Clothed him in] mourning garb,
Gave him instructions.

When you go up to heaven,
When you approach the gate of Anu,
Dumuzi and Gizzida will be standing in the Gate of Anu,
Will see you, will keep asking you questions . . . 118

A similar mythological concept is present in the story of Inanna’s
Descent to the Nether World.119 Though this is a narrative of descent rather
then ascent, the familiar element of guarded gates establish the under-
world as inaccessible using a similar structural pattern. The goddess
Inanna must appease the gatekeeper and comply to his demands in
order to accomplish her journey and reach her sister Ereshkigal.120

Heavenly gates emerge as well in various biblical texts. Jacob’s
dream is an dominant example. After seeing a staircase reaching up to
heaven, Jacob comes to the conclusion: “This is none other than the
house of God and this is the gate of heaven (Gen. 28:17).121 Blocked
entrances maintain the separation between the divine and human, as
the image of the cherubim, guarding the east of the Garden of Eden
“with a sword flaming and turning,” demonstrates (Gen. 3:23–24).

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

The inward progress of moving beyond human restrictions towards
an awareness of transcendent reality is often depicted in Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism as an outward, corporeal process. Heaven’s en-
trances or gates protected by fierce watchmen and terrifying divine
gatekeepers, commonly manifest the inaccessible nature of divine re-
ality. Such are the gates of the seventh heaven, secured by the mighty
guards at the seventh palace:
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At the entrance to the seventh palace stand and rage all
mighty ones, ruthless, powerful, and hard, terrible, and
frightening, higher than mountains and sharper than hills.
Their bows are strung before the countenance; their swords
polished in their hands. Bolts of lightning from their eye-
balls, channels of fire from their noses, and torches of coal
from their mouths. They are adorned (with) helmets and
armors, lances and spears adorn them hanging on their arms.
Their horses are horses of darkness, horses of the shadow of
death, horses of gloom, horses of fire, horses of blood, horses
of hail, horses of iron, horses of fog . . . And a cloud is there
over their heads, dripping blood over their heads and the
heads of their horses. And this is the mark and measure-
ment of the guardians at the entrance to the seventh palace,
and such is the entrance of each palace.122

As I. Gruenwald notes, these guards do not represent evil powers.
Their main function is to prevent unqualified adepts from entering the
most sacred seventh palace.123 The hero mystic who attempts to pen-
etrate this realm is stopped by fearsome gatekeepers. They “fix their
gaze on him,” pose questions, and verify whether he deserves to set
foot in heaven.124 The visionary’s human essence is clearly considered
an obstacle, as Enoch-Metatron reports in 3 Enoch: “As soon as I reached
the heavenly heights, the holy creatures . . . smelled my odor . . . they
said, ‘What is this smell of one born of a woman?’ ”125

In order to establish his claims and merits, the Merkavah adepts
are directed to exhibit specific seals to the gatekeepers at the entrance
of each heaven or palace. Following this verification, the gatekeepers
allow the adept to move forward and proceed into the next sphere:

When you come and stand at the gate of the first palace,
take two seals in your two hands. One of TWTRWSY YHWH,
Lord of Israel, and one of Surya, the prince of the Presence.
Show the one of TWTRWSY YHWH to those who stand on
the right, and show the one of Surya to those on the left.126

The nature of the seals is not thoroughly clear, but they seem to func-
tion as amulets which transcribe powerful names, letters, or magical
formulas, and are used for theurgic practices and rituals of power.127

Several accounts describe an enigmatic process in which the adept
seals himself during the process of ascent.128 This use of seals can be
associated with recurring concepts found in the ancient Near Eastern
mythological lore. An attempt to link amulets and stones with divine
influence is well-known in texts dating from late Assyrian times.129

Different powers were ascribed to amulets which were used in certain
combinations in order to cure illness or avert impeding disaster. For
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example, the Sumerian-Akkadian myth Lugal-e, still read in the late
Assyrian court, recounts how the god Ninurta defeated the stones and
then blessed or cursed them according to their nature. Zachalias of
Babylon, during the second century C.E., wrote works which ascribe to
stones the ability to influence fate and the affairs of those who wore
them.130 Pictorial images demonstrate as well inscriptions of formulas
and names on worshipper’s bodies.131

The significance of seals displayed by the descenders to the
Merkavah to the guards of each heaven may be also understood in light
of the original function of the seal in the ancient Near East, and its
depiction in narratives. Emerged as a legal mark of ownership or con-
tractual obligation by an individual, it has been suggested that the seal
represents and comprises the “essence” of a person.132 A similar concrete
depiction seems to be suggested the Hekhalot and Merkavah descrip-
tions. Qualified adepts who can demonstrate their merits and “essence”
by showing the seals can pass unhindered and enter God’ s palaces.133

TESTS AND TRIAL

When you reach the pure marble stones,
do not say: Water! Water!134

Misleading trials and deceptive tests are common themes in mytho-
logical presentations of the hero quest. Often the hero figure is re-
quired to prove his worth and aptitude by passing them successfully.
In this way, he exhibits his qualification and ability to partake in di-
vine worlds despite his human nature.135

In the context of Mesopotamian myth, for example, Gilgamesh is
challenged to justify his adequacy for immortality by overcoming sleep,
associated with the human life cycle. Not being able to resist prolonged
drowsiness, Gilgamesh fails the test by falling asleep. Thus, he displays
his human limitations in a tangible fashion, and misses the opportunity
to gain eternal life and to be aligned with the gods.136 A similar test is
offered to the hero Adapa. When he enters the seventh heaven, the god
Anu invites him to drink the water of life and to eat the bread of life.
Being falsely informed that they entail death, Adapa refuses to accept
such gifts. Thus, he fails the divine test, demonstrating human, limited
perception which prevents him from realizing the true meanings of the
offer. Consequently, Adapa loses the opportunity to achieve immortality,
which could have been gained by accepting the water and bread of life.137

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

As demonstrated in chapter 2, the Hekhalot and Merkavah adepts, at
the end of their journey, transcend their human limitations and attain
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new modes of perception. They are then able to see heavenly visions
from a mystical perspective and recognize their hidden meanings.
Before they reach this stage, however, the mystics must prevail in the
crucial “water test.”138 Every worthy adept is required to recognize the
marble stones with which the palace is furnished, despite their watery
appearance.

This test seems to demonstrate the spiritual stance of the mystics
not in abstraction but in a concrete and tangible fashion. It examines
their abilities to give up their mortal perspective in favor of a higher,
divine-like perception. Only qualified individuals, who are capable of
decoding the meaning of this manifested vision, pass the test and
enter the seventh heaven.

An additional entrance test, designed perhaps to determine the
inner sense perception and spiritual skills of the Merkavah adepts is
depicted in a tangible manner as a corporeal process which takes
place at the entrance of the seventh heaven. A passage in Hekhalot
Rabbati attests:

If the was qualified to descend to the Merkavah: When they
[the angels] would say to him: “Enter!” he would not enter;
they once again would say to him: “Enter!” and he imme-
diately would enter, [then] they would praise him and say:
“Surely this one is from the descenders of the Merkavah.”
But if he is not qualified to descend to the Merkavah: When
they [the angels] would say to him: “Enter!” and he would
immediately enter, they would immediately throw iron cut-
ters at him.139

Although not all features of this test are clear, it appears that adepts
are required to resist the immediate human instincts and not to enter
at once into the seventh palace. Such a response, perhaps, demon-
strates a state of mind in which human senses and logic are not of
primary importance and may be misleading. Adepts are not expected
to react in the predictable fashion, advised by their human reason,
senses, and instincts. Instead they are encouraged to avoid them, to
develop an alternative response, and to demonstrate this spiritual
adequacy in a concrete test.

MYSTICAL-MYTHICAL TRANSFORMATION

After all this the Holy One, blessed be he, made for me a
throne like the throne of glory, and he spread over it a cov-
erlet of splendor . . . like the coverlet of the throne of
glory . . . He placed it at the door of the heaven and sat me
down upon it.140
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MYTHOLOGICAL PATTERNS

A pattern of transformation, found in a variety of mythical versions,
introduces a change of human standing and position which often occurs
at the end of journeys. Several Mesopotamian mythological sources
visualize such a process through tangible examples and corporeal
images such as passing through gates, ascending to heaven, physical
changes of rank.

In the Poem of the Righteous Sufferer, for example, a certain noble-
man relates how he met with every conceivable calamity and was
eventually restored to health and prosperity by the God Marduk, in-
troduced as the Lord of Wisdom.141 The transformation of his position,
according to the poem, materializes when he passes through several
gates and in each receives a blessing corresponding with the names of
the gates:

[In the] “Gate of Prosperity” prosperity was [given me,]
[In the] “Gate of the . . . Guardian Spirit”
guardian spirit drew [nigh to me,]
[In the] “Gate of Well-being” I found well-being,
In the “Gate of the Sun Rise” I was reckoned among the living,
In the “Gate of Splendid Wonderment”
my omens were very plain,
In the “Gate of Release of Guilt”
I was released from my bond,
In the “Gate of Worship” my mouth inquired,
In the “Gate of Resolving of Sights” my sights were resolved,
In the “Gate of Pure Water”
I was sprinkles with water of purification.142

Another example, portraying the transformation in the context of
heavenly ascent, is the Sumero-Akkadian tradition of Enmeduranki,
King of Sippar, the legendary founder of the diviner cult. This mythi-
cal figure is introduced in various sources as the seventh Antediluvian
king, who is brought into heaven to join the divine realm during his
lifetime and is given the secrets of the Gods. One particular frag-
mented cuneiform text, reconstructed and translated by W. G. Lam-
bert, relates a full version of his mythical story.143 Among other notions,
the account denotes a process of transformation from one mode of
standing to another.

It opens with a description of the state of primeval existence. King
Enmeduranki, mortal, is taken by the gods Shamash and Adad from
the terrestrial realm and is brought into the celestial region. There, he
is accepted to the divine assembly. His selection is justified in the text
by his great love of the high gods Anu, Enlil, and Ea:144
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Shamash in Ebabbarra [appointed]
Enmeduranki [king of Sippar],
the beloved of Anu, Enlil [and Ea].
Shamash and Adad [brought him in] to
their assembly.145

In heaven Enmeduranki undergoes an elaborate process of external
transformation. The gods honor him, grant him a golden throne, and
put in his hand the cedar rod, an emblem of power and authority. The
gods give Enmeduranki, the “tablet of the gods” which, according to
Mesopotamian mythological tradition, contains the decrees, destinies,
and norms which constitute all aspects and functions of life, past, present,
and future.146 The “tablet of the gods” or the “tablet of Destinies” is
considered to be a central emblem of authority and the means by which
supreme power is granted to its keeper. Enmeduranki also receives the
divine mysteries, which the gods reveal to him. These include divinatory
techniques essentially related to the act of observation:

Shamash and Adad [honoured him],
Shamash and Adad [set him] on a large
throne of gold. They showed him
how to observe oil on water,
a mystery of Anu [Enlil and Ea].
They gave him the tablet of the gods, the
liver, a secret of heaven and [underworld].
They put in his hand the cedar- (rod), beloved of the great gods.147

This transformation involves changes which serve to mark
Enmedranki’s new identity, position, power, and responsibility.
Enmeduranki is taken to heaven and is assigned a role and place in
the celestial realm. Equipped with divine knowledge, Enmeduranki
gains access to the mysteries of the gods. He is able to observe mani-
fested signs, see hidden meanings ordinarily concealed from mortal
eyes, and behold veiled occurrences beyond time and place.

It is important to note, at this point, that Enmeduranki is consid-
ered to be the founder of the bārû cult. The term is derived from the
Akkadian verb “bārû,” which literally means “to see,” “to observe,” or
“to watch.”148 The tradition asserts that under specific circumstances,
the gods reveal the future to human beings through manifested signs.
The qualified bārû (literally “the one who sees,” or “the one who
observes”), versed in the mysteries of the gods, is able to see the
divine signs, decipher their concealed significance, and subsequently
disclose them to humankind.149

After this transformation, the account presents Enmeduranki as
an official power in Heaven and the guardian of divine mysteries. He
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sits above on a golden throne alongside the gods, welcomes people
who ascend to heaven, directs them, and reveals the celestial secrets
to them. It is important to notice that Enmeduranki is not an indepen-
dent divine power. Even after his radical transformation, Enmeduranki
acts on behalf of the gods and in accordance with their will. His main
responsibility, it seems, is to decode veiled secrets by divinatory tech-
niques and to mediate between the divine and human worlds. His
descendants, the barus, “observers,” share this mediatory role. These
specialists, as scholars have noted, rigorously trained and then initi-
ated into the secrets of their art. Their main role is to observe the signs
of the gods, understand them, decipher their hidden meaning, and
then reveal it to humankind:

Then he, in accordance with their [wor(?)] brought
the men of Nippur, Sippar and
Babylon into his presence,
and he honored them. He set them on thrones before [him].
He showed them how to observe oil
on water, a mystery of Anu,
Enlil and Ea;
he gave them the tablet of the
gods, the liver, a secret of
heaven and underworld;
he put in their hands the cedar
(rod), beloved of the great gods.150

The Mesopotamian mythological model presents King Enmeduranki’s
transformation from an earthly man to a heavenly being who can
interpret divine secrets encoded in signs. Several key themes structure
the metamorphosis in a concrete manner: (1.) The beloved king is
chosen by the gods to be taken to heaven; (2.) in heaven, he receives
from the gods divine emblems of status and power, which demon-
strate his new position as a member of the celestial assembly; (3.) King
Enmeduranki is granted divine knowledge and learns the secrets of
the gods. These include the art of divination through techniques of
seeing signs, observing them correctly, and understanding their hid-
den meaning. It is important to note that Enmeduranki’s knowledge
of divination and his ability to discern the meaning of divine secrets
are granted, directed, and dependent on the gods; and (4.) as a re-
ceiver of divine mysteries, King Enmeduranki becomes a mediator
between Heaven and Earth and a model for members of the bārû cult.

The influence of this Mesopotamian tradition on the Enochic tra-
ditions, from Genesis through to the Jewish Apocalyptic writings, has
long been demonstrated in significant studies.151 Already during the
time of the authorship of the Genesis Priestly source, the figure of
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Enoch existed as a Jewish counterpart to heroic figures of Mesopo-
tamian myth such as the flood hero Utnapishtim, Gilgamesh, Utuabzu,
and king Enmeduranki. In the context of this discussion, we will not
concentrate on the correspondence between these figures and the
manner in which traditions have been transmitted and evolved, but
rather on the Mesopotamian model of transformation and its later
mystical utilization in the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature.

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

As noted earlier, several Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts denote a
shift from conventional to mystical awareness in terms of inner spiri-
tual and conceptual process, which leads to a perception of transcen-
dent reality. Stages of such inner transformation are discerned in
concrete metaphors, pictorial images, and mythological patterns of
expressions which correspond to both sources mentioned above, the
Poem of the Righteous Sufferer and the Enmeduranki narrative.

3 Enoch, which follows the transformation of the human Enoch to
Metatron, the Prince of the Countenance, will be our focus. The ac-
count first describes how Enoch is chosen by God to ascend to heaven.
God selects him, separates him from his human generation, and takes
him up to heaven to the higher celestial divine palace. God’s love for
Enoch is one reason for his elevation:

Out of the abundant love and great compassion where with
the Holy One, blessed be he, loved and cherished me more
than all the denizens of the heights.152

In Heaven, Enoch’s metamorphosis becomes apparent first as an ex-
ternal physical transformation. Enoch is enlarged, sheds his human
form and becomes an enormous winged glowing figure. He is also
granted a place in the celestial hierarchy. Several concrete emblems
mark his elevated position and status: a majestic robe, a kingly crown,
an aurora of brilliance and a heavenly throne, similar to the throne of
glory. God places this throne at the door of the seventh palace and sits
Enoch down upon it:

After all this the Holy One, blessed be he, made for me a
throne like the throne of glory, and he spread over it a cov-
erlet of splendor . . . like the coverlet of the throne of
glory. . . . He placed it at the door of the seventh heaven and
sat me down upon it. And his herald went out into every
heaven and announced concerning me: “I have appointed
Metatron my servant as a prince and a ruler over all the
denizens of the heights. . . . Whatever he says to you in my
name you must observe and do.”153
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Enoch is also granted a profound wisdom, knowledge, divine
understanding, and other attributes, which enable him to extend his
perception beyond human limitations. This transformation material-
izes when heavenly gates are opened for him, each containing a cer-
tain blessing :

Before the Holy One, blessed be he, set me to serve the
throne of glory, he opened for me 300,000 gates of under-
standing, 300,000 gates of prudence, 300,000 gates of life,
300,000 gates of grace and favor, 300,000 gates of love,
300,000 gates of Torah, 300,000 gates of humility, 300,000
gates of substance, 300,000 gates of mercy, 300,000 gates of
reverence. . . . 154

Moreover, Enoch-Metatron receives the pargod, (  ) or heavenly
curtain. In this context it seems that the pargod of Enoch and the heav-
enly tablet of Enmeduranki function in a similar manner. The course
of human history, its norms, its past, present, and future are all en-
graved upon the surface.155

. . . the curtain of the Omnipresent, which is spread before
the Holy One, blessed be he, and on which are printed all
the generations of the world, and all their deeds whether
done or to be done, till the last generation. 176

Enoch learns the secrets of God and understands their hidden
meaning. Here we can note a significant development in the
Mesopotamia mythological pattern. Enoch-Metatron does not receive
methods of divination. Instead, God grants him divine wisdom which
enables him to understand and interpret all mysteries. Subsequently,
he is qualified to comprehend hidden levels of reality from a divine
perspective. Enoch looks beyond time and space, beholds profound
visions which no human has ever seen, and unravels the meaning of
enigmatic mysteries above and below:

The Holy One, blessed be he, revealed to me from that time
onward all the mysteries of wisdom, all the depths of the
perfect Torah and all the thoughts of men’s hearts. All mys-
teries of the world and all the orders of nature stand revealed
before me as they stand revealed before the creator. From that
time onward I looked and beheld deep secrets and wonderful
mysteries, Before a man thinks in secret, I see his thought;
before he acts, I see his act. There is nothing in heaven above
or deep within the earth concealed from me.157

Following the metamorphosis, Enoch becomes a mighty, awesome
celestial being, Metatron, the Prince of the Countenance. His form,
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position, and inner perception are semidivine. Enoch-Metatron becomes
the bearer of divine wisdom and thus comprehends both revealed and
concealed levels of reality. In this status, he sits on a heavenly throne,
and judges the heavenly dwellers:

At first I sat upon a great throne at the door of the seventh
palace, and I judged all the denizens of the heights on the
authority of the Holy One, blessed be he.158

Enoch-Metatron welcomes the Merkavah seekers who ascend to heaven,
such as Rabbi Ishmael, and the “Other” Aher, “who came to behold
the vision of the chariot.” Misled by the dramatic transformation of
Enoch, Aher wrongly concludes: “There are indeed two powers in
heaven.”159 In this way, he fails to understand that Enoch-Metatron is
not an independent divine power, but rather an agent directed by
God. In his new position, Enoch-Metatron acts not only as a guide and
a mediator to the ascenders to the chariot, but also reveals celestial
mysteries and future events to them, in a process perhaps analogous
to King Enmeduranki’s patronage of the bārû cult. For example, after
he shows Rabbi Ishmael all the heavenly sites, archives, and secrets,
he discloses to him the heavenly tablets and explains in detail how to
read, understand, and behold their secrets:

Metatron said to me: “Come and I will show you the curtain
of the Omnipresent which is spread before the Holy One,
blessed be he.” . . . I went and he showed them to me with
his finger, like a father teaching his sons the letters of the
Torah.160

In this way, Enoch-Metatron’s role as a link between humanity and
God becomes clear. He mediates between the two realms, explains
God’s secrets, deciphers their hidden meanings, and reveals them to
other accomplished members of the Merkavah circle.

We can conclude, it seems, that Enoch’s transformation from a
human being to the divine power Metatron, is depicted in 3 Enoch by
evoking and appropriating a mythological model drawn from the
Mesopotamian tradition. Many themes related to Enmeduranki’s trans-
formation in a mythological context, present Enoch’s essentially mys-
tical metamorphosis. His human status is elevated by the divine, and
he is able to join the celestial sphere as an angelic being seated on a
heavenly throne. He receives heavenly emblems of power and author-
ity which manifest his elevated status. He undergoes an external physi-
cal transformation, which coincides with an ability to discern the hidden
meaning of visions. Enoch-Metatron’s ability to decode divine myster-
ies corresponds to the ancient mythological pattern. Unlike the
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Mesopotamian mythological king, however, he does not relay on
divinatory methods but is inspired by divine wisdom.

As we have seen, the ancient mythological pattern of transforma-
tion which leads to attainment of divine mysteries resurfaces and
acquires new implications in 3 Enoch. Other Hekhalot and Merkavah
accounts do not display such an explicit affinity with the ancient
mythical model, but can be said to be structured in a similar pattern.
In its original mythological setting the mythological model of transfor-
mation enables a human being, King Enmeduranki, to attain mysteries
of the gods through methods of divination.

In 3 Enoch, Enoch-Metatron experiences a transformation which
entails the attainment of divine wisdom. In other passages of Hekhalot
mysticism, a process of transformation results in the ability to behold
and interpret divine mysteries and revelations, as we have seen in
chapter 2. The mythological pattern of transformation is part of the
mystical context. Cultivated and achieved through inner experiences
and spiritual development, a transformation in awareness and con-
sciousness enables the adepts of the Merkavah to behold meanings of
divine secrets as their human perception matches that of the divine.
Accomplished visionaries are depicted as sitting in heaven. They are
placed in front of the throne of God, a position which demonstrates
their new spiritual status and abilities, gaze at the Merkavah, and
behold the King’s beauty:

. . . the Ophannim of might embrace him, the Cherubim of
majesty kiss him, the living creatures raise him up, the
morning star dances before him, and the Hashmal sings
before him, and the wind of living splendor raises him up,
until they lift him up and set him down before the throne of
glory; And he beholds and sees the king at his beauty . . .161

Following this stage the mystics descend to the human realm to give
testimony of revelations and visions before all members of their mys-
tical circle. In this way, they bridge Heaven and Earth in a very similar
way to both Enmeduranki and Enoch.

CONCLUSION

This chapter examined how the spiritual journey is articulated in sev-
eral Hekhalot and Merkavah literary traditions. Three main aspects
were treated: the image of the Hekhalot “ideal mystic,” the voyage,
and the transformation at its end. As the discussion demonstrated,
these aspects of the spiritual-conceptual path are often stated using a
mythological language involving pictorial images, concrete metaphors,
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and figurative expressions, as well as themes and patterns rooted in
Mesopotamian and biblical mythology.

An indirect exegetical dimension is also of great significance in
this presentation. Mythological images in Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism are not elucidated by midrashic or philosophical methods,
nor are they deciphered in the symbolic manner, frequently used in
later kabbalistic texts. Instead, the new context seem to infuse ancient
mythological themes with new meanings and with alternative conno-
tations so that, effectively, they come to express mystical content.
Embedded in the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical imagination are
mythological images and specific themes rooted in historical-textual
traditions and sources. These elements resurface in a different setting
to present new spiritual notions in the Judaism of late antiquity. They
offer eloquent expressions of a spiritual-contemplative process of cross-
ing conceptual boundaries. They convey a mystical, inner reality as
they describe the visionaries’ stages of mental-spiritual progress and
awareness. It appears, thus, that collective, ancient mythological themes
and patterns of expression are remodeled and reapplied in Hekhalot
and Merkavah mysticism to give expression to subjective, mystical
notions which by their nature, perhaps, stand beyond clear verbal
expression and familiar vocabulary.
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5
The Concept of God:
Mystical and Mythological Dimensions

INTRODUCTION

Abstract images of spirit and soul are employed to express the essence
of God in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism. Many statements, like-
wise, convey God’s inconceivable and sublime nature, beyond human
or angelic perception. Other descriptions, in sharp contrast, denote the
divine in figurative, tangible, and corporeal images. God is portrayed
as an anthropomorphic mighty king. Draped in regal garments, wear-
ing a royal crown, God sits on a lofty throne in the celestial realm,
holding the signet ring of Heaven and Earth in his hand. His
magnificent palaces, majestic thrones, and royal chariots substantiate
his greatness and affirm his supremacy. Huge in body and size, beam-
ing with radiance, glory, and beauty, God reigns from above while
other divine beings praise him, exalt his name and, in unison, accept
his absolute authority. These two conflicting images of God, the ab-
stract and the concrete, are already evident in the biblical and midrashic
traditions.1 In Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism we find them inte-
grated in a mystical context and reconciled by spiritual exegesis.

This complex presentation of God, both abstract and concrete, is the
focus of this chapter. It suggests that the tangible depiction of a figurative
God is not in conflict with an abstract conception of a transcendent, spiri-
tual deity. Rather, the concrete portrayal expresses the concept of God in
a mythological fashion through pictorial images and visual language. In
addition, specific Near Eastern mythological patterns and imagery, rooted
in biblical and Mesopotamian traditions, are reintegrated in various de-
scriptions in order to convey God’s absolute mastery and his infinite
nature. These include, for example, enormous physical size, exclusive
kingship, majestic appearance, and tangible supremacy.
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This concrete depiction of God is incorporated into the mystical
context of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature and seems to be in-
terpreted through a mystical-exegetical lens. Those Merkavah adepts
who come to possess an ability to behold divine visions with an “un-
derstanding of the heart” can look at manifestations of God’s tangible
kingdom and his anthropomorphic image and recognize God’s spiri-
tual powers and true essence of soul and spirit. Thus, I will suggest
that the two seemingly conflicting descriptions of God, the abstract
and concrete, appear to be complementary from the exegetical per-
spective of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystics.

This chapter will examine these topics in further detail. It will
demonstrate the manner in which the concept of God is asserted by
evoking both mythological forms of expression as well as specific
themes rooted in biblical and Mesopotamian traditions. The discus-
sion will be divided into three sections. The first will examine descrip-
tive illustrations of God’s kingship. The second will analyze manifested
figurative images of God. The third will demonstrate how such repre-
sentations are decoded by mystical exegesis.

MYSTICAL-MYTHICAL KINGDOM

Who is like you in heaven and on earth?
Holy in heaven and holy on earth.
He is a holy King, he is a blessed King,
He is a mighty King over the entire Merkavah.2

Distinct views, present particularly in Deuteronomistic and priestly
sources of the Hebrew bible, negate a figurative conception of YHWH,
emphasizing instead the divine’s transcendence and his verbal, audi-
tory manifestation. These sources reflect a tendency to shun any kind
of personal or anthopomorphic language when referring to God. They
also disassociate him from specific cultic locations, and refrain from
mentioning any relationship of possession between God and his dwell-
ing place.3 An avoidance of such mythic imagery is not, however, a
sole characteristic of the biblical corpus. Concrete, corporeal concep-
tions of God are introduced in a variety of biblical traditions. Non and
pre-Deuteronomistic sources, as well as later works including pro-
phetic and post exilic, priestly traditions, evidently utilize figurative,
tangible language and imagery in their depictions of God.4

It is such mythic depictions which are often selected and applied
in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, and are evident in many of its
narrations. Mythological forms of expression were accepted, it seems,
as valid ways of articulating its concept of the divine. Thus we see that
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in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism a dominant concept of God is
that of a mighty, anthropomorphic king.5 Moreover, the notions of his
kingship is not conceived as an abstract metaphor or as a symbolic
concept. Instead, it is presented as a concrete reality manifested in
several primary ways. God truly resides in heaven, many accounts
affirm. His illustrious palaces, awesome thrones, royal chariots, exten-
sive royal court, and absolute authority over other divine powers,
make evident his greatness and affirm his supremacy in a visible,
tangible fashion. Following are examples of such representations.

PALACES AND ROYAL COURT

In seven places TWTRWSYY YHWH, God of Israel, dwells
chamber within chamber, and at the gate of each palace
are eight doorkeepers, four at the right of the lintel,
and four at the left of the lintel.6

MYTHOLOGICAL PATTERNS

A common mythological convention of the Mesopotamian and related
traditions is the use of metaphors of human kingship to denote notions
of authority and superiority.7 Divine qualities of transcendence and
supremacy are often expressed by images of the gods as lofty, cosmic
kings. These images emphasize their exalted position and might in the
super terrestrial regions of the cosmos. The gods reign from on high.
They reside in heaven in celestial palaces, characterized in several ways.

The heavenly palaces confirm the supremacy of the high God.8 They
are not conceived as earthly temples, built by human beings as places
of worship, but rather as structures designed to function as dwellings
for the gods. Textual details in various sources often emphasize these
aspects. For example, in the fifth tablet of Enumah Elish, the god Marduk
refers to the private quarters of his abode as he plans to build his temple.
He also speaks of this temple as a tangible verification of his powers:

I shall make a house to be a luxurious dwelling for myself,
And I shall found my cult centre within it,
And I shall establish my private quarters and confirm my kingship.9

Similarly, the goddess Ishtar’s palace is asserted as her private abode,
as Etana and the eagle discover when they reach her heavenly house:

I saw a house with a window that [had no] seal.
I . . . went inside.
Sitting therein was a [young woman];
She had the dignity of a crown, and was fair of countenance.
A throne had been set for her and the ground around it
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had been trodden down.
For at the base of the throne [fierce] lions were ly[ing]. 10

A parallel mythic conception of palaces is prominent in Ugaritic
mythology. The palace of Baal, for instance manifests his hierarchical
position. The god El’s palace is depicted as a seven-room house in
which he hides from the furious goddess Anat.11

Palaces of the gods are often situated at the heavenly end of the
cosmic pole.12 They are frequently considered as archetypal models
for earthly temples. For example, Gudea, the king of the city of
Lagash, builds his earthly temple in accordance with “the holy stars”
or “the heavenly plan” revealed to him by the god Ningirsu.13 Ce-
lestial palaces are also perceived as situated parallel to temples on
Earth. Descriptions in Enumah Elish illustrate this connection, de-
picting the earthly temple in Babylon as parallel to the heavenly
palace, Esharra.14

An elaborate administrative system serves the high god in his
palace and manages his affairs. A divine staff is responsible for
various chores, duties, and rituals.15 In addition, various cosmic
and natural aspects as well as abstract moral concepts are
personified. They are represented by minor divine beings cast as
God’s helpers in the celestial realm. For example, in Mesopotamian
mythology the god Ishkur (Adad) embodies the power of storms.
The god Gibil (Girra) represents fire in all its aspects. The god
Nannna is the moon god. The god Utu personifies the power of
Righteousness and Justice.16 In Canaanite myths, in a similar way,
abstract notions such as Holiness (qds), Justice (msr), and Righteous-
ness (sdq), are represented by specific deities.17

In biblical sources Yahweh is often viewed as a mighty king, rul-
ing over the cosmos from his palace.18 These sources also reveal vari-
ous details concerning God’s palace, delineated as both his heavenly
dwelling and a manifestation of his powers. The principal Hebrew
term for Yahweh’s residence is palace (hekhal, ).19 The term is used
to denote both a human-king’s royal residence (e.g., 1 Kings 21:1; 2
Kings 20:18, 39:7), and Yahweh’s residence (e.g., Mic. 1:2; Hab. 2:20;
Ps. 11:4, 18:7; 36:9). In his examination of temple and community in
ancient Israel, M. Haran thus affirms:

Just as every temporal king, and indeed any man, has his
own domicile, so the divine king, in whose shadow the
community finds protection, has a residence of his own. And
in this dwelling place, just as in every luxurious house, the
master of the residence is provided with all his “needs.” . . . In
this dwelling place, moreover, the master of the residence
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has his own servants, the priests, who care for his necessi-
ties and keep the house in order—just as any reigning
monarch has his palace servants and retinue surrounding
him constantly and performing his order.20

Connection between the temple as Yahweh’s earthly dwelling and
the heaven as his celestial abode are evident in postexilic sources, such
as psalm 48, which discerns Mount Zion as an axis mundi and God’s
temple as situated on its top.21 Aspects of God’s royalty are often
associated with a divine court, administrative royal bureaucracy, di-
vine attendants, and officials: “divine assembly,” “assembly of holy
beings,” “council,” “assembly,” “hosts,” “servants,” “attendants” are
several applications of such designations.22

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

God’s heavenly palaces (Hekhalot, ) are associated with the
mystical conception of God and the divine sphere.23 In many accounts,
however, these palaces are also envisioned as concrete structures situ-
ated in a mythological realm in which God, the king, resides. Follow-
ing mythological patterns of expression, God’s royal palaces attest to
his high position, kingship, and supremacy. They are depicted as heav-
enly abodes, or as “princely households,” which contain rooms, door-
ways, thresholds, archives, and courts:24

In seven palaces TWTRWSYY YHWY, God of Israel, dwells
chamber within chamber, and at the gate of each palace are
eight doorkeepers, four at the right of the lintel, and four at
the left of the lintel.25

Various accounts of God’s realm reintroduce themes from
Ezekiel’s throne vision. Yet, in contrast to descriptions in Ezekiel, in
which the divine is perceived in an open cosmic setting, God in
Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism is often enclosed in a celestial
residential palace which contains rooms, closed doors, and courts as
Rabbi Ishmael attests:

When I ascended to the height to behold the vision of the
chariot, I entered six palaces, one inside the other, and when
I reached the door of the seventh palace, I paused in prayer
before the Holy One, blessed be he.26

Other references to doorways and entrances of God’s various quarters
are mentioned. In Hekhalot Rabbati, for example, the angel Anafi’el
“keeps the keys of the palaces of the heaven of Aravot.” His respon-
sibility as a doorkeeper is described as well:
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. . . when a man wishes to descend to the Merkavah, the
angel Anafi’el opens the doors of the entrance to the sev-
enth heaven and that man enters and stands at the thresh-
old of the entrance to the seventh heaven. . . .27

The angel Dumi’el, similarly, is depicted as posted at the right side
of the entrance to the sixth palace. A passage in the Genizah, likewise,
speaks of God’s palace in which he hides in inner rooms.28

Other features demonstrate further correspondence between de-
scriptions in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism and conventional
patterns rooted in Near Eastern mythology. The seventh palace of God
is situated at the heavenly end of the cosmic pole. Thus, we hear of
“the heavenly ladder with its one end on earth and one end on the
right foot of the throne of glory.”29 God’s heavenly palace in the sev-
enth heaven, raqia seems to be a model for the earthly temple which
is placed parallel to it:

Raise your eyes to heaven opposite your house of prayer
in the hour when you say before me: “holy.” Teach them:
I have no joy in all my world that I created but when
your eyes are raised to my eyes and my eyes are raised to
your eyes.30

An administrative system is also part of the royal celestial court.
Official, divine powers organize the palace’s daily functions and ac-
tivities. These include, for example, gatekeepers, “serving angels,”
“angels of revelations,” the Ophanim, Cherubim, Seraphim, Galgalim,
and other groups.31 The palace routine is detailed. Every day God sits
on the throne of judgment in the celestial law court.32 Three times a
day God descends from the eighth heaven to the seventh heaven where
his throne is located.33 Every day, when dawn approaches, God blesses
the living creatures.34 We find detailed reports of other activities inside
the palace, conducted by divine workers. Angels are in charge of
heavenly archives and their scrolls. One such angel is Radweri’el, who
“takes out the scroll box, in which the book of records is kept . . . breaks
the seals of the scroll box, opens it, takes out the scrolls and puts them
in the hand of the Holy One.”35 Serving angels make crowns of life,
setting precious stones and pearls into them, while others mix all kinds
of perfumes and prepare wine, spices, and fragrances for righteous
people in future days.36

Aspects of nature are personified and associated with the domina-
tion of angelic masters:

These are the names of the princes who guide the world:
Gabri’el, the angel of fire; Baradi’el, the angel of hail; Ruhi’el,
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who is in charge of wind; Baraqi’el, who is in charge for
lightning; Zaami’el, who is in charge of whirlwind; Ziqi’el,
who is in charge of comets; Zi’iel, who is in charge of trem-
ors; Zaapi’el, who is in charge of hurricane; Raami’el, who
is in charge of thunder; Raasi’el, who is in charge of earth-
quakes, Salgi’el, who is in charge of snow; Matari’el, who is
in charge of rain; Simsi’el, who is in charge of day; Laili’el,
who is in charge of night; Galgalli’el, who is in charge of the
orb of the sun; Opanni’el, who is in charge of the disk of the
moon; Kokabi’el who is in charge of the stars; Rahati’el,
who is in charge of the constellations.37

God’s courtroom is represented as concrete. Likewise, abstract
concepts, such as Justice, Mercy, and Truth are personified as autono-
mous divine figures, who act as God’s assistants. His servants Jus-
tice, Mercy, and Truth, thus, stand beside him as attendants in the
celestial court:

When the Holy One, blessed be He,
sits on the throne of judgment,
Justice stands on his right hand, Mercy on his left,
and Truth stands directly facing him.38

These concrete heavenly palaces and the active royal household
do not appear to be presented as symbolic images. Instead, they are
introduced as part of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical reality,
which can be witnessed and explored by human observers. The de-
scenders to the chariot enter doors of the palaces, step into divine
quarters, and behold YHWH, God of Israel who dwells inside. Rabbi
Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael are prime examples. Rabbi Ishmael’s at-
tests: “I saw the King of the Kings sitting on a high and exalted
throne, and his servants were attending Him on His right and on His
left.”39 Rabbi Akiva attests: “. . . when I went and asked this question
before the throne of glory, I saw Him, YHWH, God of Israel. “40

In various religious-mystical writings mystical experiences are often
characterized as experiences of a “different reality,” in R. Otto’s words,
which is distinct in essence from the mundane, phenomenological
reality of everyday life.41 In Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, such
a conceptual “different reality” assumes tangible form and visible
substance. Wondrous divine beings with numerous eyes, fantastic
winged creatures, and radiant sacred beasts with human, lion, bull,
and eagle faces, populate the heavenly domain roaming around the
celestial upper court.42 Some of these images are inspired by Ezekiel’s
throne vision, which derived several of its images from Mesopotamian
tradition, as scholars have long demonstrated.43 Hekhalot and
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Merkavah accounts, in turn, both revive and reintegrate such images
into their mystical context. The mythical beasts appear to be animated
in the mind of the visionaries as visible aspects of the mystical “dif-
ferent reality.” Adepts who reach God’s heavenly household, encoun-
ter these creatures as part of their experience:

Rabbi Akiva said: “when I ascended and gazed upon God,
I saw all the creatures that are in the roadways of heaven,
their length above and their width below,
their width below and their length above.”44

THRONES

. . . because upon a high and exhaulted, frightful and terrible
throne do you reside in the chambers of the lofty palace.45

MYTHOLOGICAL PATTERNS

The throne itself is another concrete, visible manifestation of divine
status and authority in Mesopotamian mythological traditions. A
Sumerian hymn to the god Enlil elucidates this notion, making evi-
dent the link between the god’s throne and his sovereign power:

Enlil, whose command is far reaching,
Lofty his word (and) holy. . . .
When father Enlil seats himself broadly on the holy dais,
on the lofty dais,
When Nunammir carries out to supreme perfection
lordship and kingship.
The earth-gods bow down willingly before him.
The annuna humble themselves before him.46

Thrones are often conceived as charged with the power of divine
kingship.47 An Ugaritic text, thus, describes how both “Divine Thrones”
and “Divine Seats” receive various forms of cultic devotion.48 As prin-
cipal personifications of divine essence, thrones are often depicted as
surrounded with a glorious aura of light and brightness.49 References
to empty thrones representing divinity appear also in several accounts.
These thrones are set up for the gods, as visible symbols of authority,
so that they may sit on them when circumstances allow.

The iconography of the ancient Near East parallels these literary
references, as scholars have noted. Empty thrones appear in
Mesopotamian iconography from the period before the Iron Age. T. N.
D. Mettinger has denoted a pictorial image of such a throne on an
Assyrian cylinder seal from the eleventh and twelfth centuries B.C.E.50

Similar images are also found in later periods. A series of representa-
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tions of winged empty thrones, known as the “sphinx thrones,” are
another example of this image. An ivory model of a winged throne
from the Late Bronze Age was found in Megiddo. Its outer wings can
be clearly seen; the inner wings seem to be located under the throne.51

Sphinx thrones were found as well around Sidon, Tyre, Syria Larissa,
and Beth-Shean. As scholars have observed, in several cases thrones
themselves were objects of adoration and worship.52 Several sources
mention the position of “throne-bearer” assigned to a divine being whose
duty was to serve the throne. For example, Sumerian sources speak of
the god Igalima, the throne-bearer of the god Ningirsu.53 The impor-
tance of occupying a throne, as a symbol of kingship and order, is
apparent in several sources such as the standard Babylonian version of
the Anzu myth. In this account the rebel-figure Anzu is able to take
control of the god Enlil’s power and sovereign position because Enlil,
temporarily, left his throne empty and unprotected.54

An additional attribute occasionally associated with divine thrones
in Mesopotamian mythology is their mobile quality. In a hymn to the
god Enlil, his throne is imagined as a dynamic object hovering in
heaven:

Enlil . . .
Made permanent his great princeship;
Places the crown upon his holy locks.
He sets up his dais in the mountain mist.
He rotates it in heaven like a rainbow,
He makes it roam about like a floating cloud.55

Biblical accounts often proclaim the throne of God as representing
his kingship, as many examples attest.56 The prophet Micaiah ben-Imlah
testifies: “I saw the Lord sitting on his throne with all the host of heaven
standing beside him” (I Kings 22:19). Daniel sees thrones that were set
in place and the Ancient One on his fiery throne (Daniel 7: 9–10). The
prophet Ezekiel describes: “. . . something like a throne in appearance
like sapphire” (Ezekiel 1: 26; 10: 1). Various psalms express a similar
conception of thrones, the manifestation of God’s kingship, as psalm
104:19, for example, suggests: “The Lord has established his throne in
the heavens.” In a similar manner, the throne functions as a concrete
symbol of kingship and divine order after God’s victory over the forces
of chaos, as, for example, in Psalm 93: “The Lord is King . . . he has
established the world; it shall never be moved; your throne is estab-
lished from the old; you are from everlasting” (1–2).

Of importance, too, is the empty cherubim-throne in the cult of
the First Temple in Jerusalem (1 Kings 6: 23–28).57 Mettinger has clearly
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demonstrated the role of the cherubim-throne in the cult of Yahweh
Sabaoth in Solomon’s temple. As he has shown, the cherubim-throne
embodied the conception of kingship, in a fashion parallel to the Near
Eastern model. On it God was invisibly enthroned as a king, as his
divine epithet, “he who is enthroned upon the cherubim”
(  ), affirms. This empty throne, above the Ark, has been
characterized by Mettinger as an example of “sacred emptiness” since
it generates in the onlooker the mental image of a deity as a king on
his throne.58

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

A mythological treatment of the throne is notable in Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism. The “throne” ( ), is often conceived as
a concrete image of absolute power and authority. It proves and dem-
onstrates God’s sovereignty, as the following wording from Hekhalot
Rabbati indicates:

. . . because upon a high and exhaulted, frightful and ter-
rible throne do you reside in the chambers of the lofty
palace.59

God’s throne, a visible sign of divine power, is in many cases
personified and functions almost as an independent being. At times it
also receives some form of cultic devotion, which is set apart from that
of God. Praise and hymns are presented directly to the throne. Thus,
we read in Hekhalot Rabbati:

Sing, sing exalted seat! Shout, shout for joy, precious vessel
which was made with wonderful wonder. Gladden, the king
who is on you . . . 60

Similar to images of the dynamic or winged thrones from ancient
Near Eastern sources, the throne in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysti-
cism is also a mobile object, hovering in heaven:

Your throne hovers since the hour when you inserted the
peg of the weaving of the web, on which the completion of
the world and its exhaltation stand, many years, genera-
tions without end. And he still does not rest his feet upon
the ground of the Aravot heaven but like a hovering bird,
he stands underneath you.61

The throne is set up for God, and, as a personified object, it invites him
to sit down upon it. Thus, God’s supremacy is again substantiated in
a concrete fashion by an icon of his throne, available at all time:

And three times daily, the throne of glory prostrates itself
and say to you: “ZHRRY’L, YHWH, God of Israel, be honored
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and sit down upon me, glorious King,
as your burden is pleasant for me and not heavy.”62

An important task of some angels is the bearing of the throne, P.
Schäfer has noted.63 These angels are often addressed as the “bearers,”
or the servants of the throne and “[all of them] stand crowned under
the throne of glory.” They lift it high, “with powerful, strength and
might.”64 The animated throne, as well, joins the angels in their praises
and exaltations and its hymn is the climax of the heavenly songs of
glorification:

. . . like the singing voice of the throne of glory,
which mentions and exalts the glorious King,
abandance of voices and much great uproar,
and many voices were helping him, the throne of glory,
to assist him, to strengthen him, when he sings and praises
Him, the Mighty One of Jacob,
as is written: “Holy, holy, holy” (Isaiah 6:3)65

God in several descriptions recognizes the magnitude of occupying
his throne. He pledges not to leave it and vows by “the throne of my
splendor, which consists of my honor, which I have not left since it
was created, and [I] will not leave in eternity.”66

CHARIOTS

When He rides upon a swift cherub,
between placing one foot on its back and
placing the other foot on it,
He perceives 18,000 worlds at a glance;
He discerns and sees into all of them.67

MYTHICAL PATTERNS

In written texts as well as in iconographical sources from the ancient
Near East, gods and goddesses are often visualized as riding chari-
ots as they travel. They ride over land and sea in their chariots,
which often have meteorological associations, such as clouds, storms,
and winds.68 According to a seventh-century B.C.E. document, the
god Utu is thought to ride his chariot across the sky by day, and
through the “interior of heaven” by night.69 In a hymn to the god
Iskur, he is illustrated as the “lord who rides the storm.” The god
Adad is known by the title “rider of clouds.” In one of the later texts
of Atrahasis, the Babylonian flood story, the god Adad rides on the
four winds as the flood approachs.70 In Ugarit sources, the god Baal
is often entitled “the rider of the clouds.” He is described as riding
on a winged chariot.71
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Biblical traditions often refer to corresponding images such as
winds, cherubs, clouds, and chariots in their depiction of the riding
God.72 Psalm 68: 5, for example, introduces Yahweh, the “rider over
the steppes” ( ). Psalm 18: 11 portrays Yahweh riding on the
wind, an image which appears again in depictions of divine chariots
in Ezekiel 1: 10 as well as in Psalm 65:12. Similarly, Psalm 18:10
affirms: “He rode upon a cherub ( ) and flew. He sped upon the
wings of the wind” (  ). The notion of God riding a chariot is
clearly depicted in Habakkuk 3: 8 and 15 ( ).

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism associates the term “chariot”
(   ) with a mystical concept of the divine sphere.83 Several descrip-
tions, nonetheless, embrace mythological images of chariots, presented
as vehicles in which God rides as he travels the cosmos. In various
texts, God’s concrete chariots are mentioned and identified. One ex-
ample is found in 3 Enoch:

How many chariots has the Holy One, blessed be he?
He has the chariot of the cherubim. . . .
He has the chariot of the wind . . .
He has the chariot of the clouds. . . .74

Another account in 3 Enoch reports in detail the act of riding the chariot:
God mounts the chariot, places his two feet on it, one after the other,
and rides in heaven while glancing at his kingdom:

When He rides upon a swift cherub, between placing one
foot on its back, and placing the other foot on it, he per-
ceives 18,000 worlds at a glance; he discerns and sees into
all of them.75

References to Rikbi’el ( ), the angel in charge of God’s chariot,
attest the tangible perception of God’s chariots as instrument of trans-
portation. These references give an explanation based on the angel’s
Hebrew name, Rikbi’el, “God’s vehicle,” or “God’s chariot”:

Why is his name called Rikbi’el?
Because he is in charge of the wheels of the chariot
and they are committed to his keeping.”76

THE YOKE OF GOD’S KINGDOM

. . . thousands of thousands of thousands
and myriads of myriads of myriads
give praise and exaltation to your
great, mighty and awesome name.
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Before you stand all the mighty ones.
Who are powerful in praise and in chant.77

MYTHOLOGICAL PATTERNS

The divine realm is shared by many monarchical deities, according to
Mesopotamian mythology. They are responsible for various aspects of
nature and portions of the cosmos. They also embody abstract moral
concepts. In addition they control particular city states and nations.78

Each one of the gods is considered divine, yet they are not equal in
power and hierarchical position. Instead, they are subordinate to one
high, supreme god, the head of the pantheon. The royal title, “King of
the Kings,” used often in prayers and hymns addressed to various
deities, expresses this notion of one god, superior in status and au-
thority.79 In an Akkadian hymn, for instance, the god Enlil, chief god
of the Sumerian-Assyrio-Babylonian tradition, is entitled: “Lord of lords,
king of kings.”80 An Akkadian hymn, dedicated to the god Marduk,
likewise proclaims his superiority above all other gods:

There is [none] among all the Igigi-gods
who can boast before you.
You have no rival above or below.
Whatever the gods of all the inhabited world
may have done, they cannot be like you, Lord!81

Several sources associate divine kingship with a cosmic struggle.
According to such traditions, the head of the pantheon gains his po-
sition after winning a battle in which he proves his powers, leader-
ship, and superiority. Other deities consequently express their
recognition of his kingship and proclaim their loyalty in a formal ritual.
In his discussion of divine kingship, M. Weinfeld has asserted several
distinct integrated actions, which form the ritual of accepting the su-
preme god’s kingship: prostration, repetition of his names, and praise
of him in unison.82 By performing these ritualistic actions, the gods of
the pantheon affirm the lofty position of their leader and accept his
ultimate authority. Enumah Elish, as noted by Weinfeld, presents an
example of such a ritual. It recounts how the god Marduk defeats the
goddess Tiamat; her army fashions the cosmos and establishes order.
Consequently all gods accept him as their king. They bow down,
prostrate themselves before him, and address him in a speech:

They did obeisance to him and the gods spoke to him.
They addressed their lord Lugal-dimmer-ankin,
“Previously the Lord was [our beloved] son.
But now he is our king. We shall take heed of his command.”83
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To express their acceptance of his kingship, all the gods together
pronounce Marduk’s various names, using a threefold formula of
sanctification as they bow down:

Anshar, Lahmu, and Lahamu called his three names.
They pronounced them to the gods, their sons.
“We have given him each of these three names.
Now you, pronounce his name as we did!”84

The great gods assembled
And made Marduk’s destiny highest.
They themselves did obeisance . . . .
Thus they granted that he should exercise
the kingship of the gods
And confirmed for him mastery of
the gods of heaven and earth.
Anshar gave him another name: ASARLUHI.
“At the mention of his name we shall bow down!
The gods are to pay heed to what he says.
His command is to have priority above and below.”85

In several biblical sources, mythical imagery is utilized to depict
God’s kingship.86 In addition, various of texts express God’s supreme
kingship in heaven by portraying divine beings who acknowledge his
unequaled rule by acts of prostration, repetition of names, and prais-
ing in unison. Originally such divine groups, like “the sons of god”
(       ,   ), “the council of the holy ones” “Morning Stars”
(  ) and the host of heaven (  ), were thought to rep-
resent independent beings, other than the one God, as scholars have
demonstrated.87 Psalm 89: 5–6, for example, illustrates this notion in
its presentation of divine beings accepting YHWH as a king over the
gods by praising and exulting him:

Let the heavens praise your wonders, O Lord,
and your faithfulness in the assembly of the holy ones.
For who in the skies can be compared to the Lord?
Who is like the Lord among the heavenly beings?

Psalm 29:1–2 envisions the gods giving praise and prostrating them-
selves before Yahweh:88

Ascribe to the Lord, O heavenly beings.
Ascribe to the Lord glory and strength.
Ascribe to the Lord the glory of his name.
Prostrate yourselves to the Lord when he appears in holiness.

Several other sources include similar representation of divine be-
ings praising God, repeating his names, prostrating themselves, sing-
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ing in one voice, and repeating the threefold sanctification. The prophet
Isaiah sees divine beings speak to one another and praise Yahweh:
“Holy holy holy is the Lord of (the heavenly) hosts” (Isa. 6: 3).89 In Job
38: 7, members of Yahweh’s council sing to him jointly: “While the
morning stars sang together and all the heavenly beings shouted to-
gether.” In accordance with Israel’s monotheistic perspective, these
independent divine beings have been transformed into ministers of
the Lord or serving angels. Accordingly, the meaning of the pattern of
praise has been altered as it has come to express the greatness of the one
God. Nonetheless mythological themes are present. They allude to in-
dependent divine beings, who accept the kingship of the supreme god
by prostration, repetition of his names, and the praise of him in unison.

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

As we examine various Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts, the ancient
Near Eastern model of recognizing God’s ultimate authority seems to
reappear. It is possible that this mythological, ritualistic pattern gains
a special significance in this literature because of the composite and
mixed concept of the divine realm it depicts.90 R. Elior has examined
the nature and development of the angelic realm in the Hekhalot and
Merkavah literature, noting that its extensive presentation of the an-
gelic world is unparalleled in any other Jewish source. This literature
recognizes very openly the existence of many independent divine
beings other than the one God. Their traditional biblical role as God’s
messengers or servants is far surpassed. The Hekhalot and Merkavah
angels are almost autonomous operating by God’s side.91 These divine
beings, moreover, share many of God’s sacred characteristics: names,
attributes, features, responsibilities, and even some creative powers.

Various examples illustrate this perception. There are the “eight
revered and awesome princes, who are called YHWH by the name of
their King.”92 God’s ineffable name is given to the angel Metatron who
is called “lesser YHWH.” He sits on a throne “like the throne of glory,”
adorned with God’s crown and draped with a royal cloak. He also
knows “the wisdom of this world and the wisdom of the world to
come,” like the Creator himself.93 Prince Anafi’el is another example.
He is crowned with “the bough of his majesty, glory, crown and bril-
liance and his splendor overshadows all the chambers of the highest
heaven, like the creator of the world.”94 As a divine being, almost
equal to God, he also keeps the divine emblems: “the signet ring of
heaven and earth is in his hand.”95 In addition, there are various an-
gels with specific divine roles and privileges, such as the Prince Hayli‘el
YHWH, “a prince who is able to swallow the whole world at one
gulp. . . . he is in charge of the creatures.” These include also “Soperi‘el
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YHWH who puts to death” and “Soperi‘el YHWH who makes alive.”96

The angel Keruvi‘el is another example of the Hekhalot tendency to offer
a mythical depiction of an independent divine being, powerful in nature,
who operates next to God. This angel resembles God in appearance and
shares many of his powers, attributes, and qualities of holiness:

Keruvi‘el YHWH is his name, a valiant prince, full of
boundless power; a majestic prince with whom is majesty;
a righteous prince with whom is righteousness; a holy
prince with whom is holiness; a prince glorified by thou-
sands of hosts, a prince extolled by countless legions. At
his wrath the earth quakes; at his rage camps tremble; the
foundations shudder from fear of him and Arabot quakes
at his rebuke. His body is full of burning coals; it is as high
as the seven heavens, as broad as the seven heavens, as
wide as the seven heavens. The opening of his mouth blazes
like a fiery torch, and his tongue is consuming fire. His
eyelashes are as the splendor of lightning. His eyes are like
brilliant sparks, and his face looks like a blazing fire. A
crown of holiness is on his head with the sacred name
engraved upon it, from which lightning flickers. The bow
of the Shekinah is across his shoulders.97

In his discussion of the angelic world in the Hekhalot literature,
J. Dan observes: “the term ‘angels’ in its biblical meaning certainly
does not apply to them, for they are powers in their own right, at least
to a certain extent, and they carry the supreme holy name in their own
right.”98 Although it is clear that these powerful divine beings do not
share God’s sovereign power, the differences between them and
the supreme God in some cases are not clear. What seems apparent in
the Hekhalot literature is a fear of “two authorities in heaven.”99 In
this context, the nature of the angelic praises appears to be of great
importance.

Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism admits a certain correlation
between God and other principal divine beings. This correlation ech-
oes a mythological notion of a multitude of divine powers, which
could obviously have been regarded as a potential threat to traditional
monotheistic views, especially in light of Gnostic and other Christian
and pagan influences. Therefore, Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism,
while allowing the existence of such divine beings and according them
a significant role, nonetheless emphasizes their subordinate position
to the one God. These divine powers are portrayed as subservient to
God’s control and authority in a traditional mythological pattern, simi-
lar to the one presented above. They all accept God’s kingship by
praising him, prostrating themselves before him, and repeating his
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names in unison. A passage in Ma’ashe Merkavah describes a heavenly
ritual of exalting God and praising his name:

. . . thousands of thousands of thousands
and myriads of myriads of myriads
give praise and exaltation
to your great, mighty and awesome name.
Before you stand all the mighty ones;
Who are powerful in praise and in chant.100

All creatures, including angels and other divine beings, must prostrate
themselves, praise God, and affirm his eternal kingship:

Before you, YHWH God of Israel, kneel and prostrate
those on high and on low. Before you, YHWH God of Israel,
Seraphim glorify and sing. Before you, YHWH God of Israel,
Seraphim sing and rejoice. The throne of your glory praises you
and gives you pride, and much strength and splendor.
Before you, YHWH God of Israel,
your servants crown you with crowns,
and sing to you a new song. They enthrone you eternally,
and you shall be called One forever and ever.101

It seems that in order to display a complete acceptance of God’s
kingship, all divine powers must sing together the hymns of praise.
Any departure from this practice is severely punished, perhaps to
avoid any potential threat to the supremacy of the one God:

Therefore, they have intent, and hurry, and shine, and gather
in fear, purity, and holiness, and they say commendation
and chant, adoration and praise with one voice, with one
speech, with one knowledge, with one sound. And not only
this, but from them fall thousands and thousands, myriads
and myraids into rivers of fire and are burned. Since when
they sing songs and sanctification before the King of the
Kings of Kings, there is no early and late, no one who low-
ers or no one who elevates. Therefore, he who sings earlier
or later than his friends will be burned.102

These heavenly rituals are not presented simply as poetic, literary de-
scriptions. It is the absolute duty of all creatures in heaven to engage in
them, including the human visionaries who reach the upper level. All
descenders to the chariot, who enter the celestial realm, are obliged to
participate in the heavenly praise, accept the yoke of God’s kingdom, and
express their absolute obedience to him, using the threefold sanctification:

And every knee kneels before you and every tongue testifies
and every dignified one bows and falls down
before you, YHWH our God.
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To the glory of your name they will give honor.
And all of them will accept the yoke of your kingdom.
And you will reign over them soon, forever and ever.
Because yours is the kingdom
and you will reign in glory forever.
And I will sanctify your name great, and mighty and awesome,
holy, holy, holy. . . .103

This requirement for Hekhalot devotees to join in the praise of
God is highlighted, perhaps, because of a new and daring option which
the Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism allows. Human beings can
initiate and make an ascent to heaven to join the divine realm. They
can even acquire several divine-like qualities.104 Hekhalot and Merkavah
authors, however, insist upon the adepts’ obligation to praise God and
accept his kingship. Thus, their presence in the celestial divine realm
can in no way be interpreted as a threat to God’s superior authority.
For this reason, perhaps, the accounts emphasize again and again the
need to declare clearly an unconditional recognition of God’s supreme
kingship, an obligation which is required of all creatures when they
reach the divine.

A prayer in Ma’ashe Merkavah offers a short conclusion to this
section. It expresses the magnitude of God through specific concrete
elements — heavenly palaces, thrones, and chariots — which manifest
his majesty and supremacy in conventional mythological patterns:

Great is your name on the entire earth.
In heavens you founded your throne.
And your dwelling place in the highest heights.
Your chariot you placed in the height of heaven,
in the pure mist.
Hosts of fire praise your glory.
Seraphim of fire stand before you.105

GOD’S SPIRITUAL-FIGURATIVE IMAGE

The great, mighty and fearsome, grand and powerful God,
who is hidden from the eyes of all creatures
and concealed from the serving angels,
but is revealed to Rabbi Akiva
through the work of the Merkavah.106

Descriptions of God’s figurative image are prominent in Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism. What we find in several accounts are two prin-
cipal ways of speaking of God. One introduces the divine by referring
to his body and organs and detailing their names and measurements.
The second is concerned with God’s other physical attributes such as
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his majestic radiance, personified names, regal garments, crowns, other
emblems of authority and his specific physical features. This figurative
pattern of representation seems to express God’s transcendent and
sublime attributes in mythological language and images, as the dis-
cussion below will demonstrate.

THE MEASURE OF THE DIVINE’S BODY (SHIUR KOMAH)

Anyone who knows this measure
and the praise of his Creator,
who is covered from all people,
is promised to be among those of the world to come.107

MYTHOLOGICAL PATTERNS

In a variety of Near Eastern myths and iconographical presentations,
deities are often depicted in an anthropomorphic or zoomorphic fash-
ion. Through these depictions, the powers and characteristics of the
deities are communicated in a direct, explicit manner. In addition to
these depictions, several literary accounts reveals an alternate pattern
of representation, according to which the figurative description of the
form and body of the gods, paradoxically, serves to express their in-
accessible, transcendent, and abstract nature. In his discussion of
aniconism and anthropomorphism in the ancient Near East, R. S.
Hendel has entitled this model of portrayal as “transcendent anthro-
pomorphism,” a title which clearly exemplifies a dialectical tendency
to denote the deities’ inaccessibility and ultimate transcendence through
descriptions of their figurative or anthropomorphic manifested form.108

Several figurative and concrete images are often used: anthropomor-
phic or zoomorphic form, fiery essence, huge cosmic size, lists of bodily
parts and their names. At times names of different deities are equated
with these bodily parts.

An effective example is the depiction of the god Marduk in
Enuma Elish. An account of Marduk’s birth, in tablet I: 79–100, pre-
sents speculations on his nature. The passage describes his anthro-
pomorphic form and stature, relates the enormous size of his figure,
and asserts his unique bodily features and fiery essence. These
corporeal characteristics of the god Marduk, the text attests, are far
beyond human perception. They are distinguished as “impossible
to understand, too difficult to perceive” and express, it seems, his
inconceivable nature. Thus, the elaborate portrayal of the god’s
manifested anthropomorphic form and stature proclaims his non-
human features and his imperceptibility:

Proud was his form, piercing his stature,
Mature his emergence, he was powerful from the start
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Elevated far above them. He was superior in every way.
His limbs were ingeniously made beyond comprehension,
Impossible to understand, too difficult to perceive.
Four were his eyes, four were his ears;
When his lips moved, fire blazed forth.
The four ears perceived everything.
Highest among the gods, his form was outstanding.
His limbs were very long, his height outstanding.109

The details presented clearly refer to Marduk’s visible stature
and to specific corporeal characteristics such as limbs, organs, and
appearance. Yet a quality of inscrutability is applied to the god
through the descriptions of his huge body, specific organs, and lumi-
nous fiery essence. These seemingly recognizable features exceed both
human form and normal human perception. They, thus, emphasize
Marduk’s inaccessible, unknowable mysterious essence, “made be-
yond comprehension.” In addition, the god Marduk is exalted above
the other gods to the degree that his body transcends their anthro-
pomorphism. He is ‘other’ from the ordinary gods insofar as he is
‘other’ from human form.110

An earlier example, found in the Sumerian Gudea cylinders, pre-
sents a similar dialectical pattern of “transcendent anthropomor-
phism.”111 In the context of complex cultic and ritual issues, the Gudea
cylinders introduce a simple narrative plot. According to Cylinder A,
the man Gudea, in his dream, receives a vision of the god Ningirsu
who commands the construction of a new temple for himself. Gudea
recounts his dream for interpretation, describing the appearance of the
god Ningirsu, whom, at this point, he does not recognize. In this
description specific figurative images are applied. Gudea describes the
god’s cosmic, gigantic form. He also portrays the god in an anthropo-
morphic and a zoomorphic manner, as a man, encompassing a god’s
face, an eagle’s arms and a body of storm:

In the dream there was a man as gigantic as heaven, as
gigantic as the earth. According to his head he was a god;
according to his arms he was the eagle; according to his
lower body he was a storm; on his right and left lions were
standing; he commanded me to build his house; his (pre-
cise) intent I did not understand.112

Explicit corporeal, visible images undoubtedly predominate in this
portrayal. Yet, paradoxically, these express the god’s imperceptible
nature, which Gudea, a human being, cannot fathom. As A. Livingstone
has observed, in Mesopotamian mystical and mythological descrip-
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tions such as this, the figurative delineation of the god’s form presents
“the ineffable nature of the divine by offering descriptions which are
only barely conceivable.”113 Figurative details regarding Ningirsu’s
gigantic anthropomorphic and zoomprphic form, his god’s face, eagle’s
arms and his body of storm, do not intend to reduce the god to a
familiar form. Rather, they give expression to his unknowable, inac-
cessible nature. The imagery used also highlights the full dialectic of
the “transcendent anthropomorphism” pattern by equating the god’s
tangible, corporeal body with the image of the storm, which denotes
his abstract, limitless, nature.

A Mesopotamian hymn to the god Ninurta, from the first millen-
nium B.C.E., reflects an additional example. This hymn exalts the god
Ninurta by portraying his body, to which several parallel dimensions
are ascribed: an anthropomorphic form, cosmic size, a list of organs,
and the specific names of these organs, associated with various divine
beings and with aspects of the cosmos. The hymn includes a series of
sentences, each containing a reference to an organ of Ninurta’s body
and its name which is aligned to the various gods of the pantheon:

O Lord, your face is like the sun god.
Your eyes, O Lord are Enlil and Ninlil.
The pupils of your eyes are Gula and Belit-ili.
The irises of your eyes are the twins Sin and Shamash.
The lashes of your eyes are the rays of the sun god. . . .
The appearance of your mouth, O Lord, is Ishtar of the stars.
Anu and Antum are your lips, your command.
Your tongue (?) is Pabilsag of the above.
The roof of your mouth, O Lord, is the vault
of heaven and earth, your divine abode.114

This portrayal is illustrative of the “transcendent anthropomor-
phism” model. Ninurta is depicted in what seems to be human form.
Specific features such as the god’s eyes, pupils, irises, lashes, mouth,
lips, and tongue are mentioned. This presentation, however, has no
coherent meaning or sense. Instead, it transcends human comprehen-
sion and conveys Ninurta’s uniqueness and transcendence.

The god’s corporeal features are of infinite cosmic dimension,
compared in size to Heaven and Earth. It is also important to note that
Ninurta’s seemingly anthropomorphic body is totally different from a
human form. The hymn equates Ninutra’s bodily features with vari-
ous deities and thus seems to ascribe to him a metaphysical, all-
encompassing stature. The pattern of correlating parts of one god’s
body with other gods is probably a theological attempt to synthesize
diverse gods into the image of a supreme single god, who embraces
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the sum total of their qualities. This aspect, however, is denoted through
the figurative depiction of Ninirta’s revealed body, which conveys his
omnipotent, ultimate nature, imperceptible to human’s comprehen-
sion. “Nintuta’s body is transcendent,” attests Hendel, “his body is
inconceivable as his authority is all encompassing.”115

Central views present in biblical traditions, particularly in
Deuteronomistic sources, clearly negate the visible, figurative features
of God, emphasizing instead the divine’s transcendence and his ver-
bal, auditory manifestation.116 Yet, an avoidance of figurative imagery
is not a common characteristic of the biblical corpus.117 Sufficient evi-
dence demonstrates that a corporeal conception of God was accept-
able in a variety of biblical traditions.118 Non- and pre-Deuteronomistic
sources, as well as later works including prophetic and postexilic,
priestly traditions, evidently utilize figurative, iconic, anthropomor-
phic imagery in their conceptions of God. The verbal expressions found
in these sources do not endorse an acceptance of worshiping iconic
cult statues.119 Various linguistic expressions, nonetheless, presuppose
a “mental anthropomorphic” conception of the divine.120

Aligned with the notion of “mental iconography” is the employ-
ment of the “transcendent anthropomorphism” model in several bib-
lical presentations of God. According to the observation of Hendel,
earlier biblical descriptions, clearly non- and pre-Deuteronomistic,
exercise a model of “transcendent anthropomorphism” especially in
their “God sighting” episodes. These sources confirm the visible pres-
ence of Yahweh, described as having an anthropomorphic form. This
vision, nonetheless, entails fatal danger to most human beings, as the
following examples demonstrate. In Genesis 32:30, Jacob attests: “For
I have seen God face-to-face and yet my life is preserved.” In Exodus
33:20, God announces to Moses: “ You cannot see my face, for no one
shall see my face and live.” The prophet Isaiah declares:” I am lost for
I am a man of unclean lips . . . yet my eyes have seen the King, the
Lord of hosts” (Isa. 6:5). A similar perception is raised by Maanoah in
Judges 13: 22: “We surely shall die for we have seen God.” “Like the
body of Marduk, Ninurta, and Ningirsu” asserts Hendel, “Yahewh’s
body was believed to be incommensurate with mundane human
existence: it has a different degree of being than human bodies.”121

The deadly effect of seeing the body of God is rooted in the bib-
lical conception of purity and danger, according to which that which
is holy is also dangerous. As the most holy, God’s form is a source of
extreme danger and the vision of it is impossible to most humans. The
dialectic of holiness and danger, thus, exemplifies the model of “tran-
scendent anthropomorphism” in these biblical traditions. Paradoxi-
cally, the manifested divine body conveys a conception of God, who
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is inaccessible and inscrutable. In Hendel’s words: “it is a transcendent
anthropomorphism not in its form but in its effect, approachable only
by the most holy, and absent in material form in the cult.”122

This perspective indicates tension between the manifested God’s
form and the human’s ability to behold it. Examining theophanies in
biblical traditions, J. Barr suggests that the main significance of God’s
theophanic descriptions is not whether God is portrayed in human
form but, rather, why such anthropomorphic revelations occur to
specific selected individuals: “The central truth is the ability of God to
assume a form and to let this form be seen by men.”123 “Nothing is
indeed more significant about the anthropomorphic theophanies than
that they have occurred to special and isolated persons in the past.”124

The significance of God’s form, therefore, is derived from its func-
tion. Only a few selected individuals can behold visions of God and
endure his holiness and awesomeness, which destroy most humans.
Seeing God and surviving, thus, is a form of blessing, an indication of
spiritual merits, and a legitimization of role and position. The ones
who see God are elevated into a state of holiness in which they can
experience his presence directly, in a personal manner.125 A very telling
example is Moses, described, for example, in Numbers 12:8 as the one
who “beholds the form of the Lord,” to whom God speaks clearly
mouth to mouth (  ).126

In addition to these presentations, several biblical sources, such as
Isaiah 6 and Ezekiel 1, utilize a model of “transcendent anthropomor-
phism” comparable to the Mesopotamian model. These sources also
present Yahweh’s theophany in a manner which transcends a corpo-
real perception of the divine and asserts his otherness, boundlessness
and indefinableness.127 Ezekiel, for example, describes God’s kavod,
which he saw seated above the throne in his heavenly vision, as “some-
thing that seemed like a human form” (1:26).128 This depiction is highly
anthropomorphic, primarily since Ezekiel uses terms demut and mar’eh
which imply a concrete representation.129 Yet the cautious language of
Ezekiel, J. M. Miller has asserted, suggests that the appearance of God’s
glory “defies adequate description.”130

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

The Shi’ur Komah doctrine, found in various versions in the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature and in other sources, presents a unique con-
ception of the divine.131 According to this doctrine, God is assumed to
possess a corporal, visual form, accessible to initiated Merkavah vi-
sionaries. The Shi’ur Komah descriptions refer to God’s stature. They
list the specific features of his body, identifying them by name and mea-
surement. These texts ascribe to God’s body and organs immeasurable
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cosmic dimension, and distinguish these bodily features by illegible
names, composed of unknown combination of letters, or of letters
identified with the letters of God’s ineffable name. This direct, corpo-
real, figurative portrayal of God clearly stands in contrast to the con-
ventional conception of the transcendent, abstract nature of the divine.
Thus, questions regarding the origin of the Shi’ur Komah unequaled
doctrine, as well as the aim and the meaning of its corporal portrayal
of God, have been the subject of much controversy from early to more
recent times.132

One explanation of the figurative portrayal of the divine in the
Shiur Komah traditions, modern scholars have suggested, is rooted in
the fundamental distinction between God’s indefinable essence and
his manifested appearance.133 In contrast, a different understating of
the Shi’ur Komah tradition perceives no distinction between God’s
hidden and visible aspects, only a paradox of transcendence and im-
manence.134 Study of the origin of the Shi’ur Komah tradition has stressed
links between this doctrine and several themes found in Gnostic
sources.135 The Talmudic scholar, S. Liberman, and other scholars have
contended that the Shi’ur Komah tradition grew as an ancient esoteric
exegesis on the Song of Songs, especially on chapter 5:10–11.136

From a different perspective, I suggest, it is possible to examine the
Shi’ur Komah traditions in light of the mythological “transcendent an-
thropomorphism” model of description. It seems that such a model,
embedded in ancient Near Eastern traditions and found later, in a more
restricted fashion, in various biblical and apocalyptic sources, is evoked
in the Shi’ur Komah context of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism.137

The Shi’ur Komah descriptions make clear that their main concern
is the manifested, visible aspect of the divine body. In order to provide
answers to questions such as: “How much is the measure of the stat-
ure of the Holy One, blessed be he?” several parallel descriptions are
provided.138 They assert God’s corporeal form, list his various bodily
features and elucidate their measurements. For example:

The parasangs of His feet fill the entire world,
as it is said: “Heaven is My throne
and the earth is My footstool” (Isaiah 66:1).
The height of His soles is 30 million parasangs.
His right sole is called PRMSYYH ATYRKNY
and the left AGTMTZ.
The height from His sole to the ankle is 150 million
parasangs. Similarly the left.
The right ankle is called TZGMTNYH
and the left ASTMZ.
From His ankle to the knees is 190,005,200 parasangs.
Similarly the left.139
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This depiction is clearly highly anthropomorphic. The measurements
assigned to God’s various organs, however, are given in enormous
multiplied units of ten million parasangs (Persian miles) which cannot
be grasped. The smallest unit of these huge dimensions is compared
to God’s little finger which stretches from one end of the world to the
other, indicating that the size of the Shi’ur Komah is, in fact, infinite,
immeasurable, and inaccessible to human imagination:

Every parasang equals three miles, and every mile equals
ten thousand ells, and every ell equals two small fingers,
like His small finger. And His small finger fills the whole
world.”140

Each cosmic part of God’s body is given an illegible name, composed
of an unknown combination of letters, or of letters identified with the
letters of God’s ineffable name:

The right knee is called Satmagatz Yehamiyi and that of the
left is called Maghanuriyah. The right thigh is called
Shashtastafarnisiyi and the left is called Tafganichaziza. From
[God’s] thighs to the neck is 240 million parasangs. [God’s]
thighs are called Astanah . . . dadiyah.141

These names seldom convey any meaning. They mostly amount
to indecipherable expressions far beyond human understanding. Men-
tions of seemingly familiar characteristics, such as specific corporeal
parts and their measurements and names are, in fact, beyond human
comprehension. They serve to convey, therefore, the incomprehensible
nature of the inscrutable God:

The nose, Kngbziha is its name. . . . His tongue from one
end of the universe to the other. . . . The width of His fore-
head is Mssgyhuyvayyh. The name of the width of His fore-
head is Istanyahu Stnyhn. . . . The black of His right eye is
10,000,500 parsangs and so is the left. The name of the right
[eye] is az dhyh attysvname and its prince is Rahbiel.142

Images of light, fire, sparks, lightening, and torches are often used
to characterize God’s figure in the Shi’ur Komah tradition: “You are fire”
the text declares. It also alludes to the “form of his beauty and splen-
dor,” and describes “the splendor of [God’s] glory” as “luminous, awe-
some in the darkness.”143 The radiant splendor of God, suggests E. R.
Wolfson, assumes the shape of a human form. Yet, insofar as it “applied
to the enthroned form of the glory, it connotes at once corporeality and
luminosity; indeed, the one is expressed through the other.144

As scholars have stressed, the figurative descriptions of God serve
to convey God’s incomprehensible, and transcendent nature, which is
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far beyond human comprehension. In Scholem’s view, “The enormous
figures have no intelligible meaning or sense-content . . . they are bet-
ter calculated, on the contrary, to reduce every attempt at such vision
to absurdity.”145 Dan asserts that the descriptions emphasize that “the
divine ‘body’ is beyond all knowledge, transcending comprehension .
. .”146 According to Elior the anthropomorphic descriptions of God
intend to “glorify Him, to transcend Him and to create endless dis-
tance between man and God.”147 “The point of completely absurd
calculation, asserts Schäfer, is to demonstrate that God cannot be con-
ceived of in human categories.148 Wolfson’s analysis suggests that be-
yond “the ‘reductio ad absurdum’ of these anthropomorphic
speculation on God . . . it is necessary to embrace the paradox in its
full dialectic: the divine form in conceivable in its imperceptibility,
revealed in its hideness.”149 These observations seem to demonstrate
that the new and daring depiction of God in the Shiur Komah tradi-
tions corresponds, in fact, to the ancient pattern of “transcendent an-
thropomorphism” and its dialectical conceptual principles.

It is also important to note that Shi’ur Komah and ancient
Mesopotamian descriptions share a similar literary style and imagery,
as various examples illustrate. First, as part of the Shi’ur Komah depic-
tion of God’s figure, specific divine princes are equated with several
of his body parts: “The name of the right [eye] is az dhyh attysvname
and its prince is Rahbiel.”150 This aspect is not dominant in the Shi’ur
Komah doctrine. Surprisingly, however, it parallels the Mesopotamian
description of the god Ninurta’s bodily parts, which are aligned with
various divine figures. Second, the Shi’ur Komah lists include certain
specific parts of the divine body which are strikingly reminiscent of
the Mesopotamian depiction of the god Ningirsu: the soles of God’s
feet, his heels, hips, hands, neck, head, beard, nose, forehead, and
cheeks as well as God’s right and left eyes, pupils, iris, mouth, lips,
and tongue.151 A similar literary style, according to which a series of
sentences contain references to both an organ of the deity’s body and
to its name and qualities, is also found in the ancient Mesopotamian
hymn and the Shi’ur Komah presentation.

Finally, in addition to anthropomorphic characteristics, several
descriptions ascribed zoopomorphic features to God, which cannot be
reconciled with the human body:

Sitting in his palace, his feet surrounded by clouds of
fire . . . like the sun, like the moon, like the stars, like the
face of a man, the face of an eagle, the talons of a lion, the
horns of an ox. His countenance is compared to that of a
spirit, to the form of a soul that no creature can recognize.
His body is like chrysolite, filling the entire world. Neither
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the near nor the far can look upon him. Blessed be his name
forever.152

As this passage connotes, God embraces figurative features associated
with a man, an eagle, a lion, and an ox. The God’s appearance ex-
presses his inaccessibility and ultimate transcendence, metaphorically,
through use of images of spirit and soul that no creature can recog-
nize. Details of this description recall the Mesopotamian anthropo-
morphic-zoomorphic-transcendent portrayal of the god Ninurta, in
Gudea Cylinder A examined above, as a man embodying a god’s face,
an eagle’s arms, and a body of storm.

GOD’S APPEARANCE

. . . from His beauty the deeps are burned,
and from His stature the heavens are burned.
His stature emits proud ones
and His crown shatters mighty ones,
and His garments sweep precious.153

MYTHOLOGICAL PATTERNS

Several attributes of the gods are repeatedly presented in ancient
Near Eastern iconography and literary sources: majestic radiance,
personified names, regal garments, crowns, emblems of authority, and
specific physical features. These often express notions of divinity, su-
periority, and high status manifested in a tangible fashion..

Qualities of radiance and light are thought to be the divines’ in-
herent characteristics. The Sumerian term “NI” and the Akkadian term
“melammû” (literally, radiance, splendor luminosity) defines the gods’
supernatural awe-inspiring quality. It is a brilliant, visible glamor,
exuded by gods, heroes, and sometimes by kings, that induce awe and
fear in the believers.154 In his discussion of “why Mesopotamian reli-
gion should not be written,” A. L. Oppenheim explains the nature of
its religious thought: “ . . . the deity in Mesopotamia is experienced as
an awesome and fear-inspiring phenomenon, endowed with a unique,
unearthly and terrifying luminosity. Luminosity is considered to be a
divine attribute and is shared in a varying degree of intensity by all
things considered divine and holy. We find again the same groping of
the expression of the ineffable in terms of a fearful supernatural radi-
ance emanating from the deity.”155

Mythological patterns of thought often perceive names as inte-
gral parts of the phenomenon they represent. This conception is
present in ancient Near Eastern sources in which the names of the
gods are considered to be manifestations of their being. They em-
body the essence of the gods and are regarded as identical with their
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bearers.156 Furthermore, as S. Olyan observes, divine names are often
considered independent and sometimes appear to be corporeal. Accord-
ing to several ancient Near Eastern accounts, such names often receive
forms of cultic devotion.157

Divine emblems likewise exhibit the high position of the gods. For
example, “the rod and ring” indicate divine authority in a concrete
fashion. These emblems are depicted as a pair of measuring instru-
ments. They symbolize divine justice and kingship, as we see in tex-
tual and artistic representations.158 Sometime the rod and ring appear
to be a staff and a chaplet of beads, likewise representing divine sta-
tus. The seals of the gods are an additional emblem. These represent
their kingship and ensure their royal authority. According to Babylonian
tradition, for example, in the New Year ceremony the fates for the
coming year were fixed by writing on the tablet of destinies.159

In other representations Mesopotamian deities are often crowned.
They are distinguished as well by specific garments of notable sym-
bolic value. A. L. Oppenheim has examined texts and monuments
relating to such “golden garments of the gods.” Of the numerous neo-
Babylonian texts of the seventh century B.C.E., which refer to the gar-
ments of the gods, several describe garments with golden stars or
clouds. These decorations perhaps endowed these garments with an
aura of divinity and emphasized the status of the gods.160 A passage
in Enumah Elish describes Marduk’s rise to power. It speaks of several
features which manifest divine kingship and make it perceptible: a
princely garment, a royal aura, a crown, and a staff:

He put on a princely garment,
A royal aura, a splendid crown.
He took up a mace and grasped it in his right hand.161

The quality of beauty is also often attributed to the gods as well
as specific facial features.162 For example, a beard is a characteristic of
several gods. One example is the Babylonian god Enki, represented
often as a seated god with long beard, a cap, and a robe.163 The god
El, head of the pantheon in Ugaritic mythology, is also depicted as a
bearded god, as texts and iconography attest. El’s beard is mentioned
by the goddess Ashera as a symbol of his greatness: “You are great, O
El, and indeed wise; your hoary beard instructs you.”164 The goddess
Anat mentions El’s gray beard as well.165

Concrete patterns of depiction are present occasionally in bib-
lical sources. God’s uniqueness and superiority are expressed at
times by references to his physical appearance, in particular his
illustrious radiance, names, garments, emblems of authority, and
physical features.
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Divine aspects, such as God’s name and glory, describe his pres-
ence in priestly and deuteronomist traditions. As Mettinger has dem-
onstrated, deuteronomic sources present Yahweh enthroned in Heaven
but his name dwells on Earth. Thus, the name embodies God and
represents his presence. For example, God’s sanctuary is “the place
where the Lord will choose to cause his name to dwell” (Deut. 16: 2).
In Jeremiah as well God’s name is thought to dwell in the temple.166

The divine name is clearly personified in Exodus 23: 20–21, where it
is said to lead Israel. Olyan notes that in contrast with ancient Near
Eastern sources, however, God’s names never receive any form of cultic
devotion in biblical descriptions.167

Priestly circles present Yahweh’s qualities of splendor or radiance as
kavod ( ), or hod (  ). This is the brilliant radiance thought to emanate
from his being.168 Habakkuk 3: 3–4 describes a theophanic vision of God:
“His splendor covers the heavens. The earth is filled with his radiance.
There is brilliant light with his rays on every side.” The seventy elders of
Israel saw God: “Under his feet there was the likeness of a pavement of
sapphire like the very sky for purity” (Ex. 24: 10). Ezekiel sees “radiance
all about him” (Ezek. 1: 27–28). Psalm 104 describes God “clothed with
honor and majesty, wrapped in light as with garment” (1–2).

Diverse biblical texts portray God as a king enthroned with a
crown.169 Several passages allude to God’s garments (Isa. 6: 1; Ezek. 16:
8; Dan. 7: 9; Isa. 63: 1–3; Ps. 60: 10), and even his sandals (Ps. 108: 10).
Daniel describes God’s garments as well as his white hair: “And the
ancient of days took his seat. His garment was like white snow and
the hair on his head like pure wool” (Dan. 7: 9). Isa. 33:17 ascribes
beauty to God, parallel to other passages (e.g., Ps. 45:3–4).

HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism conveys the excellence and supe-
riority of God by applying several images which correspond to an-
cient Near Eastern mythological convention discussed above. Majestic
radiance, personified names, royal garments, crowns, emblems of au-
thority, and specific physical features are linked together to express
the supremacy of God in a tangible manner.

God of the Hekhalot and Merkavah is a crowned king. He is also
surrounded by an awe-inspiring radiance and light:

King of kings of kings, God of gods,
Lord of lords,
He who is exalted with chains of crowns,
Encircled by branches of brilliance,
Who “covers the heavens” with the branch of his glory.170
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The image of the rays of brilliance in this passage seems to coincide
to God’s kavod or hod and to the Mesopotamian NI or melammû. In
Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, it receives a visual dimension and
becomes the object of beholding.

God’s names, likewise, are described in this literature as embodi-
ments of God’s essence. A formula repeated in several Hekhalot
descriptions attests to this concept:

He is His name and His name is Him.
He is in Him and His name is in His name.171

The names also contain God’s substance and qualities:

His name is like His might and His might is like His name.
He is His power and His power is Him
and His name is like His name.172

God’s names are not seen as titles or epithets. Instead, they appear
to be autonomous and accessible to human perception as such.173

Likewise they receive ritual adoration from divine beings who “bring
to [God’s] name, great, mighty and awesome, adornment and glory,”
and proclaim: “Let your name be declared holy in the sanctification.
Let it be magnified in greatness. Let it be made mighty in
might. . . .”174

A ring and a seal similarly give a concrete representation of God’s
supremacy. Various accounts state that God sealed Heaven and Earth
with the signet ring in his hand.175 God’s beauty, including his beard,
is an additional attribute which manifests his uniqueness in a concrete
fashion. God’s face, in particular, is the focus of attention:

Fine countenance, adorned countenance, countenance of beauty,
countenance of flame is the countenance of YHWH,
the God of Israel, when He sits upon His throne of glory
and His praise is high in the seat of His splendor
His beauty is finer than the beauty of valor.176

The beauty of God’s face is awesome and overwhelming. Thus, it has
an harmful effect upon fearful observers:

Those who serve Him today will not serve Him tomorrow,
and those who serve Him tomorrow will no longer serve
Him. For their strength has lessened and their faces have
blacken, their hearts are confused, and their eyes become
darkened because of the radiance glory of the beauty of
their king. . . .177

God’s majestic appearance adds to his regal status: “his garment is
white like snow; his hair on his head is as pure wool.”178 Furthermore,
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God’s crown and garment acquire a cosmic dimension which expresses
his divinity:

Who is like our King? Who is like our Creator?
Who is like YHWH our God?
The diadem of His head emanates and radiates
the sun and the moon.
Pleiades and Orion and Mercury and Venus,
Constellations and stars and signs
sweep and emanate from His garment.179

As in the mythical model presented earlier, the physical and tangible
details in the Hekhalot and Merkavah descriptions express God’s lofti-
ness and exaltation. These are recognized and acclaimed.

MYSTICAL EXEGESIS

The sight of His countenance and the sight of His cheeks
is like the image of a spirit
and like the form of a soul.180

A cluster of figurative features vividly describes God’s image, as we have
seen. He is portrayed as an anthropomorphic king, sitting on a glorious
throne in the royal seventh palace. His brilliant palaces and thrones and
his imperial chariots manifest his supremacy as well as his total authority
over other heavenly powers who accept his rule in unison. God’s divine
body is huge; his limbs are enormous. He wears regal garments and a
royal crown, and holds the signet ring of Heaven and Earth in his hand.

Side by side with such figurative, anthropomorphic depiction,
various accounts clearly announce God as a transcendent, incompre-
hensible being. They express his qualities through abstract images,
which have no substance or tangible, visible aspect. These include
images of spirit and soul and also those of gentle breezes and the
breath of life. All of these representations convey spiritual aspects,
which cannot be conceived, defined, distinguished, or limited. Thus,
a Shi’ur Komah account, examined before, attests:

Sitting in His palace, his feet surrounded by clouds of fire . . .
like the sun, like the moon, like the stars, like the face of a man,
the face of an eagle, the talons of a lion, the horns of an ox.
The countenance of His face is like the image of a spirit,
and like the form of a soul that no creature can recognize.
His body is like chrysolite, filling the entire world. Neither the
near nor the far can look at Him . . .181

This description, like several Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts, juxta-
poses both tangible and abstract images of divinity. It makes no appar-
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ent distinction between the two. It is important to note, however, that
this description is not a general and theoretical depiction of God. In-
stead, its portrayal of God is a testament, introduced by Rabbi Akiva,
who witnessed God’s presence, and who transmits the knowledge of
him to others.182

The description clearly pertains to the figure of the enthroned God
“sitting in His palace, His feet surrounded by clouds of fire.” This
vision of God, nonetheless, is not allowed to be seen by humans and
angels alike since “no creature can recognize, neither the near nor the
far can look at Him.”183 In spite of this prohibition, which is dominant
in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, as we have seen, Rabbi Akiva
is able to behold God’s form that no creature can recognize.184 He
perceives figurative corporeal attributes such as body, form, limbs,
and the other specific anthropomorphic-zoomorphic features. At the
same time, Rabbi Akiva also recognizes God’s spiritual qualities and
transcendent nature, presented metaphorically as of soul and spirit.

Such visions of a figurative and abstract God are seen from a
mystical perspective as part of the adepts’ spiritual experience. They
are revealed, at the peak of the journey, only to worthy descenders to
the chariot, as Rabbi Akiva attests:

The great, mighty and fearsome, grand and powerful God,
who is hidden from the eyes of all creatures
and concealed from the serving angels,
but revealed to Rabbi Akiva
through the work of the Merkavah.185

When worthy adepts, such as Rabbi Akiva, acquire an exegetical “un-
derstanding of the heart” and consequently a divine-like perspective,
they are able to behold manifested divine visions and to understand
their true essence. Rabbi Akiva’s unique awareness and mystical ex-
egesis, thus, seems to reconcile the concrete and the transcendent con-
cept of God as the passage cited above demonstrates. He beholds the
figurative appearance of God and perceives his spiritual aspects of
soul and spirit.

An additional personal testament, based on Rabbi Ishmael’s own
experience, demonstrates the significance of the mystical perception,
which allows specific individuals to decode the meaning of divine
visions, to conceive the nature of God, and thus to equate their human
perspective with the divine reality.

The sight of His countenance and the sight of His cheeks
is like the image of a spirit and
like the form of a soul, and the
radiance shines and is terrible out of darkness.
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Cloud and fog surround him,
and all the Princes of the Countenance
are poured out before him through the
strength of the stature of His beauty and His glory.186

Rabbi Ishmael does not rely on his sensual and logical perception. From
his perspective, the visible, concrete, anthropomorphic features of God’s
countenance and cheeks correlate to abstract, intangible images of a gentle
breeze and the breath of life, which connote God’s transcendent essence.
It seems, thus, that a spiritual exegetical ability allows Rabbi Ishmael to
make the transition from an ordinary level of awareness to a deeper level
of perception, which enables an attainment of divine truth.

As these examples suggest, the tension between the concrete and
transcendent conception of God seems to have been reconciled in
Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism in light of the mystical-exegetical
context in which it is introduced. The dialectical concept of God and the
unique mystical-exegetical ability to perceive this paradox are linked
together. Visions of a figurative and abstract God are seen from a mys-
tical perspective as part of the adepts’ spiritual experience. At the peak
of the journey to the Merkavah, when worthy descenders acquire a
spiritual understanding and consequently a divine-like perspective, they
are able to decode and to interpret the true concealed essence of God’s
manifested visions. Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Ishmael, exemplary mystics,
go far in their mystical comprehension of the divine transcendent and
concrete vision. They behold God’s revealed figurative and concrete
manifestation, deciphers its enclosed meaning, and recognizes God’s
concealed, infinite, transcendent and spiritual essence.

CONCLUSION

This chapter examined the manner in which mythological patterns
and themes come to express the concept of God in Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism. As we have seen, God’s sublime and infinite
nature is expressed through the application of concrete images and
figurative language, as well as through various themes rooted in
Mesopotamian and biblical mythological imagery. Powerful images
such as enormous physical size, exclusive kingship, majestic appear-
ance, and tangible supremacy are evoked. Yet, they do not convey a
limited perception of God. Instead, such representation conveys his
supremacy, transcendent, and inaccessibility through the language of
mythology evoked by Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism.

Integrated with this presentation is the unique awareness and
exegetical perception, mystical in nature, which qualifies Merkavah
adepts. Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism emphasizes this spiritual
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capability which enables selected individuals to perceive concealed
truths of external manifestations, to behold the invisible God through
his figurative forms, and thus to bridge divine and human perspec-
tives in a manner in which no angel and human usually can. In the
process of “spiritual exegesis,” the transcendent qualities of God are
conceived by worthy visionaries at the end of their spiritual voyage.
They behold God as both concrete and abstract. In their descriptions,
we see a mystical, human response to divine revelation. The concept
of God they present, therefore, depends upon this perception. In
Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, it appears, it is principally a specific
human awareness and state of understanding that defines and gives
meaning to visions and images, which convey a mystical conception
of God in mythological language.

Examining the presence of myth in Judaism, M. Fishbane has dis-
tinguished five stages of myth and myth making. His observations of
the fifth stage are based on an analysis of modern poetry. They seem,
however, to delineate adequately the interplay between myth, mysti-
cism, and exegesis in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism:

Only rarely will a strong poet release images that appear to
arise from the very ground of being. In such cases we are on
the brink of myth, and cross over to the realm insofar as
images cohere in some narrative sense. I would even say that
the poet becomes a mythmaker when his images (or myth-
like metaphors) bring new dramatic vitality to the sights and
sounds of the world, for himself and for his readers. In the
process, the poet may utilize and transform images from earlier
tradition; and such a process may even give the new myth an
unexpected exegetical freshness. Nevertheless, the new mo-
ment is not exegesis per se but a return through subjectivity
to the sounds and the sights of existence.187
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6
Literary, Phenomenological,
Cultural, and Social Implications

INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of this study we looked at Rabbi Akiva’s question as
a framework for this analysis of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism of
late antiquity. Rabbi Akiva asks:

Who is able to contemplate the seven palaces
and behold the heaven of heavens
and see the chambers of chambers
and say: “I saw the chamber of YH?”1

Thus far the discussion has addressed several aspects of this question. It
examined the nature of the meditative process which leads the Merkavah
adepts to contemplate the seven heavens, ascend to the celestial realm in
a spiritual, mental journey, and behold God in his celestial chambers. It
also observed the manner in which these mystical notions were formu-
lated and conveyed through the language of mythology.

An important segment of this question still remains untreated:
Who were the adepts of the Merkavah circle in late antiquity? Who are
those who are “able to contemplate the seven palaces. . . . ascend and
behold the heaven of heavens,” and describe their endeavors in writ-
ings? In attempting to answer this question, this chapter will consider
possible cultural and social dimensions of Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism and the background of its authors. The enigmatic Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature does not offer dependable and definite infor-
mation, as noted previously. Based on the premise that mystical litera-
ture is grounded in a specific religious and social structure, however,
it seems beneficial to look at possible cultural and social implications
of the literary and phenomenological observations presented above.

This chapter, as a conclusion of this study, will first briefly sum-
marize these previous observations. It will then offer several sugges-
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tions regarding the possible cultural and ideological affiliation of
Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism and its authors.

LITERARY AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

Maintaining the view that scholarly analysis of mystical phenomena is
primarily textually based, this study examined Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism as found in several treatises and literary accounts. In light
of current observations and methodological premises in the study of
mysticism, several mystical characteristics of this tradition were
identified. As exhibited above, Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism
delineates both inner-spiritual experiences and the personal, divine
revelations which they entail. These two aspects are interrelated.
Mystical goals, practical methods, spiritual stages, inner conceptual
transformation, divine revelations, and their spiritual exegesis coin-
cide and create an integrated, common mystical outlook which, de-
spite its noncanonical status, endured over a long period of time.

Various literary traditions provide descriptions of a specific path
or via mystica which leads the Merkavah seekers to a spiritual aware-
ness of God during a personal, unmediated experience. As part of
their effort to attain God, those who journey on this path practice
various mystical methods, develop an elevated spiritual perception,
and expand their consciousness. These inner-spiritual practices lead to
self-transformation which results in their achieving a divine-like sta-
tus and a new “understanding of the heart.” From their new and
elevated position, the Merkavah visionaries are capable of beholding
visions of God and of deciphering their meaning in a process of spiri-
tual exegesis. Their experience is an expanded one. They do not sim-
ply behold such visions with a limited, human perspective. Instead,
by beholding and deciphering the meaning of such visions in a process
of spiritual exegesis, they reach divine truths. This type of elevated
exegesis becomes possible for qualified adepts at the end of their spiri-
tual voyage, when human and divine perspectives correspond.

The analysis above has also demonstrated how these mystical
notions are formulated and expressed in Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism through mythological language. Myth and mysticism are
two conceptual frameworks which have no inherent connection. Some
schools of mysticism present their ideas and beliefs through use of
various modes of expression other than mythology. Other schools,
however, evoke mythological elements in their teachings in various
ways. As chapters 4 and 5 have demonstrated, several Hekhalot and
Merkavah accounts express mystical notions by utilizing mythological
language, pictorial images, visual metaphors, and concrete illustra-
tions. Echoes from familiar ancient Near Eastern mythological tradi-
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tions, biblical and Mesopotamian, are likewise prominent. We find the
presence of mythology particularly in relation to two topics: the spiri-
tual journey to God, and visions of the divine in the heavenly realm.

The journey is delineated on two levels. It is presented as a men-
tal-contemplative process, or a spiritual-ecstatic voyage, which takes
place in the adepts’ imagination, spirit, and mind. Such an experience
is depicted often in a tangible fashion as an actual, corporeal ascent to
heaven taking place in a mythological, celestial cosmos. The act of
crossing conceptual boundaries and gaining a divine-like awareness is
expressed through several mythological patterns and specific themes
rooted in Near Eastern mythological sources. These include an heroic
journey to the forbidden divine realms, an ascent to heaven on a cos-
mic pole, a symbolic return to the primordial, harmonious state of
Eden, entrances through heaven’s gates, and various tests and trials.
The spiritual shift of awareness is presented in several Hekhalot and
Merkavah descriptions by applying a common mythical pattern of
symbolic death and rebirth and by evoking a model of metamorphosis
from a human status to a divine-like state.

The complex concept of God, attained by the descenders to the
Merkavah, is likewise portrayed on two levels. Varying descriptions
allude to God’s spiritual character, his transcendent nature, and his
inconceivable qualities, all far beyond human or angelic comprehen-
sion. These abstract dimensions of God are expressed through mytho-
logical, concrete imagery. God of the Hekhalot and Merkavah is a
king, huge in body and size, draped in regal garments and wearing a
royal crown. He sits on his glorious throne in his royal seventh palace
while other divine beings praise him, glorify his name, and accept his
rule in unison. These essentially anthropomorphic, figurative portray-
als do not contradict an abstract conception of a transcendent, spiri-
tual God. Rather, they express this abstract concept in a mythological
fashion through the application of pictorial images and metaphorical
language, as well as by evoking traditional Near Eastern conventional
themes such as enormous physical size, exclusive kingship, excep-
tional beauty and tangible supremacy.

Such revelations of the divine are not presented in isolation. They are
dependent upon the adepts’ spiritual comprehension and exegesis. The
concrete, anthropomorphic figure of God is revealed to qualified adepts
only at the end of their spiritual journey. Then, when the Merkavah devo-
tees reach an optimal mystical stage of consciousness, their human per-
ception coincides with that of the divine. They can behold visions of God,
gaze at the King in his beauty, and decipher the meaning of these revela-
tions with “an understanding of the heart.” Thus, they comprehend God’s
essence and speak of his spiritual and inconceivable nature, conveying it
in abstract images such as spirit and soul.
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In this mythological formulation of mystical notions, it is important
to note that mythical images and themes are not presented in their
original form in Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical writings. They are
interiorized, spiritualized, and reintegrated through distinctive mystical
lenses in order to convey new mystical notions in the Judaism of late
antiquity. The mythological themes, however, are not interpreted or
decoded in light of the traditional Jewish midrashic or symbolic meth-
ods, frequently used in rabbinical literature or in later Kabbalistic sources.
Instead, in many of the Hekhalot and Merkavah accounts mythological
themes are presented directly as an integral and vital part of the mys-
tical content. They give expression to mystical notions such as spiritual
experiences and transcendent revelations, which by their nature may
stand beyond clear verbal expression and familiar vocabulary.

CULTURAL AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS

As we have seen in chapter 1, various questions concerning the social
climate in which Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism developed, as well
as the identity of its authors and redactors, and their specific ideological
affinities, are still questions debated by scholars. The fictional enigmatic
and pseudepigraphic nature of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature
does not offer clear information.1 Well-known Tannaitic figures such as
Rabbi Ishmael, Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah, are
presented in the writings as the main protagonists. Yet, as J. Dan ob-
serves, the descriptions often refer to an imaginary reality. Likewise,
they repeatedly contradict both historical information and the accepted
traditional norms of the first few centuries C.E.2

As discussed above, several theories have been suggested in the
scholarly literature concerning the social and historical origin of the
Hekhalot literature as well as its writers’ possible affiliations. Accord-
ing to one view, introduced by G. Scholem, Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism emerged in the central circles of rabbis, in a context com-
mitted to knowledge of rabbinic law and lore, namely, the tannaim and
amoraim of the first centuries C.E.3 This view has been challenged by D.
J. Halperin, who demonstrates differences between the Hekhalot and
Merkavah tradition and that of rabbinic Judaism. In his opinion, the
Hekhalot and Merkavah literature developed in lower-class groups of
people known as Am ha-Arets (people of the land, ), who oper-
ated in a context of social conflict with the rabbis, and expressed their
protest through the literature.4 According to R. Elior, the writers of the
Hekhalot and Merkavah literature identify themselves with the priestly
class of the first centuries C.E. After the destruction of the temple in 70 C.E.,
these groups continued their priestly tradition within their visionary
experiences in the heavenly palaces, in order to preserve and reconstruct
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lost Temple traditions.5 P. Schäfer sees Hekhalot and Merkavah literature
as a product of a “post-Rabbinic elite” dating from the late Talmudic
period to the late Gaonic era.6 M. Cohen, P. S. Alexander, and M. Swartz
have suggested that the different Hekhalot texts took shape over several
centuries in Palestine in the early Amoraic period to the post-Talmudic
time in Babylonia.7 The authors, according to Swartz, came from edu-
cated, yet popular groups deprived of formal rabbinic training, found in
circles of synagogue functionaries, liturgical poets, and professional scribes.
J. R. Davila, likewise, associates professional scribes with the composers
of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature. In a recent study he identifies
the people behind the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature as practitioners
of ritual power, compared to shamans and shamans/healers.8

As I conclude this study, I would like to consider these debated
questions regarding the cultural-social background of Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism in light of the literary, phenomenological evi-
dence discussed above. R. Gimello, in his discussion of mysticism,
highlights the significance of historical-cultural factors on every mys-
tical tradition, asserting that mystical content and cultural-social fac-
tors are bound together:

Mysticism is inextricably bound up with, dependent upon,
and usually subservient to the deeper beliefs and values of
the traditions, cultures, and historical milieu which harbor
it. As it is thus intricately and intimately related to those
beliefs and values, so must it vary according to them.9

Mystical literature, S. T. Katz has attested, is rooted in its particular
cultural circumstances and grounded in its specific historical context.
Thus, it reflects both phenomenological characteristics and historical-
cultural aspects:

. . . as language and judgment also belong to, indeed are
inseparable from, social life, the structural matrix works to
locate both experience and the experiencer (the mystic) in a
given sociohistoric conceptual field, whose problems and
problematic he or she adopts and aims to solve.10

Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism, like other mystical traditions, is
an historical phenomenon. As such, its literary traditions and imagery
point beyond themselves, reflecting not only a spiritual-mental stance
and phenomenological dispositions but also, indirectly, cultural and social
ideologies, norms, and attitudes. It appears worthwhile, thus, to at-
tempt to reconstruct the ideologies of Hekhalot and Merkavah mysti-
cism based on the literary evidence discussed above. This is by no
means to suggest that such sources are to be treated as straightforward
and accurate historical documents but rather to propose that they reflect
the self-perception of the authors, redactors, and practitioners of Hekhalot
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and Merkavah mysticism, as well as their value systems and ideologi-
cal affinities.

Such observations, regarding self-perception, ideology, and value
systems, may associate this mystical literature and its writers with an
identified group in the Jewish society of late antiquity. In what follows,
I will outline specific perspectives found in Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism. In light of these I will suggest that a specific group in Jewish
society, that of “scribe, sages, and the wise” who were associated with
classes of priests, may have been the authors of this mystical literature.

PERSPECTIVES IN HEKHALOT AND MERKAVAH MYSTICISM

Several observations emerge from the Hekhalot and Merkavah mysti-
cal sources regarding the outlooks of its authors and members of the
Merkavah group.

First, the descenders to the Merkavah are associated with tradi-
tional Jewish teachings, culture, ethics and conventional forms of study.
The main visionaries, as noted above, are identified as esteemed
tannaitic sages whose traditional scholarly knowledge is very appar-
ent. Furthermore, as various examples attest, a capable descender to
the Merkavah is portrayed as a highly educated and qualified person,
fully trained in Jewish law, ethics, lore, and the study and Jewish
exegesis of the Torah. Members of the Merkavah circles, as Elior has
demonstrated recently, were closely affiliated with temple angelic-
priestly traditions, literature, and rituals, which were refashioned and
transformed in the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature.11

Second, despite the emphasis on rabbinic education and tradition,
several aspects of Merkavah mysticism stand in tension with aspects
of rabbinic Judaism. Several scholars have argued that because the
authors of the Hekhalot and Merkavah literature did not retain a rec-
ognized status and an esteemed position, they probably stood outside
official rabbinic groups.12 In addition, there are indications of concep-
tual dissimilarity between traditional rabbinic notions and Hekhalot
and Merkavah mysticism. Primary illustrations are attitudes towards
the concepts of revelation and communication with God. A central
notion in traditional Judaism defines the relationship between God
and human beings around the divinely initiated revelation at Sinai
and its continuous manifestation in the Torah, which embodies every-
thing relevant for understanding the world and God. This traditional
view is substituted in Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism with an al-
ternative religious option which emphasizes personal, mystical en-
counters with God and the heavenly realm, initiated by humans.13

Third, the notion of deciphering divine revelations and compre-
hending attained visions is emphasized in Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism, as we have seen. With “light in their heart and a face shining
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from wisdom,” the Merkavah adepts wish to realize the content of God’s
secrets,14 as well as to decode all the mysteries of the world and all the
orders of nature, as the Creator himself, so that “there is nothing in
heaven above or deep within the earth concealed from them.”15

Fourth, great value is attributed to written documents which con-
tain the teachings of the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystics, as well as
to the acts of recording and transmitting distinct knowledge to mem-
bers of the circle. The significance of additional varying “scribal” fea-
tures are likewise noticeable. A passage in Hekhalot Rabbati, for example,
describes how divine visions and celestial revelations are attained by
“those who descend to the Merkavah,” and their content are recorded
by people whose proficient skill and role are to witness these visions
and to transcribe them in writing:

These are the people whom the descenders to the
Merkavah take and situate above them; they seat them
(these people) before them and say to them: “Observe,
see, hear, and write all that we say and all that we hear
before the throne of glory.”16

Similar scribal activity is demonstrated as well by the act of recording
the secret names of the guards of the seventh heaven. These names are
recorded by individuals who seem to be scribes of mystical knowl-
edge, as Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah’s instructions attest:

Since you say to me: detail (the names) come and stand on
your feet; And when the name of each one is pronounced
from my mouth, every one of you should bow down and
fall down on your faces. Immediately all the heroes of the
havurah, heroes of the Torah, and all the mighty men of the
yeshiva came and stood on their feet before Rabbi Nehunia
ben Ha-Kanah. And he would speak, and they would fall
on their faces, and the scribes would write.17

Merits of the worthy mystic, who has proven himself in the study of
Torah, Rabbinic exegesis, and ethical deeds are recorded in writing by
Gabriel, the angelic scribe, and attached to the ascending wagon:

Dumi’el needs Gabri’el, the scribe and he writes for him on
a paper of the wagon of that person, saying: “such is the
wisdom of this person and such are his deeds and he re-
quests to enter before the throne of glory.18

A reference to a textual document which contains secret knowledge
is associated with the Enoch tradition. In 3 Enoch, Enoch realizes divine
secrets through the act of reading “letters by which heaven and earth,
seas and rivers, mountains and hills, trees and grasses, stars and con-
stellations, angels, all heavenly creatures, throne of glory, the world
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wisdom,” and all other phenomena were created.19 A written document
facilitates the transmission of knowledge. Thus, Enoch-Metatron medi-
ates hidden knowledge to his disciple, Rabbi Ishmael, by instructing
him to read the letters of the heavenly curtain: “he showed them to be
with his fingers, like a father teaching his son the letters of the Torah.”20

The opening passage of Hekhalot Rabbati introduces a book which
contains knowledge of the seven celestial divine palaces and of the
seventy holy names of God: “This is [the] book [of] [the] seven sacred
palaces, in which seventy sacred names are explained.”21 An emphasis
on learning secret knowledge from a written book is found, as well, in
Hekhalot Zutarti:

Everyone who is careful with this book and purifies himself,
he is loved by angels, er’elim, troops, Seraphim, Cherubim,
Ophanim, and the throne of glory.22

Reference is made to a written text that includes the secrets of the
perception of God and divine mysteries. This text is attributed to Moses
who is presented in this context as both an ideal mystic and scribe
who mediates between Heaven and Earth and reveals transcribed
hidden knowledge to the selected members of the Merkavah circle:

This is the book of wisdom, understanding, and perception,
the study of above and below, the secrets of the Torah and
of heaven and of earth, and the secrets, which He gave to
Moses, son of ’Amram, of the perception of YH YH AH’HYH
YAW Sabaot God of Israel.23

A description in Hekhalot Rabbati, discussed previously, demonstrates
as well the process of transmitting esoteric teachings to the members
of the Merkavah group, identified as the havurah or yeshiva. When
Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah decides to reveal “the secret of the world
as it appears to one who is worthy to gaze at the king and on the
throne in its glory and beauty,”24 he instructs Rabbi Ishmael, his stu-
dent, to bring before him the people who belong to this circle, namely,
“all the heroes of the havurah and all the mighty men of the yeshiva.”25

Hekhalot Rabbati depicts as well the manner in which traditional and
esoteric knowledge is transmitted from a master teacher to his disciples.
Rabbi Nehunia ben Ha-Kanah explains the process to Rabbi Akiva:

I have put in your mouth Torah, Prophets, and Writings;
Mishna, and Midrash of laws and legends, the legal deci-
sions of the permissible and the forbidden. Yet were it not
for the secrets of Torah which I have hidden from you, would
you come and appear before me at all?26

Also of importance is the portrayal of both Moses and Enoch as
prototypes of the Merkavah mystics, as demonstrated above. Both heroic
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figures from the past are traditionally known as “scribal” ancestors. Enoch
was known by the third century B.C.E. to have been a “scribe of righteous-
ness” (1 Enoch 12:4 4QEnGiants 8:1–4, ii.14–15), who ascended to heaven
in order to transcribe the angelic appeal (1 Enoch 13:4–7). Moses is known
as the one who has written God’s words at Sinai and other occasions, and
thus transcribed the Torah of Moses (Ex. 24:4; Num. 33:2; Deut. 31:9, 22).
In the second century B.C.E., this tradition was supplemented by the com-
pilers of the book of Jubilees, who emphasized Moses’ scribal role: “And
the angel of the presence spoke to Moses by the word of the Lord saying,
‘Write the whole account of creation . . .’ ” (2:1) Moses scribal descenders,
then, transmitted his knowledge in a transcribed book.27 At the same time
central Hekhalot and Merkavah heroes, such as Enoch and Rabbi Ishmael,
are identified as priests and associated with priestly traditions, rituals and
duties, and many literary examples of the Hekhalot and Merkavah litera-
ture reveal specific priestly traditions and interests from the First and the
Second temple periods, as Elior has attested.

Fifth, an additional aspect of Hekhalot and Merkavah literature is
the capacity to express mystical notions through the reapplication and
appropriation of biblical and ancient Mesopotamian mythological
themes. Affinities with the language of the mystery cults is also sug-
gested by specific descriptions. The presence of biblical traditions in
Hekhalot mysticism is obvious. Mesopotamian mythological motifs
and the language of pagan cults, however, are elements which seem
to suggest a certain familiarity with non-Jewish traditions operating
within the Greco-Roman world of late antiquity, as well as the capac-
ity to draw on the symbolic power of such far removed traditions.

In light of the evidence presented above, we can discern several
distinctions among the Hekhalot and Merkavah mystical group, as
found in their mystical records. The descenders to the chariots are
depicted as members of a specific circle of learning, who regard written
records not only as primary sources for knowledge, but also as chan-
nels through which teachings are transcribed and transmitted. They
are portrayed as highly educated and trained in Jewish traditional
disciplines, scriptures, rabbinical texts, and interpretations. This group
is associated, as well, with priestly temple traditions, ritual and litera-
ture which they both transform and continue. Members of this cul-
tured circle, however, not only show interest in the normative teachings
and principles of Judaism, but they also see themselves as initiators
and recipients of direct divine visions. Much of their practice, more-
over, revolves around interpreting and deciphering these mystical rev-
elations as they aim to comprehend their encoded concealed meanings.
They also attribute their knowledge to esteemed teachers and models,
such as Moses and Enoch, regarded as scribes, priests, sages, and me-
diators between Heaven and Earth. Like them, the Merkavah adepts
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aspire to access divine secrets and then to record and transmit these
mysteries to other members of their circle. The manner in which sev-
eral of these notions are expressed in the Hekhalot and Merkavah
literature, through utilizing themes from foreign sources, suggests a
certain awareness of non-Jewish traditions and proficiency in evoking
such traditions in a new mystical context.

What kind of a social-cultural group emerges from these descrip-
tions and what is its ideological affiliation? I would like to suggest that
many of the characteristics attributed to members of the Hekhalot and
Merkavah mystical circle are shared by other specific groups recognized
by titles such as scribes, sages, and wise men associated with classes of
priests and with temple traditions. Many of the Hekhalot and Merkavah
mystical accounts, likewise, appear to be laced with several features,
ideologies, and traditions, associated with distinct concerns of several
disciplines of such groups, namely, visionary sages, scribes, or scribes-
priests who embrace the pursuit of transcendent divine mysteries and
revelations. The following discussion aims to support this hypothesis.

PERSPECTIVES OF SCRIBES, SCHOLARS AND THE WISE

Studying the changes brought about in Judaism as a result of Helle-
nistic influence, E. J. Bickerman has observed a complex view of late
antiquity Jewish society which reflects the existence of different groups
of intellectual experts. Bickerman has discerned a stratified system of
intellectual circles, placed between the highest rank of the rabbinical
elite and the lowest, that of the common class. “Between and beside
the nobles and the common people there had always existed groups
of technological experts whose power was based on knowledge.”28

As several scholars have submitted, the designated titles of such
Jewish intellectual groups of late antiquity are not rigidly used. Scribes,
sages, scholars, wise men are synonymous and fluid titles, distinguish-
ing members of such circles. The evidence for their activities is sparse,
scattered, and open to various interpretations.29 Scribes-sages were
neither organized in groups nor did they serve in distinctive identifiable
classes of specialists, A. J. Saldarini has asserted.30 Their status and
social classes varied. Likewise, the range of functions and roles they
performed was considerably broad. Records describe scribes-sages,
scholars, wise men as associated with priests, Levities, prominent fami-
lies, as well as with lower class officials.31 In addition to their role as
part of the administration, independent scribes-sages in different loca-
tions functioned in a wide range of disciplines and expertise. They
were known as teachers and textual specialists, and were involved in
writing, reading, and producing documents. Scribes-sages were thus
known also as experts of the scriptures and the laws, skills which
they acquired through reading, coping, and interpreting.
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Several classes of scribes were also associated with classes of priests
as their roles and traditions overlapped at various times, as several of
sources attests. In Mesopotamia from the ar millennium BCE on, scribes
were situated in royal courts and temples and were associated with
priestly classes, among other positions. Scribal literary culture and
traditions were also a phenomenon associated with schools of priests
and those who trained in priestly circles in Israel, according to sources
included in the Hebrew Bible. Fishbane has demonstrated the diffi-
culty of distinguishing priests, scribes, prophets and other leaders who
produced and transmitted the biblical books. Studies of Deuteronomy,
edited probably before and during the exile, emphasize its priestly
scholastic character and connection with wisdom and Scribal tradi-
tions. In the post exilic Jewish community the roles of priests, Levities
and scribes clearly overlapped. The most well-known scribe, Ezra is of
a high priestly stock. Representing undoubtedly the blending of priestly
and Scribal traditions he is depicted as a “scribe skilled in the law of
Moses” (Ezra 7:6, 11, 12, 21). Great Scribal activity is attributed to
priests and Levities according the Chroniclers depiction (1 Chro. 24:6,
2 Chro. 34:13). The Testament of Levi, an apocalyptic work of the second
century BCE, is ascribed to the predecessor of a priestly lineage, em-
phasizing the priestly and Levitecal descent of the scribes (8:17 possi-
bly 13:1–2). Enoch, depicted as a scribe in 1 Enoch and 4QEn Giants, is
the central hero of the Enochic priestly tradition. Priestly origin is
attributed as well to scribes who composed and copied texts found
among the Dead Sea Scrolls that speak of a community of the “Sons
of Zadok”. In addition to specialization in the copying of books and
sacred scrolls several groups also drew on secular written documents.
Various sources attribute to sages, scribes and “the wise” an attitude
of openness to foreign, non-Jewish traditions. Some scribe-sages were
also associated with knowledge and wisdom; they were depicted as
seers, wise men and seem both to continue and to transform familiar
Near Eastern traditions of mantic wisdom.32

Only several concerns of the sages and scribes, as described above,
are relevant to our present discussion of Hekhalot and Merkavah mys-
ticism and its background. These include an appreciation of scholarship
and of transmitting acquired knowledge through written documents
and books; extensive education in traditional Jewish scriptures, wis-
dom, lore, and interpretation; affiliation and devotion to priestly temple
traditions; familiarity with foreign, non-Jewish traditions, and specific
interest in decoding, and interpreting concealed divine secrets. As a
variety of sources attest, specific circles of Jewish intellectuals of late
antiquity, associated with Near Eastern traditions of scribal wisdom,
demonstrate such interests and approaches. The Hekhalot and Merkavah
accounts, likewise, associate its mystics with these concerns, as we have
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seen, and thus may point to some ideological affinity with the former
group of intellectuals, scribes, and sages.

The first three interests of these sages-scribes, namely appreciation of
scholarship, knowledge and written documents, the dedication to exten-
sive Jewish education as well as the connection to priestly traditions and
literature, have been intensively discussed in various studies.33 Thus the
discussion below will examine the latter concepts, namely, the familiarity
with foreign, non-Jewish traditions and, more extensively, the specific
interest in decoding and interpreting concealed divine secrets.

Various sources attribute to the sages and scribes an attitude of
openness to their neighboring non-Jewish traditions, in accord with
a long tradition associated with the learned activity of “the wise.”
This attitude, which can be identified in early stages of the history of
ancient Israel,34 is documented in several sources from the Greco-
Roman period, which demonstrate that knowledge of the Torah and
as well of non-Jewish types of wisdom was important for Jewish
scribal groups. For example, Ben Sira’s portrayal of the ideal sage
emphasizes study of the Torah and abiding by the commandments
as a primary goal (Sir 6:37, 23:27, 29:11–13). Nonetheless, Ben Sira
also accentuates the need not to separate from foreign cultures and
to be open to other traditions. Ben Sira’s ideal scribe-sage, for example,
must be ready to travel to foreign places: “. . . he will travel in the lands
of foreign peoples for he has tested the good things and bad among
human beings” (Sir 39:4 Greek).35 Tolerance of other cultures, customs,
and traditions is likewise encouraged: “Eat like a man the things set
before you” (Sir 31:16a Greek); “Should they choose you to preside over
a feast, become among them as one of them (32:1 Greek). Observing
Ben-Sira’s view, J. Gammie suggests: “It is most probably due to his
secular tasks as scholar, sage, and jurist that the necessity of a more
cosmopolitan and assimilationist stance was thrust upon him.”36

Ben-Sira’s profile of the ideal scribe is not unique. Daniel, in the
book of Daniel, is a Babylonian scribe, familiar with foreign tradition
and with the pagan literature of the Chaldeans (1:4). The Letter of
Aristeas to Philocrates, a pseudonymous Greek-Jewish composition,
shows a similar attitude when presenting characteristics of the sev-
enty-two translators, commissioned by the Egyptian king to produce
a Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible: “. . . they had not only mas-
tered Jewish literature, but had made a serious study of that of the
Greeks as well” (L. Arist, 121).37 These educated sages are clearly ac-
quainted with both Jewish and non-Jewish traditions and with other
traditional views: “They rose above conceit and contempt for other
people and instead engaged in discourse and listening to and answer-
ing each and every one . . .” (L. Arist, 121). In her discussion of the
Jewish scribes in Greco-Roman times, C. Schams clarifies this phe-
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nomenon: “Scribes who during their training would have copied dif-
ferent texts, wisdom books, and sacred writings as the classical texts,
would have gained some knowledge of the content of these books.
Since the sacred books were considered a source of wisdom, they were
studied by educated and wise scholars.”38

An additional specific concern of the scribes, sages, and intellectu-
als of late antiquity is their distinct interest in the notion of decoding
and interpreting veiled divine mysteries. This interest follows well-known
traditions associated with scribes and sages dating from ancient times
until late antiquity, which are expressed in striking terminological and
conceptual similarities.39 According to Mesopotamian sources, for ex-
ample, a special kind of knowledge associated with the wisdom of the
scribes, enables one to acquire divine understanding and to know the
secrets of Heaven and Earth. Such knowledge is attributed to excep-
tional humans and especially to successful kings.40 Ashurbanipal (668–
627 B.C.E.), for instance, left an account of how he obtained such wisdom
through the art of the scribes. “I learned the wisdom of Nabu, I studied
all the scribal craft . . .” he claims, and gives specific details:

Marduk, the wisest of the Gods, gave me wide understand-
ing and extensive intelligence and Nabu, the scribe [who
knows] everything granted me his wise teachings. . . . I
learned the art of the Sage, Adapa, [so that now] I am famil-
iar with the secret storehouse of all scribe learning [includ-
ing] the celestial and terrestrial portents.41

Nabonidus (555–539 B.C.E.) describes himself as a learned man who pos-
sesses knowledge and wisdom and thus is able to understand secret lore:

I am wise, I am learned, I have seen what is hidden; I do not
understand the impressions made by a stylus [but] I have
seen secret things; the god Ilte’i has shown me everything.
I have found out [secret lore].42

As we have seen in chapter 4 above, the fragmentary cuneiform text
from Mesopotamia associates King Enmeduranki of Sippar with the
tradition of deciphering divine secrets. Endowed with knowledge
associated with methods of divination, the ancient king is able to in-
terpret omens, to comprehend the mysteries of the gods, and the se-
crets of Heaven and the underworld. Letters by scholar-scribes to the
neo-Assyrian Kings Esaehaddon and Ashurbanipal demonstrate a simi-
lar claim to understanding celestial and terrestrial signs, including a
wide range of cosmological observations.43

The sages and scribes of Mesopotamia produced and copied cu-
neiform literature over a long period of time, from the middle of the
first millennium B.C.E. well into the Greco-Roman period. As noted
above, their tradition continued beyond Mesopotamia throughout the
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changing political and social scenery of the Near East and into the
Hellenistic period.44 Hellenistic Jewish cultures absorbed much of the
culture of Mesopotamia, including various scribal traditions, as seen in
several apocalyptic sources.45 One example of this phenomenon is the
Enochic tradition. As studies have shown, the figure of Enoch is mod-
eled after that of the Mesopotamian King Enmeduranki.46 The Enoch
tradition does not continue the tradition of divination, yet it maintains
a deep interest in the notion of encoding divine mysteries, as J. J. Collins
makes clear. Emphasizing the link of Enochic tradition to the scribes
and sages, Collins asserts: “The books of Enoch often speak of a class
of the “righteous and chosen,” and Enoch, the righteous scribe, must be
considered as their prototype. We know regrettably little about this
Enochic group . . . they were, or at least included in their number, scribes
who were familiar with the name of Enoch.”47 It is important, however,
to note the different perspective of the Jewish scribes-sages. As Collins
affirms: “They also claimed to know divine mysteries and boasted of an
ancient prototype who had ascended to heaven. They were influenced
by their Babylonian counterparts in some respects. . . . In accordance
with Jewish tradition, they rejected most methods of divination and
omen seeking. . . . For the decoding of these mysteries, however, the
Jewish sages relied not primarily on divinatory techniques but on what
they believed to be divine revelation.”48

The principal characteristics of Enoch in the Enochic tradition are
the marks of a scribe-sage figure, who is familiar with both traditional
wisdom and the wisdom of decoding divine secrets.49 The primary
narrative describing Enoch, the Book of the Watchers (1–36) introduces
him as “Enoch the scribe,” or “Enoch the scribe of righteousness” (12:
3-4). His role is to mediate between the angels in Heaven and the fallen
angels, or watchers, on Earth, and to “write out for them the record of
a petition” (13:4). The opening of the last part of 1 Enoch, the Epistle of
Enoch, introduces Enoch as the wise scribe of this book, “[Book] five,
which is written by Enoch, the writer of all the signs of wisdom among
all the people” (92:1). In the Book of Giants, included as part of the
Enochic writings at Qumran, Enoch ‘s scribal skills are associated with
his ability of interpreting dreams.50

Concern with encoded divine wisdom and its interpretation is cen-
tral to the apocalyptic Enoch tradition. In the Book of the Watchers, Enoch
travels beyond the boundaries of the Earth, enters inaccessible places,
and understands mysteries and cosmological secrets. In the Astronomical
Book (72–82), the angel Uriel interprets the meaning of divine mysteries,
and becomes the source of knowledge. Enoch’s statement in the Apoca-
lypse of Weeks makes this clear: “That which appeared to me in the
heavenly vision, and I know from the words of the holy angels and
understand from heavenly revelation” ( 93:2). Mysteries written on the
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celestial tablet of heaven are also revealed to him: “For I know this
mystery. I have read the tablets of heaven and have seen the holy writ-
ings and I have understood the writings in them” (103:2).51

The Book of Daniel demonstrates a similar interest in the wisdom
of decoding divine secrets, associated with scribes, sages, and intellec-
tual circles.52 Daniel is a maskil.53 He and his companions are educated
as Babylonian scribes who study the letters and language of the
Chaldeans (1:4) and are known as “the wise men of Babylon (2:13).
Daniel, who “studied the books ( 9:2) is distinguished not only by his
skills in all wisdom but also by his knowledge and loyalty to Jewish
tradition and law. There is an emphasis on writing books and on the
significance of the intellectuals (maskilim), who constitute the religious
leadership of Judaism (chap. 12).

Daniel is introduced into the meaning of mysteries. The idea of
wisdom encoded in mysterious signs is prominent in chapters 1–6.
Chapters 7–12 display the notion of divine revelations, which require
comprehension and interpretation. Daniel becomes a recipient of dreams
and visions. He receives a vision near the bank of waters in Babylon
(10:4), sees a fiery heavenly figure, and falls down to the ground with
terror (10:9). He is then raised by this figure, who grants him under-
standing of the prophet Jeremiah’s oracle, treated as a mysterious revela-
tion (10: 11–14). Daniel falls dumb and trembles until the divine being
calms him down and an entity “like a a man” touches him and promises
to reveal to him the meanings of prophecies that “were inscribed in the
true writing” (10:21). Daniel is now able to understand and interpret the
hidden messages of the revelations (9, 11, 12:10, 11:33, 35).54 As a di-
vinely inspired sage, Daniel becomes a seer of mysteries who mediates
between the divine and his contemporary generation.55

Ben Sira restricts his ideal sage to the Torah, advising him not to
search for hidden knowledge: “Search not for what is too wondrous
for you and investigate not what is hidden from you. Mediate upon
what is permitted to you and deal not with secret things” (Sir 3:20–22).
Despite this prohibition, it is evident that Ben Sira is aware of such
intellectual pursuits of wonders and hidden knowledge, as scholars
have argued.56 A similar well-known Mishnahic prohibition expresses
reservations regarding esoteric wisdom, yet allows one who is learned
and intelligent to study the secret knowledge of Ma’aseh Merkavah:57

It is forbidden for three persons to discuss the laws of sexual
offenses, for two people to discuss Ma’aseh Bereshit, and for
a single person to discus Ma’aseh Merkavah, unless [that
person] is learned and intelligent (m. Hagigah 2:1).

4 Ezra is an additional source which displays an interest in decod-
ing divine secrets associated with scribes and sages.58 The text depicts
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Ezra as a priest and a scribe who is the author of the twenty-four books
of the Hebrew Bible and seventy others, reserved only for the wise. Al-
though Ezra “has never gone down into the deep, and neither ascended
into the heavens” (4 Ezra 4:7–9), his interest in esoteric knowledge is clear,
and is understood to be the source for his deep understanding of revela-
tions and visions. Invited by God to reproduce the Law, Ezra receives
divine revelations as well as a special understanding and wisdom:

Then I opened my mouth and behold, a full cup was offered
to me; it was full of something like water, but its color was
like fire. And I took and drank; and when I has drunk it, my
heart poured forth understanding, and wisdom increased in
my breast, and my spirit retained its memory, and my mouth
was open and was no longer closed (39–40).

In 2 Baruch, the tradition of decoding secrets and revelations is
also linked to the wisdom of the scribes and sages.59 Baruch, the scribe
from the book of Jeremiah, is portrayed as a leader of the community
who is involved with tradition and law. As a wise man (46:4) he in-
structs the people to observe the Torah and its laws (44:2–3, 45:1–2,
85:3), and writes to the exiles in Babylon (77:11–87). In addition, Baruch
is concerned with visions and revelations which he receives through
dreams (36:1, 53:1), and with interpretations which reveal eschatological
information: “And while I was pondering these and similar things,
behold, Ramael, the angel who is set over true visions, was sent to me
and he said to me” (55:3).

It is interesting to find in Josephus’ Jewish War a reference to scribes
and their interest in interpreting mysteries. Recounting events which
took place towards the end of the first revolt in 70 C.E., Josephus intro-
duces a list of omens and signs which had supposedly occurred before
the outbreak of the war. These omens are linked with predictions of the
downfall of Jerusalem. In Josephus’ view, correct interpretation of the
omens was crucial: “By the inexperienced, this was regarded as a good
omen, but by the sacred scribes it was at once interpreted in accordance
with other events” (War 6.291). Josephus does not elaborate on the iden-
tity, background, and status of the group he names as sacred scribes. It
is clear, however, that they are seen as learned and experienced inter-
preters of signs who are therefore able to predict the future.60

Several documents of the Qumran community connect intellectual
figures such as the wise man, the sage, or the maskil to the notion of
deciphering the meaning of hidden mysteries. “There is no evidence
that the sages of Qumran depended on dream visions or angelophanies
as the media of such revelation,” C. A. Newsom asserts. There are
“repeated references, however, to revelations, the gift of a spirit of
knowledge, and inspired revelation, by which secrets and mysteries
are decoded.”61 Collins points out that the author of the Hodayot claims
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to be the recipient of direct revelation. This is evident in the following
lines, attributed to the Teacher of Righteousness: “These things I know
by the wisdom which comes from Thee for Thou hast unstopped my
ears to marvelous mysteries”(1QH 1:21).62 Qumran Pesharim as well
demonstrates an interest in revelation and interpretation.63 Words of
the scriptures are treated as mysteries which reveal information about
supernatural realms, divine mysteries, and God’s plan for human
salvation at the end of time. These need special interpretation, di-
vinely disclosed to the elect. Lines from the Rule of the Community
demonstrate clearly the claim for understanding esoteric wisdom: “My
eyes have gazed on that which is eternal, on wisdom concealed from
men, on knowledge and wise design [hidden] from the sons of men”
(1QS 5–6).64 The source for such concealed wisdom, however, is the will
of God made evident through proper understanding of the Torah.65

SHARED PERSPECTIVE INDEED?

Several of the principal concerns of the sage and scribe groups de-
scribed above are significant to our discussion of Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism and its background. These include: appreciation of scholar-
ship and of transmitting acquired knowledge through written docu-
ments; dedication to extensive education in traditional Jewish scriptures,
wisdom, lore, and interpretation; affiliation and devotion to priestly
temple traditions, rituals and literature; familiarity with foreign, non-
Jewish traditions which operated within the Greco-Roman world of late
antiquity, and capacity to evoke their symbolic themes; finally, specific
interest in decoding and interpreting concealed divine secrets. Though
these identifying elements are not the dominant characteristics of all
Jewish intellectuals of late antiquity, they do represent interests of specific
circles of sages and scribes associated with varying aspects of Jewish
education as well as of non-Jewish traditions.

We may note the transformation of such an interest in Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism. The significance of understanding concealed mean-
ings is clearly maintained. Rather than attributing such wisdom solely to
divine inspiration or to an angelic illumination, Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism seems to narrow the gap between exegesis and experience.66 It
emphasizes the cultivated mystical awareness, consciousness, and “un-
derstanding of the heart” as keys to an exegetical understanding of con-
cealed visions, as the opening of Hekhalot Zutarti cited above suggests:

If you want to single yourself out in the world
so that the secrets of the world
and the mysteries of wisdom will be revealed to you,
study this teaching and be careful with it
until the day of your departure.
Do not try to understand what lies behind you
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and do not investigate the words of your lips.
You will try to understand what is in your heart
and keep silent,
so that you will attain the beauty of the Merkavah.67

CONCLUSION

We come now to the end of this study. The last part of our discussion
has attempted to identify the social-cultural background of Hekhalot
and Merkavah mysticism, its authors, and redactors, in light of views
and attitudes present in their mystical writings. As a concluding hy-
pothesis to our analysis, we have examined how several important
attitudes and concerns, associated with the Hekhalot and Merkavah
mystics, are also present as key interests among Jewish intellectuals in
late antiquity in circles of scribes, sages, and “the wise” from ancient
to Greco-Roman times. We see several shared perspectives: attention
to education, scholarship and transmitting knowledge; proficiency in
traditional Jewish scriptures, teachings, and interpretation; allegiance
to priestly temple traditions, rituals and literature; certain familiarity
with foreign, non-Jewish traditions, and interest in decoding concealed
divine secrets. Though these are not precise social, historical, and
cultural features which can equate the two groups with absolute
confidence, they do seem to reflect a distinct similarity in self-percep-
tion and ideological interests. Thus, it seems plausible to consider that
the enigmatic Hekhalot and Merkavah mysticism is a product of these
Jewish intellectuals of late antiquity associated with classes of temple
priests, who, in keeping with the traditions of the wise, reapply sev-
eral of their principles and concepts to their mystical writings.

These suggestions are presented as possibilities and not as certain-
ties. They neither specifically define the group in which Hekhalot and
Merkavah mysticism was compiled, nor do they identify its authors
and redactors with absolute confidence. Nonetheless they treat the
inclinations of the writers as well as their cultural and social ideolo-
gies. Together with the previous discussion of Hekhalot and Merkavah
mysticism, both its special mystical notions and the manner in which
they are conveyed through mythological forms of expression, as well
as through evoking and transforming Mesopotamian and biblical
mythological themes, these cultural and social references conclude this
study and thus address the last aspect of Rabbi Akiva’s question:

Who is able to contemplate the seven palaces
and behold the heaven of heavens
and see the chambers of chambers
and say: “I saw the chamber of YH?”68
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